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Abstract of Dis:^ertativj?.i Presented tc the Graauate Ccu?ici.l

of tiie Univ-Brsity of Florida in Partial Fulfill;r.ent of the
Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philoisophy

ASCENT ?.ND RETUPIN:
The PxCdcmptive Voyage of Poe's Hero

Bv

John Pat.rick KuFisey

Aug-ast, 19 71

Chairrr;an: Dr. Cor^lon E. Bigelow
Md. j o K Dep a r tir.r?.n t : Engl i s

h

Poej_s_^Ja-trr:1oii demonstrates __a_bar> ica lly af finrative

vision of manlcind's potential for red/rfupti on . As corrobo-

rated by his essays and Eureka^ ?oe believed humanity, in

its preset r. state, to be lost and damned, cj.t off frorri '."he

rr.erc.ory or its paradisal criginj and frorr; the hope for any-

thing tuc ineaninglass extinction. ' n^Jit: he also belia\ed

that tlicre v."ore -r.en of gonius who possessed the capacity to

re-kindle in mankind the one faculty, chat o C Taste, wliich

cocd.d av/iikon them to the beanty of universal design and

hence to their Ou'n latenr. diviriity. Ilcvyever, th.i.s savior-

genius is constantly beset by the parils of a savage v/orld

andf even riicre critically, ])y the rr.isanthrropy , sloth, and

narcissisra which seeia alv/c^ys to av'.;compa.ny genius. lie can

conquer oo.ly by continued a.sserrions of Jiis will an.d reason,

In order to dciuonstrate that rauch oi: Pea's fiction grows out

of these same be3.iefs, this s Lrdy arranges nearly thirty of

Va



his tales in su.ch a v/ay that thoy hecc^.e episodes of a sin-

qle story--the aues't cf a Hero to fulfj-11 his salvivic and

exemplary destiny as 3eer and poet.

The Hero must f: rst find witiiin himself the means to

survive earthly peril as a free, rational human being. If

he allo\vS himself no fall prey to pricle or to fear, he v;ill

go mad and destroy himself ("William Wilson," "The Tell-Tale

Heart," "The Black Cat"). Ey controlling his panic and

forcing his pov;ers of mind into a focused harmony, he can

keep himself alive and s<\ne ("Descent into the Maelstrom,"

"Fit and the Pendulum").

But he m.ust do m.ore. For he is still beset by the dis-

ruptive, maddening forces of illusion. "The Fall of the

House of Usher," as v:ell as several minor :^ Lories, show the

fatal (or, alternately, ludicrous) dileivjaas oi pj.-ot agonists

who are unable to see the truth of what surrounds end afflicts

them. Ortce ag^in, though, illusion can be ma3i:Gred and de-

stroyed by a concerted m.arshalling of reason and v.-J. ll--as the

allegorical "King Pesf' makes clear. And in his role as

Dupin, the Hero not only overociaeG illusion but also the real

and palpable perplexities of tiie world, v-hile, si!t;ultaneously

,

preparing mankind for his ultimate appear ;5nce as the poet--

savior.

Ironically, the Hero must, to :??ome excent, foreswear

Jiij? reason and will as he approaches tht^ re^lm of vision, a

fact that the narrator of "M-rella" ne-er^learns and that of

vxx



"Ms. round in a Bottle" learns only after great suffering.

Arthur Gordon Pym, v;ho masters the difficulties of all the

previous protagonists, is finally readied for visionary

ecstasy by his acceptance of the proto-poet Dirk Peters as

his guide to the world of spirit.

But the Hero must return from his vision if he is to

evoke, in art, the effects of its redemptive beauty for all

mankind. To do so, he must accept its evanescence and his

ov/n mortality and responsibility. "Ligeia" and other sto-

ries show the deadly results for himself, for those he loves,

and for his art if ho does not achieve the kind of reconcili-

ation attained by the narrator of "EJ.eonora."

Finally, he must find a means to share and make peima-

nent che effects of his vision, a triumph finally achieved

in ''Th.e Domain of Arnheim" and "Lander's Cohtage." Para-

doxically, the Plero has succeeded because he put his "tech-

nological" gifts of reason and will to the service of a

basically Eastern viev/ of universal life and unity. He is

the disciple of both Locke and Buddha. -^

VI 1".



"in v/riting these TaJ.es one by one, at long intervals, I

have kept the book-unity always in mind~-that is, each has

been cor.\posed with reference to its effect as part of a

whole .

"

--Letter from Poe to P. P. Cooke, August 5, 1846

"With how unaccountable an obstinacy even our best writers

persist in talking about 'moral courage '--as if there could

be any courage that was not moral. . . . The energy which

overcomes fear--\-/hether fear of evil chreatening the person

or threatening the impersonal circumstances amid which we

exist--- . . . is, of course, simply 'moral.'"

~ - Poe ' s Ma rq i na 1 i

a

"It i.3 only Uie philosophical lynxeye that, through the

.indignity-mist of Z'ian's life, can still discern the dignity

of Han.

"

-•-Poe ' s Marginalia



INTRODUCTION

Baudelaire did inoi-e for Poe than make him an inter--

national literary figure. In his essays, he also estab-

lished ail the raajor propositions about Poe v/hich critics

have debated ever since. Essentially, Baudelaire propounded

these throe theses: 1) that cts a man, doomed by internal

and external forces, Poe v;as driven to isolation, mental

agony, fits of perversity and frustrated dream flights into

the .'.•aalin of ir.Jaaterial Beauty; 2) that his tortured life

and temperament are directly reflected in his art; 3) and

that, th.erefore, Poe's poetry and fiction are filled with

self-iu,i(iolaticn and mental collapse.

'L'cday, the first two of these points are aore or loss

(ioad issues. Arthur Hobson Quinn's exhaustive biography"*

and the coir.plete edition of Fee's letters have demcnstrated

that ti-icjugh. , as Bavidelaire claimed, Poe v/as indeed unsl;.able,

nerve-ridden, and paranoic, ho was also caoable of areat

fortitude and energy, graciousness , gallantry, piety, and

hope; ti^at he v.'aa not nearly so uiuch the helpless viotim of

h.is own psyche, or of /"merican materialism end democracy,

or of any "diabol"! Ci] providence" as Baudelaire v,?culd have

had lis believe. Nor today carx v.'e so blithely assume tVie

va]id5.ty or relevance of Baudelaire's belief in the id'.'ntity

of the artist with his art; though earlier in the century



3 4Marxe ^sonaparce, Joseph Wood Krutcb, and other docLriiiaire

disciples of Freud accepted and developed this tliesis, the

efforts of the Nev\' Critics and the insights gained in the

Lev/is-Leavis controversy on the "personal fallacy" have led.

modern readers to a healthy skepticism about this approach

eir.her to biography or; art.

H o\vever, Foe's critic s h a vr- sh ov,'n re imark ab 1e allegiance

to Baudelaire's portrayal of the kind of literature Poe-

created; its recurrent themes and its vision of life. VJhat

Baudelaire finds in Poe's art is a picture and an explana-

tion of ''the exceptional case i_n the moral order" (Baudelaire,

115) and all the torment v/liich befalls such a man: halluci-

nations v/hich seen to be raticual; absurdity controlling

the mind; "hysteria usurping the place of the v;ill, contra-

diction set up between the nerves and the mind, and person-

ality so out of joint that it expresses grief by a laugh.

Hfi analy^.e-s . . , all that iiTiaginary i.i'orld which floats

aroond a hicfh-strung mail and leads him into evil" (llo).

Poe explored this niahtmare v/orld with zeal and rx^lish:

"The fervor v"ith '.vhich he throws himself into [:he grotesque

cat of I'-Vvo for the grotesque and into the horrible cut of

love for the horrible serves to verify the sincerity of

his work, and the hariaony between the ir.an and the poet"

(1IG--117). And Baudelaire discovers an .analogue to Poe's

affection for the a\/ful: ''The vjanatural pleasure tliat a man

nay feel in watching the flow oi: his own blood, sudden



violent, useless ir.overnents , cries Littered for no reason at

all, are phenomena of the sarae kind" (117) as those produced

in Poe's art.

In svibsequent decades, this i.inage of Pce's literature

as a raolange of perversity, horror, and suicidal rnasocliism

has j>een sustained by Poe's laost famous and influential

5
critics. For instance D. H. Lav/rence calls Poe a "scien-

tist [rather] than an artist" (6 5) because Foe had only one
j

theiue, "the disintecj-ra-tion-orocesses of his ov;n psyche"

(65); a true artist, on the other hand, i.s concerned with

both "the disintegrative vibration" and, in the " fonriing of .

a new consciousness underneath, " in the "double rhythm of

creating and destro/ing" (65). Poe could only "crave to

madness or deach" (71) because he v;as one of those doomed

men who he^ve "lost trioir integral souls" (78); in bis art,

Poe "sounded the horror and t'ne v/arning of his own doom"

v->

(yl)

,.6Yvor Vvintcrs' famous attack condemns Poe's irales be-

cause they "are all studies in hystexia; they are written

for the sake of the hysteria" (254); he disijisses Poe

becaaie, he says, his "v-ork totally avoids "that vast and

3cl:.d region in which human experience is vuidev-stood in

moral terms and emotion is the result of tb:at understanding,

or is seen in re la-^- ion ship to that wriderstanding and so

-judged" (:^55). Poe's v/orks are about nothing at all: he

"e'-^decLVors as far as may be tc escate from a paraohrasable

-r->

theme'' (2 57) .



Allen Tate'^ asserts that, because oil "Poe's failure to

harmonize himself (437), his mental faculties of feeling,

will, and intellect became hypertrophied, finally resulting

in "the intellect moving in isolation from bo':h love and

the moral will, whereby it declares itself independent of

the human situation in the quest of essential knowledge"

H58). But, for Tate, Poe's great contribution to modern

literature was his discovery of "our great subject, the

disintegration of personality" (461)

.

Charles- Feidelson, Jr.^ writes that Poe's "primary aim

is the destruction of reason, and he takes pleasure in the v--

very horror of the task" (35), a horror which Poe felt one

had to undergo because it was only through an awful and

agonising loss of one's own identity that "new vision"

could be found; Feidelson says that Poe "clearly lines up

reason, individuality, and life on one ::ide; irrationalrsm,

impersonality, and death on the other" (252) and identifies

"art with death" (252) .

In his lengthy study of Poe as a Romantic and Idealist,

Edsvard Davidson^ agrees with Lawrence that Poe never got

bevcud the first stage of the Romantic quest to solve "the

epistemological dilemma— does man as mind live in a mindless

universe?" (50) a quest which first demands "an act of

'destruction or renunciation . . . then, and only then, /

could reality or world assume its being and actuality again"

(!^0); but Poe's mind "fulfilled itself—every time it wrote

9



a poem or short story--by performing an act of destruction '^

of the sensible world as having any mind or reality whaLso-

e'ver" (51), though exceptions to this pervasive obliteration

of self can be found in tiie ratiocinative tales , the crit-

icism, and Eureka , v/orks in which Poe tries "to make sense '

of reality and to put logic back together" (51). Other.s'ise,

Poe ' s art portrays a fictive "I" in whom "the normal rational

faculties of thinking and choice" (122) have boon suspended,

and in whom "ethical and religious beliefs" are "powerless

to function"' (122), a protagoi^is t ".^ho "never learns any-

thing" (12 6) because in himi "'there was no inner conocious-

ness to !.-)egin with" (126).

Roy Harvey Pearce ' observes that "Poe is quite obvi-

ou:.:].y the poet of dream-v/ork" (141), and that in nori t of

his fiction, ';oo, "the protagonist must boar witticss to,

even be the agent of, the destruction of the 'real' v^orld,

just so that a 'surreal' v.'orld, that of the hypnagogic

imii'jination, may be brought into view" (148). Further, Poe ' s

"driving concern" v;as to derucnstrate the need to bring that

world into view and actnally co do so, because t:ie dream-

v/orld; Poe came to feel, was ''the on].y, or the ultim.ately,

real world" (14 8) .

For Richard Wilbur, " Foe's art was created "not as

a meaiis of giving imaginative order to eartlily experience,

but as a .5timuli;s to unearthly visions" C-'S), seeking to

"disengage the reader's mind from reality and propel it



toward the ideal" (100), tov/ard a "realm in which reason no

longer hampers the play of the imagination . . . the realm

of dream" (102) , toward a state in which, having obliterated

"the corrupt and corrupting external v/orld" (13 7) with its

demands on the intellect and moral sense, the imagination is

free "both to recall and to sim.ulate its primal, unfalien

state" (10 7).

Perhaps the most extreme, but the inevitable, dovelop-

12
ment of tiiis general view is Joseph I-Icldenhauer ' s .

" Basing .

his study, like Wilbur, on Poe's cosmology (with its emphasis

on the identification of Beauty v/ith Unity) , he asserts that

Poe's artists (and all his personae) discover bliss only in

their ov;n deaths and in tlie murder of those bhey love, that

such is their "route to the aesthetic heaven of death" (297),

and that, indeed, the "fulfillment of the artistic process is

a conscious death" (290). Poe's characters "bend to murder

or -i-.o suicide all the craftsmanship of the fine artist'"'

(291) , and they are "never ethically accountable . . . ,

being t;ompelled ... to do that which is at once an outrage

upon life a)id a salvation from life" (29 7). In Poe's

"special --ersion of Rom.antic diabolism" (298), there is no

appeal "to the comraunity of ordinary men, v/ith ordinary

values" which can reliev'e its "intense and solipsistic

privacy" (29 7).

Tiius tlxe consensus. These readers (and many others)

all accept Baudelaire's fundamental vision of Poe's art:



that it is empty of moral relevance, that its characters are

hopelessly doomed, that it approvingly records the annihi-

lation of m.ind, that it equates art solely with death and

dreams, and that it upholds tlie necessity of liberating

the imagination from the chains of reason and conscience

so that it can run free, forever, in the fields of dream-

land. Though the critics usually adrait that there are

other elements in Poe's art (the common exam^ple being the

ratiocinativo tales), it is this demonisra and destructive-

13
ness that they claim to be of greatest importance. It is

not that there is no evidence in Poe to support such a

thesis, nor that these men are merely trying to ingratiate

themselves with Baudelaire's ghost. Most o': them have read

Poc sensitively and carefully (if not alv/avs sympathetically) ,

and have attempted to substantiate their claims through

extended analyses. But they are all sayi.ng much the saine

thing. Aiid there is more to be said.

It is a different Poe--a mroditative, him^ane, frequently

conservative Poe v/ho is to be described in this study. A

Pee v;ho, while truly a dreamer, knov;s the dangers of dreams.

A Poe who understands, as do Hawthorne and HelvilJe, the

perils of tne solitary ego. A Poe who affirmed both the

pain and the bounty of earthly reality. A Poe v;hose central

concern was with th.e formation of thr\t "nev/ consciousness"

which Lawrence denied of ]iim. A Poe v.'hose fiction portrays

the grovvth, not the destruction, of a Hero whose "biography"



v;e shall extract from the tales. And a Poe whose entire

aesthetic and religious theory forces us to see the moral

relevance of every deed of his Hero because nothing less

than the fate of all mankind hangs in the balance.

After establishing, in Chapter One, Poe ' s general viev/

of fiction and of the poetic genius, v/e shall describe the

voyage of his fictional Hero. It begins with him coming to

terms with, and mastering, those v/olves of the world and of

his ov;n spirit which can hurtle him to an early and unmarked

grave. Even- though his vision is ultimately a~sensual and v

unwcrcldly (even Eastern), he must first grapple with the

tortures of mutability and sensation, surviving them and

then speaking their truth. Chapters Tv;o and Three will

deal v;ith these first two stages of his 3scent---to survival

and to perspective . However, even after he has in.ounted to

his vision (the subject of Chapter Four) , he must then

return and reconciJ.e hiniself to his own mortality £ind to

the .loss of his evanescent ecstasy. He must fight the

Faustian egotism v.iiich tells him that he and all he loves

can be made imraortal . He must eiccspt the burden of shared

hiimanity and find the means in art by which the effects of

his vision can be felt by all men. Chapters Five and Six

portray these last stages of his complete quest-- to recon-

ciliation and to poetry.

But before beginning, it should be made clear Uiat this

Ur-Hero is a distillation of a great I'lurnber of protagonists



10

in the individual stories. He is "created" hero by taking

p.early thirty tales, generally v/ithout reference to sequence

of publication, and arranging them in such a way that they

becorae parts of one, continuous narrative. By such a device,

I hope to serve Poe by displaying as graphically as possible

those conflicts and resolutions with v/hich he \-JaS concerned

throughout his career and which have not yet been fully

recognized.
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CHxAPTER ONE

POE ' S HERO

What Edgar Poe wanted in a poem is quite clear: a

brief, intense vision of Ideal Beauty, a vision purified

of moral maxims, history, passion, personality, and un-

transmuted sense images; a vision v/hich would at least

approximately affect the reader as the original vision had

affected the poet; and, if successful, this pcetic vision

would whet the reader's innate thirst for that Beauty

v/hich can at last only be quenched in some "ultimate dim

Thulo . . . Out of SPACE~-out of TIiME."

Poe's clearest statement of these basically Platonic

principles- is found in his famous 18 38 review of Long-

fellow's Ballads. There, Poe asserts that poetry responds

"to a natural and irrepressible demand" in every man, his

"thir.'rt for supernal BE-AUTY---a beauty which is not afforded
X 2

the Houl by any existing collocation of earth's form.s
.

"

Lyilc poetry allays this universal desire more specifically

and completely than any other art form (excepting music, the

power of which is equal to that of poetry) , and even more

than any other form r,t literature, because it appeals sol52ly_

to the Taste, which is our inborn capacity to respond to

those essential properties of the Beautiful-- " fitness ,
har-

mony, arid proportioti'' (Harrison, X, 71).

13
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However, contrary to v/hat a numJDer of Poe's critics

have assumed (especially VJilbur and Moldenhauer) , his view

of poetry was not identical witl; his conception of the

value, techniques, or the proper realm of fiction . In his

famous review of Hav/thorne's T\^ice-Told Tales, he describes

fiction (both novels and short stories) as being, first,

inferior to poetry in its inability to appeal solely to the

Taste, to our thirst for eternal Beauty: "The author who

aims at the purely beautiful in a prose tale is laboring

at a great disadvantage. For Beauty can be better treated

in the poem" (Harrison, XI, 109). Nor could prose be as

"hypnagogic" as poetry because, by definition, it lacked

rhythm., and rhythm was "indispensable because of its effect

in detaching the senses from external reality and m.aking

the mind receptive to emotional stimuli" (Jacobs, 317).

But what fichion can do is evoke and portray a far greater

range of effects than poetry; it can express "a vast variety

of modes or inflections of thought and expression"; it can,

for instance, deal wi tn "terror, or passion, or horror" as

a poe'" nev-er should; its tone can be " ratiocinative ,
" or

"sarcastic," or "humorous"; and, again contrary to poetry's

depiction of Beauty, "the aim of the tale" is Trutli, and in \/

particular the truth of character and mind. Thus, Poe con- ^

eludes, "the field of this species of composition, if not

in so elevated a region ovl the mountain of Mind, is a table-

land of far vaster extent than the domain of the m.ere poem"

(Harrison, XI, 109).
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in his exhaustive study of the development of Poe '

s

critical theories, Robert Jacobs describes exactly vvhat Poe

hoped to find in a work of fiction:

Poe wanted to be immersed in thought and feeling
when he read fiction, to experience the mental
and emotional life of the characters and of the
author. The sympathetic imagination of the
reader would be unaffected by a narrative bhat
meirely told v;hat happened. Poe wanted a novel
to be heavily subjective, and apparently it did
not matter too much whether the subjectivity
proceeded from the character or directly from
the author. The pleasure derived from any kind
of art, Poe a].ways insisted, was in direct ratio
to its effect. "Bald," "naked," and "barren"
were the terms he applied to a narrative that
did net reverberate with emotional and Intel lee- */

tual overtones. (Jacobs, 271)

And Jacobs concludes that what Poe "wanted v^7as evidence that

the writer v/as totally engaged with his subject, emotionally

and intellectually."

There are other facets to Poe ' s aesthecic of fiction

(especially those which deal with plot uni.ty, verisimilitude,

and the adaptation of a character to his fictional environ-

ment) , but this is enough to demonstrate chat, for Poe, prose

fiction v/orked on different levels than poetry, through

different laws, and created different effects on its readers.

v7e should not expect from a story what v/e find in poetry,

vruat we should ask of fiction is that it affect us through

the portrayal of pass ion and sub

j

ectivi by , the very things

that must be eliminated from, poetry. Fiction must give us

-ohyr-acter, em.otion, and action— and not, like a poem, tiy

to lull us iiito visions of paradise.
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Tlie eny^xir.g argir/cent in t;iis study i.s biased at least

partic-.lly on. ray viev.' thar Poo v.'rot3 the kind of story that

his aesthetic of fiction cai.lod for, just as he v.'rote poems

3which generally rcf Ic-ccv-'jd his theory of poetiy. \I\iat I

drav.' from his fiction is the depiction of the growth of a

genius, a poet, as he struggles through the traps set both

by his ov;n terriperament and by the hostile environinent around

him. 'lis cnen.ies are sloth, fear, pride, and the soft yield-

ing to dr^^ains and death. Ke is also besieged by his inability

to perceive or relate to any form of reality outside his own

mind, and by his permitting hiraself to become enslaved and

thereby to give up his integrity and original vision. Often

he ouccurrjjs to these evils; h.e cannot see properly or he 1

''

cannot judge correctly or h.e cannot iv'ill himself to act

effectively. Yet finally he does begin to get some measure

of control over himself arid then his v^orld and then his

latent powers of intuition, until he finally emerges free

a.nd triumpihant as the oracular voice of Eureka and as the

].andscape -archJ.tects , Ellison and Landor.

Before turning to this Hero, this genius, it would be

valuable to see what Poe liad to say about "original Genius"

in his critical essays and the Marginalia. Z^nd he said a

great deal. Indeed there is no other sulDJect to which he

so often retujrned as L:his--the goals and glories of that

rare and gifted being, the man of poetic genius~-as v;ell as

the dangers that befall him and the necessity for mankind

th.at he conquer thera.
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Over and over again, Poe makes clear that true creative

genius arises, beyond all else, from an intense, exquisite

"susceptibility to iiapressions of beauty" and a concoraitant

"sensitiveness and a"ersion to deformity" (Harrison, XVI,

121) . The artist must fully possess "the sentiment of the

beautiful— thab divine sixth sense . . . v/nich speaks of

God through hLs nearest, if not his sole attribute--which

proves, and which alone proves his existence" (Harrison,

XI, 255), Following eighteenth-century terminology, Poe

calls this sensitivity to beauty Ta?^"^ • ^^f ^1-1 the gifts

of the poet, this is the most essential. He further main-

tains that this power is not by itself sufficient to make a

man a true artist. Vvhat he also needs is Imagination, which,

for Poe, v^'as the judgmental power of coirJoininc, re-ordering

and choosing among the data provided by the senses only

those images which best indicate or suggest the effect of

the poet's vision: ''The pu-i-'e Imaginat ion chooses only the

mcost coml)inable things hitherto uncombbined. . . . Even out

of Jeforndties it fabricates that Beauty which is at once^

its sole ol)ject and its inevitable test" (Harrison, XVI,

153-5G). Tjltinately, Poe came to align the power of Imagi-

nation with anaJ.ysis, v/h.ich enables "the artist to get full

view of the machinery of his proposed effect, and thus work

it and regulate it at will" (Harrison, XVI, 65).

These tv;o gifts, the powers of Taste and Imagination, of

susceptibilitv to Beautv and ooetic iuaqment, are the two
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fundamental pov.'ers of genius. But a man .so gifted still

will not be able to create art unless he cornraands something

else: j.n addition to sensitivity and analysis, which in

eighteenth -century terminology are basically intellectual

faculties, a poet also needs to develop his active faculties.

Poe calls for "that mental and moral combination which

shall unite in one person . . . the Shelleyan abandon [Taste]

c'.nd the Tennysonian poetic sense [Imagination] and the stern-

est Will prcnorly to blend and rigorously to control all

. . . (Harrison, XVI, 148-50). The sternest Will ; more than

any other gift or acquirement, even more than Taste or Imag-

/ination, x.he attainment of pov;erful will was for Poe the
I

1

crucial pro requisite for the flowering of full genius. Only

the man \<\io forced himself to his task could bring it off:

the '"artist and the man of some artistic ability must not be

confounded. He only is the former v-/ho can carry his most

stiadowy precepts into successful application" (Harrison,

KVI, 60). The critics of art as well as its creators possess

sensitivity to Beauty as well as the "faculty of analysis";

but the difference between them lies ui their character,

because a "great deal depends also upon properties strictly

moral---fo.': example, upon patience, upon concentrativeness

,

or the power of holding the at'.ention steadily to -i'J\e oug

purpose, upon self -dependeriCe . . . in especial, irpon er'orgy

or industry" (Harrison, XVI, 6 6-7).

•But the will must do m.ore than merely defeat, the natural

lassitude of gsnius: it must also triuruph over the very
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temperament and disposition which seems invariably to ac-

company it. It is this demon within him which tempts the

artist to soar away from the material, substantial universe

foreve^ into the ethereal realm of the beautiful- -and the

dead; Poe warns the artist not to embark on such a one-v/ay

voyage: "the Imagination of Man is no Carathis, to explore

with impunity its every cavern. Alasl the grim region of

sepulchral terrors . . . must sleep, or they will devour

u3--thoy must be suffered to slumber, or v,^^ perish" (Harri-

,son, XVI, 167). It is the will of the poet which must keep

him from sj.iding inescapably into the chasm of mystical

vision; it must force a balance between this inborn tendency

and the equally essential acceptance of human mutability.

lie must go down—but he must also re-surface; down into

changeless and glowing Beauty, but^ up again to the mortal

and imperfect earth. He must go out but only to come back.

I\nd he can return only if his powers of reason and moral

insight are in harmony and are balanced v/ith his pov/ors of

taste, and imagination. Poe wrote,

Highe_st genius is but the result of -generally
large mental power existing in a state of absolute
proportion- -so that no one faculty has undue pre-
d^ominanc^e. That factitious "genius" . . . which
is but the manifestation of the abnormal predomi-
nance of some one faculty over all the others
[i.e., Taste or Ideali ty ] --i.s a result of rrrental

disease or rather, of organic malformation of
m.ind. . . . The works of such genius are never
sound in tViomselves and, in especi.il, always be-
tray the general mental insanity. (Harrison, XIV,
176-73)
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{.And, he later reminds us, "Pure Diabolism is but Absolute

Insanity"--Harrison, XVI, 160).

In addition to the temperament peculiar to him as an

artist, the genius con also be destroyed by his anomalous,

lonely role in a society which he at once needs and despises.

Thus he is corn "between ambition [for worldly success] and

the scorn of it," and these "inequalities of mood are stamped

upon" his art, and destroy it. But again his will can res-

cue him and liis work by forcing him to attend to his ultimate

end: "give to genius a sufficiently enduring motive , and the

result will be harmony, proportion, beauty, perfection— all,

in this case, synonymous termis" (Harrison, XVI, 121).

Thus the v\7ill plays a pivotal role in Poe ' s conception

of genius, far more than it did even for Hazlitt and

Coleridge (Jacobs, 121). The art work must evince harmony,

repose, and formal order. That being the case, it can only

be created by an artistic mind which has wi], led its way to

this Sciffce, ultimately m.oral condition. In a startling

cameo in the Marginalia, Poe describes the entire circle of

the artist's voyage out and back, fusing all his beliefs

about tile dynamics of artistic genius into a single passage.

He begins with a re-affirmation of his faith in the po\7er

o£ language: "I do iiot believe that any thought, properly

so called, is out of the reach of language," providing, that

is, that the thinker possesses enough "deliberateness" and

"method" to enable h i:.n to express his conception; here again.
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as he has so often in other essays, he emphasizes the abso-

lute need both for control of the artist's mind by the will

("deliberation") and for the control of his materials

("method"). But then Poe goes farther. He confesses that

he has experienced what he calls "psychal fancies" (as

distinct from thought which springs from the rational intel-

lect) . Two conditions always exist before he feels the

force of these fancies: first, they "arise in the soul

(alas, how rarely 1) only at the epochs of most intense

tranquilityf--whon the bodily and mental health are in per-

fection," v.'hen, in ether words, he is at peace within him-

self, his faculties calm and balanced betv/een his reason

and feelings, enslaved by neither, controlling and thus

enjoying them both. Secondly, these psychic impressions

spring forth only at "those mere points of time where [s_ic]

the confines of the waking world blend with those of the

world of dreams," in the hynagogic half-world. But, not

only must he be afloat in this brief and strange condition;

he must also be aware of his being there: the fancies arise

"only when I am upon the very brink of sleep, with the con_-

scious ness that I am s^o" (my italics). Even in this world

of vision, the dreamer must be at least enough in control so

as to be able to recognize and a.^sent to his skimming out to

Uie misty mid- regions of the mind.

Once out there (or, in there, as the case m.ay be), Poe

experiences an un-worldly, even an un-dream-like ,
ecstasy.
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though he faels such av/e toward v;hat he sees that his joy

is somewhat moderated and tranquilized. VJhat he experience:

is not Coleridgean truth but instead an intense delight

which is marked by "the absoluteness of novel cy"— in it,

"there is really nothing even approximate in character to

impressions ordinarily received. It is as if the five

senses were supplanted by five myriad others alien to mor-

tality." This ecstatic delight "is of a character supernal

to tlae Human Nature-~is a glimpse of the spirit's outer

world. ..."

Thus the voyage out. And it has been this aspect of

the artist's journey which Baudelaire, Lav;rence, Tate,

Wilbur, Moldenhauer, and so many of the other readers of

Poc have eraphasized--this dov;nward sv;oon into the hyhagogic

half--world of reverie and death, into the a-sensual and

changeless realm of Dream-Land and El Dorado and the king-

dom by the sea--asv/irl in the ghost world of the "angeli.c

i.a'.agination"--enthralied by the "disintegration processes

of his own psyche." But Poe does not stop here, even if

many of his critics do. The passage continues. He goes on

to say tb.at "so entire is my faith in the nov/er of words,

that, at times, I have believed it possible to embody even

the evanescence" of these ethereal visions:

In exper i-ments with this end in viev/, I have pro-
ceeded so far as, first, to control (when the
bodily and mental health are good) the existence
of the condition: --that is to say, I can now
(unless when ill) be sure that the condition will
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supervene, if I so V7ish it, at the point of tiina

already described: of its supervention, until
lately, I could never be certain, even under the
most favorable of circumstances. I mean to say,
merely, that now I can be sure, when all circum-
stances are favorable, of the supervention of the
condition, and feel even the capacity of inducing
or compelling it: --the favorable circumstances,
however, are not the less rare--el3e had I com-
pelled, already, the Heaven into the Earth.

I have proceeded so far, secondly, as to pre-
vent tJie lapse from, the point of v/hich I speak--
the point of blending between v/akefulness and
sleep--as to prevent at will, I say, the lapse
from this border-ground into the dom.inion of
sleep. Not that I can continue the condition--
not that I can render the poinr more than a point--
but that I can startle myself from the point into
wake fulness-- and. thus transfer the point itself
into the realm of I lem.o ry - convey its impressions,
o r"more~'prop e r ly their recollections, to a situation
where (although still for a very brief period) I

can survey them with the eye of analysis. (Harrison,
XVI, 87-89)

.

^^IL'L^-^-L-' sup'^rvene, inducing, compelling, prevent the lapse

into sleep, transfer the impression to memory, survey it

through analysis: these verbs and phrases tell the stoi'y.

?nd the story they tell is that of an active, povverful, con-

trol].ed artistic will, of a consciousness that though mysti-

cal and visionary, does not (indeed, must not) allow itself

to yield utterly to the lovely enchantments glimpsed in its

/revery. flis will m.ust be operative, insuring the balance of

'all his faculties even before the revery is possible; and

it ri'VtSt stay in control even in the midst of his dream if he

is ever to escape thr^lldom to it, keep it in his memory,

and then shape it into art.

VJIiat Poe is luiplying here and in the other passages \;e

have inspected is that before the artist can realize any of
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his potortial as genius , he must first realize his potential

n/ as a raan . . For, Poe says, "Poetic genius, in its S'.ipreme

development, eirvbodies all orders of intellectual capacity"

(Harrison, XVI, 16 2),- by which he means more than just the

reasoning capacities. lie also affirms that the operative

virtue for manhood is £OU£.^5^f which in its various attri-

butes is fortitude, integrity, patience, and, ultim.ately,

freedom. And all courage is the "mental energy v;hich over-

comes fear . . . [and] is, of course, simply 'm.oral'"

(Harrison, XVI, 162). The agony he must suffer in the strug-

gle against the blind, com.pulsive and destructive elements

in his ov;n disposition is the price of his eventual victory--

a vict:ory which v/ill culminate not only in great art but

ali^o ii'i a great man—the greatest of m.en: for the "highest

genius is but the loftiest m.oral nobility" (Harrison, XVI,

152} .

Finally, the personal triumph of each artist is abso-

lutely necessary if mankind eventually is to have its own

triumph. In the long run, despite Foe's bitter misgivings

-about the squalid moral condition of mankind in the past

and present, he envisioned the destiny of humankind as ulti-

m.ately glorious. I'.an's "natural state," he said, does not

/lie in his ravage and brutal history and origins, but rather

n his futuxe-~if only he m.akes full and continual use of

\ his natural and .idiosyncratic hum.an gift, his miin-d: v;hcn

"reason has exliausted itself for his imprcvemLent ,
" then v/ill

^/'
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man attain to- "the highest pinnacle of civilization"--and

that is his true and natural state, not the swamp from which

he sprang (Harrison, XVI, 6-7).

^- And just as the journey of the artist is long and tor-

tuous , at best full of risks, so too is the slow ascent of

mankind. For neither the artist nor all mankind is the

final triumph a sure thing. The outcome will be determined

by whether the creative geniuses fulfill their salvivic

mission. At the present moment in time, only they have the

capacity to see and respond to the Beauty of universal de-

sign and to feel the ecstatic delight which invariably fol-

low-s such contemplation. And only the genius has the v/ill

and courage to communicate through his art the effect of his

vision to the millions v/ho other\\7ise could not experience

it at all. And, if they are to be saved, they nriU3_t experi-

ence it. Witliout the awareness of God's existence, they

\vill never knov/ that there is a design and purpose in the

universe. But God, for Poe , could only be knov/n to us as

Beauty, which is apprehended through the faculty of Taste.

Taste is "that divine sixth sense . . . that sense which

speaks of God through his purest, if not his sole attribute--

v/hich proves, and wliich alone proves his existence" (Harrison,

XI, 255-56).

But this faculty, like all of man's powers, is still

evolving. Very few men can directly experience the Beauty

?nd thus the existence of Gcd. Therefore the only way that
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iiiost .Tien can catcli even a glinuaar of that universal design

which i_s_ God's life is through the artist's communication

in his poetry or music or painting of v/hat he had felt in

his visionary ecstasy. Art, for Poe, "is form>ative in that

it reinforces our sense of the harmonious" (Jacobs, 313),

and thereby slakes man's innate thirst for Beauty--mak,ing

him anxious and ready to feel even greater joy in its pres-

ence. By its opening of man's vision to the symmetry, har-

mony, and balanced design of the Divine universe, art can

enable man to see his true role "as a denizen of the uni-

verse" not a mere creature of earth (Harrison, XVI, 167).

Thus man can apprehend the cosmos and God only through

the Beauty which is experienced through cur inborn and

r^eliablo sense of proportion and harmony. "Ilan," Poe writes,

"cannot long or v/idely err, if he suffers himself to be

guided by his poetical, v/hich I have maintained to be his

truthful, in being his synuaetrical , instinct" (Harrison,

XVI, 302). But, as we have also seen, in this mom.ent of

man's evolution there are very few of us who have the sen-

sitivity and strength to make full use of this pov/er. For

one t-hing, it is too iiraT.ensely difficult for potential

artists to free themselves from the temptatioJis v;hich natu-

rally accrue to them. The hostility, skepticism, and con-

ventionality of the masses of men are more often than not

other formidable o!:)Stacl£?, especially in America, "Is it,

or is it not a fact," Poe rhetorically asks, "that the air
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Genius?" (Harrison , XVI, 152). And it should not surprise

us that a rwan "grfted, or rather accursed, with an intel-

lect very far superior to that of his race," or with, a

"very generous spirit," would be considered by his society

as road and lost: to find records of such men, we should

ignore official biographies of the world's great men and

instead "search carefully the slight records of v/retches who

died in prison, in Bedlam, or upon the gallows" (Harrison,

XVI, 1G6)

.

In the apocalyptic "Colloquy of Monos and Una," Pee

shou's us what would happen if man did not receive and accept

the visions of the artist. In this parable, two dead souls

de.jcribe "man's general condition at this epoch": in his

pridoful raisuse of pure Reason, which led to science, to

a priori systematizing, and to ignorance of the "laws of

gradation" 'ind thence "an orani-prevalent Democracy," man had

destroyed himself and his planet.

Yet tliis evil sprang necessarily from the leading
evil. Knowledge. Man could not both know and
succumb. Meanwhile huge smoking cities arose,
innuri.^rable. Green leaves shrank before the hot
breath of furnaces . The fair face of Mature was
deformed as with the ravages of some loathsome
disease. ?'j\d methinks , sweet Una, even o..ir slum-
bering sense of the forced and of the far-fetched
might have arrested us here. But now it appears
that v."e had worked out our own destruction in the
perversion of our taste, or rather in the blind
neglect of its culture in the schools. For, in
truth, it was at this crisis that taste aJone--
tiiat faculty which, liolding a middle position
between the pure intellect and the moral sense,
could never safely have bean disregarded --it was
r.ov,' that taste alone could have led us gently back
to Beauty, to Nature, and to Life. (I, 360)
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The fact tliat- this passage is so didactic and extrep.ie only-

serves to bring into greater relief Fog's position on the

absolute necessity that works of genius redeem and purify

the v/or].d---and enablt- man to be "born again " (I, 361) .

Poe nj Lirnately .'sees the artist not only in the priestly

function of "mediator" between man and God (this being the

only function that Jacobs believes him to have) , but as a

prophet and savior: a man gifted by God v;ith rare powers

and duties, especially those of seeing and feeling the ma-

jcsv.y of his Creator in a way that up to the present has not

beer, available to otVier men, and of communicating what he

has seen and v/hat it felt li.ke to see. He can quicken in

otl'icr men their sensitivity to Beauty and thereby lead then

to understand their function and place in the universe --and

lead thexn to see that they too partake of the unfolding

majesty of God. Without the poet-seer, man v.'ill fail of

his destiny and destroy himself and his planet. If through

cc\;ardice or sloth the artist fails to fulfill "ni-S_ destiny,

he v/ill drag mankin.d down v.'ith him into flames and chaos.

IIi.3 acjOvJ./.e.d ascent tov/ard self -m.as tery and )Dalance is at

once eTblematic of the ascent of mankind --and the prelude

arid prerequisite for it. Aiid iimidst the squalor cf contem™

p(:>rocy life, only the gcniu;-: can see luan's destined place

among l:ho stars. Tcr it "is only i:he pViiloJophical lynxeye

that, through the indignity-mist cf Man'.::, ''.ife, can still

discern the dignity cf mem" (Harri.son, XVI, 161) ---and his

g]ory, his strength, and h.is destiny.
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What I propose, then, is that while raost of Poe '

s

verse represents his attempt at evoking directly the effects

of supernal vision, his tales depict instead the artist's

struggle to ready hixuself to receive and conuaanicate that

vision. He is showing us how the voice of "The City in the

Sea," "El Dorado" and Eureka came to be, how he bloomed

into a man and then into an artist capable of lifting and

redeeming his fellow men.

At this point it might be helpful if we briefly examine

oae of Poe's stories which, in its overall structure and

themes, is paradigm.atic of the entire voyage on which I see

Poe's Hero embarked. Though the tone of "The Unparalleled

Zidventures of One Hans Pfaall" is farcical and satiric, it

inscribes an artist's long and arduous journey out and

away from the normal borders of human experience, followed

by a return to his society.

Its hero is a mock-Prometheus v/hose profession as bel-

lows-micnder is scorned by a citizenry fascinated by the

theories of revolutionaries and progressivists (Pfaall 's

alienation here also confronts the artist in such tales as

"Lionizing," "Colloquy of Monos and Una," and "Hop-Frog").

Unemployed and unwanted, he first thinks of suicide. But

he is saved from this face when he becomes fascinated by a

"v/ild" and vague treatise on speculative astronomy v/hich

affects and stimulates his i!r3gination "in a pcv;erful ii.'i<in-

ner." Me is inspired to reasoi: cut a v/ay to fly to the
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moon (and in so doing, in conquering despair, rising to

intuitive visions,' and then implementing those visions, he

follows the same path Poe ' s Hero must go if he is to suc-

ceed). Pfaall's actual flight is filled with terrors, both

real and imagined, v/hich he must quell if ho is to calmly

reason his way out of danger. For instance, nearing the

moon he gai^es excitedly down on its surface:

Fancy revelled in the wild an.d dreamy regions of
the moon. Imagination, feeling herself for once
unshackled, roamed at will among the ever-changing
v/onders of a shadov/y and unstable land. . . .

Then again I journeyed [by fancy] into another
country where it was all one dim and vague lake,
with a boundary line of clouds. And out of this
melancholy water arose a forest of tall eastern
trees, like a v/ilderness of dreams. And I have
in mind that the shadcv/s of the trees which fell
upon the lake remained not on the surface where
they fell, but sunk slowly and steadily clown. . . .

But fancies such as these were not the sole pos-
sessors of my brain. Horrors of a nature most
stern and appalling would too frequently obtrude
themselves upon my mind, and shake the innermost
depths of my soul. . . . Yet I would not suffer
my thoughts for any length of time to dv/ell upon
these latter speculations, rightly judging the real
an.d palpable dangers of the voyage sufficient for
my undivided attention. (I, 182)

The romantic and melancholy dreaiainess of this passage is a

light-year av/ay from the farce and foolishness of the rest

of the story, almost as if, in the midst of creating all the

nonsense, Poe here allowed his own passions and visions to

cake over and lead him to what is the loveliest of all his

evocations of death teen in terms of a dissolution into

Nature (of,, "Morella" and "Island of the Fay"). It is also

ia.uortant to note that Pfaall ccmes out of this uncontrolled.
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imaginative revery in order to face the real dangers of his

trip--'^hich again reflects Poe's life-long belief in the

need for reason and will to check unbridled fancy if the

Hero is not to fall prey to "the grim legions of sepulchral

terror" (Harrison, XVI, 167).

Pfaall must also fight his way through to a state from

which he can accurately observe external phenomena. Once,

he is briefly frightened by an apparent increase in the size

of the earth. But "reflection came to my relief," calms his

fear and allows him to regard the sight "in its proper point

of view." V7e shall see such a task, of finding an adequate

perspectj^ve, crucial for the Hero's success—but often made

unrealizable due to drugs, drink, fear, madness, or super-

stition (e.g., "The Sphinx," and '-The Fall of the House of

Usher")

.

Pfaall finally lands on the lunar surface, v;hich is a

parodic equivalent of such unearthly goals as the haunted

Pole ("Ms. Found in a Bottle," Arthur Gordon Pym) ,
Paradise,

the kingdom by the sea, Dream-Land, and the entire universe

in Eureka. He finds there a mock-Platonic race of ugly,

stumpy beings who have an "incom.prehensible connection" with

the citizens of earth and v/hose lives and destinies are

Jnten'7cv-en with those of ea>thlings—echoing Poe's preoccupa- s/

tion with doiiiiles, twins, and mirrors (e.g., "William

Wilson," "Morella") and witJi the idea of spiritual ccunter-

par1 3 to e a r th 1y denizens.
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iJow, havi.ng fused all of his internal powers in a har-

niony enforced by the v;ill, Pfaall has achieved the artist's

destined cons vuamation in a vision free of the exigencies

and pressures of earth. But he is not yet through. For he

is eager, as Poe ' s Kero must be, to dispatch v/ord of all he

has seen and felt. He pines "for a return to my family and

my home," ready to return with news of his cosmic adventure

to this world (a task which Pfaall, fearing the wrath of

his ungrateful townsmen, can only accomplish by sending

down a messenger to them with a letter)

.

"Hans Pfaall" is hardly recoiTLip.ended for its own intrin-

sic merit. But, interestingly enough for a story which

came so early in Poe ' s career, it contains the pattern and

the themes which Poe was to explore in most of his fiction.

Vvithln its satiric and parodic tone, it records a voyage

out and back that is accomplished, both here and in the

serious fiction, by a sustained effort to survive, to dis-

cover truth, to arrive at the other v/orld, and then to re-

turn to earth, become reconciled with its laws and limits,

and finally bring to mankind a vision of that far world

which they cannot, by theniselves, become conscious of.



NOTES

1 Jacobs, 30 5-06.

2 Edaar Allan Poe , Comolete Works , ed. James A. Harrison

(New York: Thomas Y."Crov/ell, 1902), XVI, 73. All references

to Poe's essays, marginalia, and to Eureka are taken from

this edition, "v7hich is still the basic, scholarly text.

Hov/ever, both for its availability and thoroughness, Arthur

H Quinn's two~volur.ie edition of Poe's poems and tales (New

yirk: Alfred Knopf, 1946) will be used here. To differen-

tiate beLween the two, the former edition will be called

Harrison.

^ Such works as "The Raven" and "Ulalume," both narrative

poems which, not unlike the stories, portray grieved, mad

minds, are (perhaps happy) exceptions to Poe's own demands

for poetry—demands which he m.ore clearly fulfilled m^^the

misty landscapes of ''Dream-Land," "To One in Paradise,"

"The" Valley of Unrest," "Annabel Lee," and others.
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CHAPTER Tv-70

TOWARD SURVIVAL

Robert Jacobs has established the debt v/hich Poe's

aesthetic theory ov.'es to the eighteenth-century faculty

psycholcqis ts ., i^arcicularly tViose disciples of Lccke , the

Scotv^ivien Thoraas Raid, Dugald Stcv;art, HugJi .Blair, and Lord

Kaines. " Theirs was the standard line on both art and psy-

chology not only in the England of the latter 1700 's but in

nearly all of nineteenth-century Aiaerica as vvoll, especially

2
as it v/as propounded by Asa Burton and Thorias Uphara. Vve

see their views reflected in Poe's criticisn and--- just as

pervasive ly---in Iiis fictional portraits of the human parson-

dlity as well. Ln their psychology, the Scotsmen asserted

that the healthy, fully f'znct loning man is one who h.as

Managed to harip.oni'^.e and balance the forces of his mind,

and integrate them into a unified entity thiough the power

of hi 3 will. If any singJ:^ faculty (be it reason, or

passion, or intuition) were a].lGv;ed to rebel and liold sv.'ay

ver the others, the entire fragile structure of r.ind would

collapse. Always, for t.hese psychologists and for Poe, the

most dangerous facu.lty, because the most difficult to con-

trol, v.'as pcssj.on. If fear were allowed to smother reason,

if pride v;era allov/ed to extijiguish the conscience,, then
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in.earxty, freedom, the capacity to love, or to see super-

nal vxsion-all would be lost in a .olipsistic and frag-

mented madness which renders its victim a helpless prey

to the voraciousness of the very real world outside him.

7^nd it is just that kind of world which Poe forces his

Hero to face again and again. His illustrated o.ap of the

earth records chasm, of unimaginable depths, beasts a-prowl

for blood, and sea so ravaged by gales that only the sharks

can survive them: a ferocious, Darwinian world which offers

the weak nothing more than sure and inmilnent extinction.

But if his Hero is ever to fulfill his destiny as mankind's

savior, then he must first accept the dangers of earthly

life and find within himself the means to survive them.

Clearly his task is not light, especially so because, la-

tently at least, he is an artist and suffers from the pride

,nd jangled nerves which, Poe believed, such a man is invar-

iably vi.-ited with.

^e shall observe him, first, in his appearances as the

narrator of "The Tell-Tale Heart" and as William Wilson.

Both characters are destroyed by their allowing the.aselves

to become victims of passion (fear in the first case, lust

i:^ the second). Both write uheir memoirs in attempts to

justify .heir murders. But in both instances their rhetoric

^.d'pleas of innocence and sanity are undercut by the shrill

diction -.hich they employ. Both characters set out to con-

auer adversaries so sinilar-and thus so repellent-^-to
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themselves that they feel impelled to murder tliem. And

though both succeed in their crimes, the very moment of

their triumph is also the moment of their damnation.

The protagonist-iiarrator of "The Tell-Tale neart" is

perhaps the most deluded of all of Poe ' s characters. He is

certainly the most pitiable. For he unconsciously reveals

to us just how completely he is enthralled and enchained

by his madness. He imagines that merely because he is

prudent, he is thereby sane. He imagines that if he but

tells us of his exploit, we v;ill thereby recognize his

sanity. ile iitiagines that he can murder the kindly old man

v/hose "vulture eye" so obsesses him, murder him and escape

retribution. M\d he imagines that in that dark, midnight

maze of 3 shu,ttered--up liouse, he is free and strong enough

to do who.t;so3ver he v;ill, that the world and its laws con-

not penetrate his tight little dom.ain.

But it all falls apart. Protest as much as he likes

(iu fact, too .auch) that his are not the ravings of a

lunatic, badger us \7ith one affirma'tion after another of

his reasdi and cuaning (''v;hy will you say that I am mad?

. . . I-Iad:r.en knew nothing. But you should have seen m.e"),

he still over and over again reveals to us just how fatally

ill h.e is. atA what sh.ov/s him up is his tell-tale style.

Indeed, he invites us to judge his sanity on the basis of

his verbal feli.city: "Hearken I a.nd observe how healthily--

how calmly I can tell you the whole story." But then.
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when v/e attend to his language we obcerve how breathy, how

exclaruatory, how ragged it is; how the sentences begin more

and more to fall into quick phrases separated only by dashes:

"[the old man's heartbeat] grew louder--loude.r

—

louder !

And still the men chatted pleasantly, and smiled. Was it

possible they heard not? Almighty God- -no, no I They heard I --

they suspectedl --they knew! ..." ^

Just as "telling" as the inchoate style is the discon-

tinuous flow of the narrative. He cai\not narrate his story

without constantly pitching himself as memoirist, as rhet-

orician, into the flow of events: "It took ir^e an liour to

place ray v;hole head within the opening so far that I could

see him as he lay upon his bed. Hal would a madmian have

been so v/ise as this?" And here: "The old man's terror

must have been extrem.el [His heart beat] grew louder, I

say, louder every momentl--do you mark me well? I have told

you that I am nervous:' so I am." All he can respond to is

his ov;n ego. He is locked so deeply, so firmly into nar-

cissism that even the old man seems to becom.e a mere reflec-

tion of himself ---the victimi's fear and despair intriguing

to his killer only because he feels those emotions, too:

" dc was still sitting up in the bed listening;-— just as I

have done, night after night, hearkeni.ng to tb.e death watches

in the wall." The old man's groan "has v/elled up from my

own bosom., deepening^ with its dreadful echo, the terrors

that distracted me. ... I knew v;hat the old man felt.
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and pitied him, although I chuckled at heart." The killer

is driven by a lust both for murder and suicide. And gains

both. He speaks more truly than he knov.-s when he tells the

police that the old man's shriek (which had boen heard by a

neighbor) "was my own in a dream." That "vulture eye,"

that "Evil Eye," that pale blue, filmy eye of the old m.an is

at once a window to immortality and a mirror of his ov;n

soul. He destroys them both.

He is indeed cunning and resourceful: he does indeed

proceed v/ith" caution , foresight, and dissimulation, just as

he claims. He prudently v/aits until midnight when the

house is "black as pitch v.'ith the thick darkness" before

executing his plot. He has shuttered the v;indows, extin-'

guished the lamps, and bolted tiie doors. A sanctuary. No

entrance. llo exit. The midnight world, outside in that

nameless city, does not exist. He is fi^ee to stalk his

prey, destroy it, and hide all the traces. He is the victor,

free of the "vulture" whose "eye would trouble me no more."

But through the muffled dark and the stone walls of tlie

house has gone the old man's scream of terror, a shriek

which alerts a neighbor and brings the police. The world-

-

its laws, its limits—comes knocking at his door, com.es

strolling i.nto the inviolable chamber, and smiles and waits

as the new master of the dovaai.n shivers, treiables, and

scream.s finally and i:ruly of hov.> very much, after all, he

had had need of the world and of its stern and exacting
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punishment for his av/ful deed, the bloody evidence of which

lies scattered beneath the floor. Stone walls do not a

garden make, nor even the flimsiest of barriers to the in-

vasion of time and law.

Up a short flight of stairs from this madman of "The

Tell-Tale Heart," an aged William Wilson sits in his cell

in this deepest of Poe ' s prisons, writing his own memoirs

of defeat and damnation. He too is engaged not in a nar-

rative so much as a rhetorical exercise, one v.'hich he prays

will persuade his readers to extend to him the "pity" and

''sympathy" he claims he deserves. He wants us to see that

I have been, in some measure, the slave of circum-
stances beyond human control. I would \v'ish them
to seek out for me, in the details I am about to
give, some little oasis of fatality amid a wilder-
ness of error. I v/ould have them allov;--v;hat they
cannot refrain from allowing— that, although temp-
tation m.ay have erewhile existed as great, man
v/as never thus , at least, tempted before--certainly

,

never thus fell. (I, 2 77-2 78)

Hov/ever, the story he then tells denies us the possi-

bility of seeing him as a v/ill-less, impotent slave in the

hands of an implacable fate. It shows, instead, Wilson's

growth into full pcv/er and utterly willful control over

what he does; he is truly Will' s son; the story is an ironic

parable of victory, in which after a number of harrowing

trials, the hero, iiaving lost his "sovereignty" to his

rebellious twin, finally revolts, kills the upstart, and

regains his cwn power. But his victory destroys him at the

moinev-i.t. he claims it.
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Wilson says that as a child he "grew se.lf-v/illed . . .

the master of roy own actions." But at the sarae time, he

also became "a prey to the most ungovernable passions,"

a victim of his family's "imaginative and easily excitable

temperament." It is this paradox, that he is at once both

master and slave, villain and victim, that is at the heart

of his story. He is indeed free to do v/hatever he wishes,

and yet his v/ishes are imperiously dominated by his unchecked,

rebellious lusts. He may indeed hold sway and governance

over his family and, eventually, his companions; yet he in

turn is enslaved--beci\use he allov;s himself to be-"by the

tumultuous, chaotic forces of passion.

The violence he then does to his integrity is fatal.

For '//ilson embarks on a rebellion against that pov/er v^?ithin

himself, his conscience, v;hich alone could have saved iiira,

had he but su.braitted to its rule. It is this power of

normative judgment, sound reason, and response to moral

beauty and sublimity v;hich V?i]son needs to balance rifrs

unbridled passion. As a gloss on all this, we might con-

,5ider the following passage from Up'iaia's Eleiaents o_f Mental

Philosophy ;

~*

A man is not in the first instance a villain., be-
cause his conscience makes resistance, and will not
let him be so. But if the energies of the will are
exercised in opposition to the conscience, if on a

system^atic plan and by a permanent effort the
remonstrances of conscience are unheeded and its
action repressed, its energies will be found to
diminish, ai^d its very existence will be put at
h-azard. , . . the conscience may be so far seared,
as to be virtually annihilated. (Upham, II, 402)
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As a youth, Wilson attends Dr. Eransby's school, a "pon-

derous" and "prison-like" institution which, oddly enough,

his older self remembers quite fondly--perhaps because, though

he is not fully aware of it, that rigidly disciplined insti-

tution provided him with his last chance to grov; into a

balanced maturity. For it is there that he encounters the

jjoy v/ho, it unfolds, not only bears his name, birthday, and

date of arrival at the school, but also closely resembles

him>. This lad, alone of all of VJilson's classmates, refuses

"implicit belief in my assertions, and submission to my will";

he was not swayed by the tyranny Wilson held over the stu-

dents, Wilson soon begins to loathe his tv/in ' s "frequent

officious interference" with his v/ill, even though the other

Wilson displays a "moral sense . . . far keener than my own."

He grows "restive in the extreme under his distasteful

supervision," and comes to feel "positive hatred" for his

namesake. Finally, V7ilson says that he fled the school

after having crept one night to the other Wilson's bed, there

to play a trick on him. What he finds there, though, is

what the narrator of "The Tell-Tale Heart" discovers in his_

dark midni.ght: i\it^'3eJ:i.. Wilson exclaims, as he looks down

at his sleeping rival with nrarb horror and incredulity,

"Were these- -•the3e_ the lineaments of William Wilson? . . .

Vvas it. In truth, within the bounds of human possibility,

that \;7hat I_ now sav/ v/as the result, merely, of the habitual

oractise of this sa.rca3tic imLitation?" Unable to face the
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truth of what he has seen, ho flees the chamber, "and left,

at once, the halls of that old academy, never to enter them

again.

"

With his flight, Wilson has failed the test imposed on

so many of Poe's heroes— the ordeal of the pit. There his

heroes are led, by their ov/n temperament as well as by

external forces, to face as best they can the horror and

the truth that lurks in the dim and awful depths of their

spirits. If through fear or pride or illusion they run

from what they see ("Ligeia") or try to destroy it ("The

Tell-Tale Heart''), they v/il]. be chained there forever; if

they meet it, and quell their terror and attempt to come to

terms with it, to understand what they see in those crypts,

tombs, and cellars--they can return to the v/orld of dawn

and day.

But Wilson runs. ?Jid the rest of the story he tells

as is of his continued attempt to escape the meaning and

consequences of the identity between himself and his tv/in.

But everywhere he turns, his twin is there frustrating his

plans and revealing to his victims the sordid swindles

Wilson perpetrates on them. Ultimately, abased and "humbled

CO the dust," Wilson finally can take no more of his twin's

"inscrucable tyranny," his "impertinent supervision" and

"varied interference with my will." No more, he resolves,

shall he succvurb "supinely to this imperious dominion."

Helped by lately having "given myself entirely up to wine"
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(always, in Poa's fiction, a prelude to disaster), "its

maddening influence on my hereditary temper rendered me

more and more impatient of control," and he miakes "a stern

and desperate resolution that I would siibmit no longer."

At a masked ball during a carnival in Spain, Wilson

impales his nemesis on his rapier~-on].y to see v/ith renewed

horror that he has actually and only murdered himself. His

dying conscience whispers to him, "You h ave conquered, and

^ yield . Yet . . . art thou also dead--dead t_o tlie World,

to Heaven , and to Hope I In me dids t thou exist --- and , in my

death , see by_ this image , wh i ch is thine own , how utterly

thou hast murdered thyse lf.

"

In terms of the reigning psychological theories, alT

of the mental faculties are valuable and only become warped

if one of them triumphs and tramples over the others. The

battle betv/een William Wilson and his double is not a battle

betv.'eon the inherently evil passions and the inherently

decent consc;: ence . Rather, it is a civil war of the mind

in v;hich the most vol atile of its faculties breaks off from

and conquers a].l the otliers, only to destroy, because of

its revolt, the entire fragile system. VJilson's twin is

r!c:)t out for revenge but for reunion and a restoration of

the precarious balance of all the forces within the mind.

Atid this explains Fee's twist on the al].egorical form- -the

exact and total identity of the protagonist. Each of them

(aiid the mental pov/ers they embody) needs the oUier because.

^0
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split and siar.dared, ncitlier can live. Thoy are not twins

at all, not dcobles, but one human being. The web of human

personality is seamless. And thus the passionate Wilson's

murder of the moral, reasoning Wilson is his own defeat and

suicide

.

The wine i:o \;hida VJilson admits his addiction unmans a

number of Poe ' s other protagonists. It, and its equivalent,

opium, destroys the capacity for clear thought and action

in such tales as "King Pest," "Shadow," "System of Dr. Tarr

and Mr. Fether," and many others. Nov;here, though, is its

destructiveness more apparent than in "The Black. Cat.

"

Its narrator, evidently chastened and sobered by his

awareness of inmiinent death, describes hov/ his disinLegra-

tion had been sparked by ''the Fiend Intemperance." Though

ho had been prosperous, happily married, and "noted for the

dociltiy and humanity of my disposition," his addiction to

drink made him grow daily "more moody, more irrita±>le, more

regardless of the feelings of others." But more than this,

the alcohol begJ.ns to disorder his intellect and stir up

chaotic and uncon brollable passions:

One night, returning homo, much intoxicated, from
one of my haunts about town, I fancied that the

cat avoided my presence. I seized him; v/hen, in
j

his fright at my violence, he inflicted a slight
v;o-and upon my hand with his teeth. The fury of ,%

a dem.on instantly possessed me. I knew myself \)

no longer. My original soul seemed, at once, to
take its flight from my body; and a more than
fiendish malevolence, gin-nurtured, thrilled every
fibre of ray frame. (I, -IVS)
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Note the verbs "fancied" and "possessed." He is indeed be-

coming transformed into a new being, one no longer rational

or loving— and thereby one no longer free, no longer capable

of controlling or shaping his cvin destiny.

In a fit of mad anger, he cuts out the cat's eye, and,

later, urged by what he calls "the spirit of PERVERSENESS,

"

he kills the beast. Still later, v/hen its image appeared

on the remaining wall of his burnt-out house, he can

rationally explain it away. But he is so far gone that his

reason is of no help. The cat's image continues "to raake

a deep impression upon my fancy. For months I could not

rid myself of the phantasm of the cat. ..." U^ien he finds

another cat, much like the first, he soon comes to hate it

as well. And when he notices Lhat a scruff of v;hite hair

on the animal resembles the gallows, he collapses into

ai)Solute servitude to his own obsession: "its vast weight--

an incarnate Night-Mare that I had no power to shake off-

lay incombent eternally upon my heart'." Precisely. And in

one of those "sudden, frequent, and ungovernable outbursts

of a fury to which I now blindly abandoned myself," he kills

hi;3 wife and walls her corpse in the cellar and, unwittingly,

with her the cat v?hose shrieks will reveal his crim.e to the

police

Like "William Wilson" and "The Tell-Tale Heart," this

story is structured around a Pyrrhic victory. Its protag-

onist imagines that he has conquered a particularly
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oppressiva Giiemy ("Onc^ again I broathed as a free man")

only to find that his victory and new fretjdcn are illusory--

that he has only destroyed himsel f. I\1iat he thinks to be

his liberation is oni.y his enslavement. He believes him-

self to be acting calmly and rationally; but he is instead

imprisoned by those "ungovernable Furies" which he has (as

he admits) allowed to gain mastery over him. The monster

he walls up within the tomb is himself.

However, what we are about to observe in "A Descent

into the Maelstroia" and "The Pit and the Pendulum" is ver-

ification tliat the Hero can, ultimately, break free of the

shackles of suicidal despair and pride, achieve self-cominand,

and thereby survive the dangers of the world.

In "The Pit and the Pendulum," the hero is stripped

down nearly bare of the stj-ength and energy by v;hich men

uormally ca-i create their stiateqies for survival i Nerve-

ridden, haunL-.ed by the "J.oug agony" o!: his trial, with its

"dread sentence of death," utterly alone in a realm he Is

not at first sure is even earthly, a realm so darl: , so

empty that none of his senses but that of touch is operative--

this is his doom. Poe pushes this victim of the Inqui'sition

farther and faruiar out, testing hj.m, Forcing him to call up

whatever reserves he hab---and in the process seeing just how

fai- it is Lhat we as m.en can go.

In the midst of the revery induced by his fear and sick-

ness, the narrator tells us that for a moment he imagined
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that Heaven was going to intercede for him: "And tlien my

vision fell upon the seven tall candles upon the table. At

first they v/ore the aspect of charity, and seemed vhite

slender angels who would save me." But such is not to be

the case:

then, all at ojxs;.g,„„.ti^-eTe'^'e"arne a most deadly nausea
oj.jej^-'-ffrr^^pir'It^ and I felt every fibre in my frame
thrill as if I had touched the wire of a galvanic
battery, while the angel forms became mieaningless
spectres, v;ith heads of flame, and I saw that from
them there was to be no hope. (1,434)

No flights of angels to sing him to his rest, or his rescue.

Instead, with his identity and history and idiosyncrasies

wiped out---with all his ties to planetary life seemingly

extinguished, he goes down to the pit: "all sensation ap-

peared sv/allowed up in a mad rushing descent as of the soul

into Hades. Then silence, and stillness, and night v;are

the universe."

When he awakens, he quickly learns that wherever he is,

there is no light, no sound, no movem.ent of any kind. At

first he imagines v;ith horror and agony that he may be

^.-alled up in a crypt. But even after he has learned that

this is rot the case, he continues to try to measure his

enclosure. In this, he "had little ob ject--Gortainly no

hope . . . but a vague curiosity prompted me to continue

them" (though it may not be operative at this point in the

story, it is nonetheless this same "idle" curiosity operat-

ing in those of Poe's heroes vmo r.ian^gc to calm_ themselves
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do\/n far enough to attain it, which proves to be a crucial

means for their survival) . He then leaves the v/all to

advance directly across the cell, but trips on his torn robe

and falls just short of the yawning pit tov/arJ which he had

blindly been advancing. His fall, then, would appear to

be a merely fortuitous accident. But not entirely. He had,

after all, ripped the bottom of his robe in getting a piece

of it to use as a marker as he circumscribed the dungeon.

Thus, though he had not foreseen it, his cunning and plan-

ning do help save him.

He effects his own deliverance more directly from the

torment next inflicted on him. I-Tliereas in his initial

plight he had only his sense of touch to connect him v/ith

the wor.ld, in the subsequent dilemma he has only his sense

of sight. Awakening from a drug-induced stupor, he finds

himself strapped to a slab beneath the slowly descending

scythe. As the blade inches closer and closer to his chest,

lie tells us that, "I grew frantically mad, and struggled to

force my self upward against the sweep of the fearful scim-

itar. And then I fell suddenly calm, and lay smiling at

the glitt'jring death, as a child at some rare bauble." He

mom.entarily feels, then loses, "a half-formed thouglit of

joY"-of hope," But he cannot hold oaLo it. "Long suffering

had nearly .^.rinihilated all my ordinary f>owers of mind. I

was an ir;-becile"-an idiot" (I, 441) . He relapses into his

earlier freiizied desire for death; he follows tlie blade's
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sv/ing "v;ith the eagerness of the most unmeaning despair,"

quivering "in every nerve." But, then, he goes through,

goes beyond , this despair-borne passivity and paralysis.

In totally accepting the fact of his death, b^ no longer

allowing fear or the death -wish to have dominion over his

intellect- -at that point, he reaches a peace, a calmness

which settles and rests his nerves and thus his mind as

well. He finally is able to remember that plan ^vhich had

fleetingly given him hope for escaping the pendulum's arc.

And he carries it out. The rats, attracted by the food he

sprinkles on his chest, chew through his bonds. While

waiting this through, he faces the sternest test of all:

"I was half-stifled by their thronging pressure. . . . Yet

one minute, and I felt that the struggle would be over.

Plainly I perceived the loosening of the bandage. . . .

with zi more than human resolution I lay still " (I, 443).

Perception. Inference. Will. All of these intellectual

and active pov/ers of the'^mind, given the freedom, to operate,

enable him to survive. With a cry of triumph, he describes

his self-made liberation:

Nor had I erred in ray calculation~~nor had I

endured in vain. I at length felt that I was
free . ... At a vvave of my hand my deliverers
Fiurried tumultuous ly away. With a steady
movement- -cautious , sidelong, shrinking, and
slow— I slid from the embrace of the bandage and
beyond the reach of the scimitar. For the moment,
at least, I v/as free. (I, 443)

He has freed himself, and, though still "in the grasp

of the Inquisition," still at the mercy of his tormentors
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who begin yet another deadly game with him, he has nonethe-

less bought enough time for himself that LaSalle can reach

him before it is too late. Had he at any time earlier

succumbed fully to his terror, to his wish fo^ death, he

would never have escaped. Had he not manned himself (hav-

ing been so long "unmanned" by his fears), he would have had

to surrender to hhe slave-masters above him--as he would

already have succumbed to the slave-masters v/ithin him.

A similar challenge faces the narrator of "A Descent

into the Maelstrom." The hero, a fisherman whose very live-

lihood depends upon audacious courage and pertinacity, is

plunged into the whirling abyss of the maelstrom where, to

survive, he must summon up more energy and strength than

he had imagined possible. His story is not about mere sen-

sation. Rather it is concerned with the process by v-zhich the

hero escapes the v/hirlpool--what it is that happens to him--

and v/hat he makes happen to liim that enables him, alone of

the three brothers, to escape.

It is, first of all, a combination of luck, unthinking

instinct, and precaution. His younger brother is sv.'ept

overboard, even though he had lashed himself to tlie mast;

v.'hereaii the narrator is saved by throwing himself flat on

the deck and holding tight onto a ring-bolt— an act which

springs not from, foresight or caution but "miere instinct

. . . for I was too mmch flurried to think." ^fter this

initial onslaught, he must fight his way out of the "stupor"
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w-hich overcomes him and "collect my senses so as to see

what was to be done." This he does, and he quickly sees

that there is nothing to be done, that their shattered craft

is being rushed to the lip of the maelstrom, there imminently

to be whirled to pieces. But he does not relapse into

frenzied panic:

It may appear strange, but now, v/hen we [he and

his surviving brother] were in the very jaws of

the gulf, I felt more composed than when we were

only approaching it. Having made my mind to hope

no more, I got rid of a great deal of chat terror

which unmanned mie at first. I supposed it was

despair that strung my nerves.
It may look like boasting--but v;hat I tell

you is truth— I began to reflect how magnificent

a thing it was to die in such a manner, and how

foolish it was in me to think of so paltry a con-

sideratxon as my own individual life, in view of

so wonderful a manifestation of God's power.
_

I

do believe that I blushed with shame when this

idea crossed my mind. After a little while I be-

came possessed with the keenest curiosity about

the whirl itself. I positively felt a wish to

explore its depths, even at the sacrifice I was

aoing to make; and ray principal grief was that

i should never be able to tell my old companions

on shore about the mysteries I should see. . . .

(I, 349)

For the mom.ent, then, having accepted his fate, having

becom.e reconciled to it, he can calmly attempt to examine

the novel and awssomie phenomenon v/hich has swept him. up.

His older brother, though, is never able to acliieve this

state of "self-possession." Ha becomes, and remains, "a

m.adman ... a raving maniac through sheer fright," whereas

the narrator, freed from the dominion of his fear, can m.ake

use cf these powers of intellect (observation, memory,

curiosity, and analysis) which are, in his brother.
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hopelessly smothered. And through the use of these po'-;ers

he slov;ly begins to see how he need not resign hiraself to

death, that there might be a v/ay up for him after all.

After a careful scrutiny, he concludes that if he ties him-

self to a v.'ater-cask and throws himself into the maelstrom,

that his chances for survival v/ould be better than they are

in the boat. This he does. Aiid then he has to watch help-

lessly as the boat bearing his brother (who had, "despair-

ingly," refused to join him) goes down forever into the

chasm. Soon, the maels trom "relents , its walls become less

steep, the gyrations less violent, and "the bottom of the

gulf seem.ed slowly to uprise." Exhausted and aged by his

ordeal, the narrator is finally rescued by friends v;ho at

first "knew me no more than they v/ould have known a travel-

ler from the spirit-land." But a tr-aveller who has come

home, reborn, saved from death by mastering his passions

and channeling their energy InLo his intellect.



NOTES

1 Hsp. Chapter One.

2 Particularly informative about the Scottish influence in

America ar^ Herbert W. Scheider, A History of Araerican

Philo'^ODbv, 2nd ed. (New York: Columbia University Press,

ITGlTT'ijhacter Four, and Jay VJharton Fay, American Psycliol-

oqy Before' VJilliam James (New Brunswick: Rutgers Unrvers.ity

P^3"s";'"l"^^9') , and "aT^A. Rovack , History of American Psychol-

oay (New York: Collier, 1964). Also helpful, especially for

th"ir aesthetics, is VJilliam Charvat, The Origins of Ameri-

can Critic_al Thought 1810-1835 (New York: A. S. Barnes,

r936r. An interesting if not very sympathetic study of
_

thoir influence on America's theory and practice of fiction

-;s Terence Martin, The Instructed Vision: Scotj^ish Common

_

Sense Phi losophy and 'the qr_i£ins. of American Flection, Indiana

rjKI^riiTy Humanities SeVies' ^-48 (Blooraington :
Indiana Uni-

versity Press, 1961).

^ Elements of Men^J^ P^Lilof^PJlI.' 3rded. (Portland, Me.:.

WiliTam Hyde, 1839). Since we shall be citing Upham again,

some background might be useful. According to the chron-

iclers of Airierican psychology, Upham was "the first great

American textbook writer in mental philosophy" (Schneider,

"^10), and his often reprinted work was "the classic text

prior to James. ..." (Rovack, 68). His EleiTients., con-

_

sisting of three volumes— one on the Intellectual Faculties,

a second on the Active Faculties, and the third on the Will—
appeared between 1831 and 1834, just when Poe was beginning

his writing career. In 1340, Uph-m also wrote "the first

systematic text in America on abnormal psychology' (Fay, 96).

Thar Poe, in his ^c-scination with the healthy and the per-

verse mind, would not have known at least of Upham' s general

tbo^^aht, if not his soecific works, is almost unthinkable.

At the verv 1-ast, Upham ^and all the Scottish school) af-

fords innumerable theoretical insights into Poe ' s fictional

portraits of mind.
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CHAPTER THREE

TOWARD TRUTH

We have now described the initiatory stage of the Hero's

quest. He has achieved a large measure of self-command and

maturity. But he has not yet come to a full control over

the savage and crushing chaos of earth, a control whicli he

will need if he is eventually to escape the earth and lift

himself to the kingdom of vision. It is clear from a num-

ber of stories that Poe believed his Hero must engage in a

struggle which, though it is every bit as dangerous and

difficult, goes beyond that struggle for mere survival eind

will enable him to gather tlie t fu tri^ of this v/orld, a truth

which he and all humanity need if any of us are to be saved

from earthly blindness and squalor.

I

In this nev/ battle, he must begin by understanding the

nature of his first adversary-- that discordant, melancholic,

miasmic spirit of I llus ion, which had struck, and needed to

be repelled so fiercely in himself. If mankind is to be

readied for receiving the joy of Vision, its emotions must

first be calmed and its intellectual powers harm.onized

through being made av;are of the true nature of earthly real-

ity. A.nd th.e gcblins, ghosts, and wierd, writhing ghouls—

all tlicse phantasr.is which jangle nerves and fever the imag-

ination- ..vast be the first of the Hero's victims.

54
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There are a nuirf^er of tales which, although they are

parodic and sometimes silly, display the theme of the de-

structiveness of illusions. In "The Spectacles," for

instance, the "excitable" and vain narrator refuses to

wear the glasses he needs and falls in love with a lady

whose "form was divine. " He marries her, only to find with

a shock that she, the "beau ideal of my wildest and most

enthusiastic visions," was his own "hideous" and aged great-

grandmother, a fact he only discovers v/hen he finally puts

on his spectacles. He asserts of himself that he had been

"deceived by my weakness of vision, and the arts of the

toilet." But she says more truly that his rapturous love

for her was "a fancy or fantasy ... a baseless and unstable

creation rather of the imagination than of the heart." He

had fallen in lova with an angel who existed only in his

heiid. He had refused out of pride to see what truly was

there to be seen.

In "The Cblong Box" there is another insufferable,

vain young ,Ri:Gtacfoni;^, this one convinced that his friend

and shipmate, an artist named Uyatt, is deliberately con-

cealing from hin the true contents of the coffin-shaped

box which VJyatt had brought aboard their craft and secreted

in the cabin next door to his own. Throughout the ocean

voyage, the narrator, though he does nothing the whole time

but try to piece together the riddle of the box, is con-

stantly and wholly deceived about it, about Wyatt's strange
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gj.oora, his oddly-comported wife--and everything else. When

he finally learns (through no doing of his own) that Wyatt

has been transporting his wife's corpse in the box and that

his maid v;as impersonating his wife for the duration of the

voyage, the narrator acknov/ledges , finally and humbly, that

his mistaken assumptions had arisen "through too careless,

too inquisitive, and too impulsive a temperament."

Somewhat more skillful a story is "The Sphinx," in

which the narrator and his friend retreat to a cottage far

from Nev; York City in order to escape the "dread reign of

cholera." But even in this refuge, the narrator admits that

he cannot shake off his obsession with death--the "palsying

thought, indeed, took entire possission of my soul. I could

neither speak, think, nor dream of anything else." One day,

he sees v/h.at appears to him to be a huge, "living monster

of hideous conform.ation" crav/ling dov/n a hill opposite to

the cottage. flo goes berserk. But his companion, a nan of

"richly philosophical intellect," and of "a less excitable

temperament" than the narrator's, saves him from his terror

by pointing out that the imiaense monster was only a mere

apider dangling out the windov/. The narrator's fantasy had

issued from his own grisly obsession with death and his

failure to attain an adequate perspective on the in3ect--a

"mere m.is-admeasurement of its propinquity."

In other tales, Poe examines still other causes for the

eruption of Illusion: the credulity and tolerance of oddity
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in "The Systeiii of Doctor Tarr and Mr. Fether"; clie nar-

rator's belief in the value of materia.!, scientific prepress

in "The I-^an V7ho Was Used up"; drankeness or opiuia addiction

in "Eon-Bon," "7-.ncel of the Odd," and "Hop-Frog" (not to

raontion the i^ore serious studies of the their.e in many of

the stories we have considered, or soon will, at length).

In all of th-^.se cases , ,;tIi-oagh"" there may be pliysical, material

causes for the delusions (e.g., cholera plagues), the cru-

cial factor is the weakness and pride and stupidity of the

one who is gulled. It is no_r inevitable in the nature of

things, as the v/ise fric-}nd of the fool in "The Sphinx"

demonstrates

.

/ The best and by far the most comple:-: of Poe ' s studies of

failed intellection is "The Fall of the Hoiise of Uslier. "

[Roderick's fatal affliction here is his inability to under-

,^ stand t'nc- true sources of his d^mger, and he is thox^eby

,(y vmable to escape their "absolute ef fect----i n terror,'" a terror

which paralyzes and ultimately destroys him. Wiicit brings on

his delusions (particxilarly those which lead him to beli.eva

that he is i}ievi tably doomed, that the stones of his hous a

are sentient and malignant, and tliat, ultimately, his sister

is capable of returning to drag him v/icii lier to death) is a

coiabination of IkIs own tem.perameat and willful indulgence

in the gloom-Tridden mansion,! along wi.rh some physical and

scientifically explainable phenom:Cna.
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Many of Poe ' s stories, particularly those to be con-

sidered in Chapter Five, describe the disastrous conse-

qvaences of a decadent aristocratic heritage, of willful

isolation, and of an obsession v/ith a lovely, idealized

woman. The rrad artist surrounds himself with the decadent

produces oj: his own geniias, thereby inducing deeper madness.

And he suffers the deadly effects of uncontrolled Irerror

and hyper-acuity of the senses. Siiice any one of these af-

flictions is dangerous if not fatal to sense and balance,

it is not surprising that Roderick, who suffers from them

all, is so hopelessly doomed.

Roderick has allcv/ed himself to become a victim of v/hat ^

contemporary psychologists and physicians called hypochon-

driasis, a disease Vv'hich Roderick's friend specifically_.__

posits of him, "the hypochondriac. " iJpham describes this

affliction as "a state of deep depression, gloom, or m.elan-

choly,'' v."hich can erupt either from "the inordinate workings

of the Imagination" as it throv/s "a deeper shade, on v;hat is

already dark," or from "an alienation of the power of belief."

In I'.he laiicer c^.so, the victim is "bc;.",et with the most gloomy

and distr<>SB ing apprehensions, occasioned . . . by some

fixed and inevitable false belief," fcr instance, that "his

body is gradually but rapidly perishing," or "that lie has

been trans forraed into a plcint" (Upham, II, 396). All of

Uph-am's descriptions of the causes and symptoms of this

disease should remind us of Roderiv.k Usher: of liis mind.
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"from v;liich darkness . . . poured forth upon all objects of

the moral and physical universe in cne unceasing radiation

of gloom"; of his belief that soon he "i^-'Ust abandon life

ar.d reason together" in his struggle with his terrors; and

of his even more "superstitious" faith that the vegetation

and stones of his hoir.e are sentient and had "^lOul-^^S: ""^'-"^^

destinies of his family" and himself (my italics). And

Upham's evocation of the world as it would appear to the

hypochondriac, as "a thick, impenetrable cloud [v;hich] seems

to invest every prospect whether present or future," should

call to laind the dense crush of clouds "pressing upon the

turr-ets of the house" on the last night of Usher's life.

Thus
;
/usher ' s hypochondria results from temperamental

and willed indulgence J.n gloomy isolation c\nd results in^

terrifying and hence destructive phantasms y* (culminating in

tb.e rebirth of Madeline). But Poe posits here, as In other

storic:., a material as well as a psychological cause of his

delusions: rho sv/amp gas which arises from the moat, that

"rank miasma oif tlie tarn," that "pe^jtilent and mystic vapor,

dull, sliicgish, fdxntly discernible and leaden-hued, " the

cas which is the very air Ushar breathes. As I. M. Walker

rias noticed, " Upharii (along with other medical authorities)

believed that this "FEBRILE MIAGMA" (like opium and other

drugs) diminishes the supply of blood; the victim's i^ienta^l

activity is thereby "renc'lered intense and vivid," his emo-

tions become "glco'nv an.d ci'-ii.nful ,

" and his imaginative
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creations become "strange, spectral, and terrifying" (Upham,

2
I, 409-4L0). One could hardly describe the pale, melan-

cholic, luridly intense, deluded Usher any more precisely

than that.

As a cure fcr all this, Upham suggests that, as the

old associations of the victim are all "tinctured by his

peculiar malady," he should be taken away from them or be

iiitrcduced "into nev/ society," thus banishing "that fatal

fi:5:edr:c*ss and inertness" (Upham, II, 393). And this is

preci.sely the mission of "Usher's" narrator, called as he is

to Roderick's rescue, riding from his far home -into a dark

and perilous realm to save his old friend from delusions and

terror, bringing Roderick the healing grace of h.is own

"clieerfulness " and companionship: Harmony visiting discord,

sense visiting mania, joy visiting gloom, and balance visit-

ing chaotf. And this narrator, Roderick ':i putative physician

and savior, is truly the hero of the story, not just be-

cause he is the narrator, nor just because the dragon can

nevex be the hero of a knight's que3t--but because he is

tru].y the only character v;ho undergoes significant moral

transformation."^ Roderick is static, he merely continues

to suffer as he has h^2en suffering for so J.ong, his sister's

death and apparent resurrection being merely the last of a

long sei-ies o£ deton at i o: i s~'\Ti. thin his fevered mind. But the

story centers around the quest of the narrator, tracing it

from its beginning to its tragic conclusion. I^, not Rod-

ericJc, is transformed by his ordeal, though not for the
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good. AS his exploit progresses, he grows increasingly

incapable of saving his friend because he finds himself more

d̂ more "th7rvictim of the some deadly forces that he had ^
C^^r^ destroy. As V7e "^hmrseey- the dragon of delusion

consumes them both.

'Aliat the story records is the narrator's ever inward

plunge, first into the awesome countryside, then the House,

and finally into the very heart of Roderick Usher. With

each step, he becomes more and more unsure of himself and

of what is happening to him. "'vViiat was it . .
.--that so

unnerved me in the contemplation of the House of Usher?"

"I sti.ll wondered to find how unfamiliar were the fancies

which ordinary images were stirring up." "I could not,

even with effort, connect [Roderick's wild expression] with

any idea of simple hvimanity. " And on it goes, the narrator

becoming over m.orc bewildered by the strange and eerie ef-

fects on him of both "the family and the family mansion."

Poe suggests that his susceptibility to bewilderment and

terror is inherent in his own temperamer.t which, evidently,

is too much like Roderick's for his own good. For instance,

the narcator acknowledges that he "had been accustomed from

my infancy" to the phantasmagoria such as fills Roderick's

hone, chat here he was surrounded by "familiar" images from

his own life. But whatever "cheerfulness" he may have had

becomes swallowed up in Roderick's pervasive gloom: "It^jvas^

no wonder that his condition terrified--chat it Infected ne.
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I telt creeping upon me, by slow and uncertain degrees, the

wild influences of his own fantastic yet impressive super-

stitions." The narrator cannot help but become again, as

he had been in childl.ood, Roderick's "boon coiiipanion. "

V'fnat has happened is that the minds and personalities

f Roderick and his friend have fused so intensely that we

can hardly speak of them as two separate entities at all.

In uur studies of Fym and "King Pest," ve will see that this

integrative process is, in those works, all to the good--it

enables tv/o disparate but essential sets of human powers

(reason and intaition; intellectual and active powers) to

b^^come united so as to create a new and fully harmoni:red

entity, capable of the entire range of human activity. And

in "Williara Wilson," it v/as clear that madness and death can

result if these powers are not united and balanced within a

single mind. But here, this fusion is only of that destruc-

tive power of frenzied passion which both Roderick and the

narrator are prey to. The overt madness of the 0!ie only

intansifios the latent madness of the other. The narrator's

reason and strength are too fragile to adequately confront

Roderic):'3 mania. lie becomes just one more element within

Roderick 'g veracious coiisciousness ; like Madeline and the

house itself, he ends as i'lO mere than a mere extension of

tiie ir.astcr's madness, a victim of spiritual vampirismi. So

both of them alone together, as one distended and chaotic

entity, pora over Usher's -/olumas of superstitious, fantastic
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lore. Together they bury Madeline beneath the house.. And

tooether, caught in the dominion of terror and hysteria,

they await the return of v;hat they iraagine to be Madeline

coine back for vengea.ice.

But Madeline never comes. After alj^^ how c^uld she?

They had buried her far below the earth, in a nearly air-

less chamber, behind a "m.assive iron" door,'"3:n'"a coffin

whose top they had tightly screwed into place, and all had

_been locked securely behind them when they left. Even if

they had buried her alive, as Roderick believes, she could

not have gotten past such imponderable barriers.]^ No. Rod-

erick is not the victim of his sister's v/r~athT The only

thing tb.at stalks the Usher mansion, seizes its master, and

brings hiiu down to doom is the "terrors he had anticipated"'

-

the terrors wliich have mastered his "savior" as well. For

the narrator, too, imagines he sees the revivified Madeline;

".
. . there did stand the lofty and enshrouded figure of

the Lady Madeline of Usher." And with that utterance, he

proves to us hov/ ccnuple tely _he.„i-S--&ffioth-ered in Roderick '

s

soul. Like RodericTr he has fallen prostrate to the miasma

and its~~attendant gloom, terror and delusions. So both of

them, as one, fall victim first to the miasiaa (the physical

origins of ttieir phantasro.s) and the.xicG fall under the sway

of the ^pt5^ct_.re of I-Iadeline, which is the ultimate distilla-

tion of their madness. In the war for Roderick's soul waged

between the hero and the forces represented by this spook.
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the heiro not only loses his friend to her but himself as

v;ell-- -losing by the mere acknov/ledgment of her existence.

His suJDsequeut "escape" from the holocaust is utterly mean-

ingless because he haS, already, lost everything (mind,

integrity, freedom) that was v;orth keeping.

Just as Poe displays the triumphs as veil as the fail-

•ares in his Hero's struggles for survival , so too does he

record his final conquest of i llusion . Oddly enough, it

comes in a vary early story, "King Pest." Ics tone is uneven

(ranging between burlesque, terror, and black humor), and

some of its details are uncontrolled; yet the story presents

one of the heartiest affirmations in all of Foe's fiction.

Its protagonists are t'.vo drunken sailors who, in flight

from their landlady, escape in the London night by clam/Bering

into a region of town which has been abandoned because of the

plague. In an undertaker's shop, they find six grotesque,

drun.kea souls whose leader claims the title of ''King Pest."

Sentenced to be drowned in a hogshead of beer for refusing

to pay obeisance to this "King," the two sailors, instead,

kill the four male Pests and, dragging v/ith them the tvvo

f(?males of the clan, they run for their sh.ip, the "Free and

Easy.

"

Poe calls this story a "Tale Containing an Allegory"

—

which at first would seem to be just another of his little

jokes. But, though it is not entirely consistent, there is_

an allegory here, and it is \.-orked out v/ith care and skill.
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To see the real point of the allegory, we must recognize

that, while "King Pest" appears on the surface to be another

of Poe ' s surrealistic portrayals of drink-inspired halluci-

nation (e.g., "Angel of the Odd," "Bon-Bon," and "Shadow"),

or another of his serai-cautionary tales about the dangers

of wine or opium (e.g., "William Wilson," "Ligeia," and

"The Black Cat"), it is not fundamentally concerned with all

that here. Even though its tv;o heroes and six villains are

more or less drunk throughout the tale, and though it ends

in a gushing flood of beer and rum, "King Pest" at bottom is

concerned with the phantoms v/hich spring from a terror-

splayed imagination (as in "The Tell-Tale Heart," "Ligeia,"

"Usher," and "The Sphinx" ) ---and v/ith how they can be de-

stroyed.

Al'jstracted from specific details, its structure is a

familiar one, not only for Poe but for much of VJestern lit-

erature. The heroes journey out of the secure realm of a

goo<^ king (liere, the monai"ch wb.o had placed the dismal

pj.ayue districts " uri_de r bail " ) and invade the awesome province

of the dark king v/ho has been terrorizing the neighboring

countryside, there to destroy him and escape v;ith trophies

as proof of their victory. This has been the king who, in

effect, reigns rot over the lives of the London citizenry

but over their iraaginations . For the people fear two differ-

ent things froai the dark regions : the real death and the

suffering it can bring--and v/hat they fancy to be the origin
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of this death and suffering. These "terror-stricken people"

believe the plague to arise not from some comprehensible

material cause but from the "Demon of Disease" \/hich they

believe haunts those "dark, narrow, and filthy lanes and

alleys" and where now "Awe, Terror, and Superstition were

alone to be found stalking abroad." Very fev/ of the popu-

lace ascribed the pillage and robbery in "those horrible

regions to the agency of human hands." Instead,

Pest-spirits, plague-goblins, and fever-demons
were the popular imps of mischief; and tales so
blood-chilling were hourly told, that the whole
mass of forbidden buildings was, at length, en-
veloped in terror as in a shroud, and the plunderer
himself was often scared away by the horrors his
ov/n depredations had created; leaving the entire
vast circuit of prohibited district to gloom, si-
lence, pestilence, and death. (I, 197)

It is these fear-inspired, fanciful delusions with v/hich

King Pest and his court are associated. Though they surround

themselves with skulls, skeletons, shrouds and coffins, and

though they hold court in the cellar of an undertaker's shop,

and though their shrieks sound "fiendish," they are not the

source of the plague and death. They are only drunken im-

postex's pretending, to Hugh and. I^egs as well as them.selves,

that tliey have supernatural origins and powers. But the

sturdy, merry Hugh Tarpaulin is able to see the King for

v;hat he really is--" ' nobody in the whole world but Tim

Hurlygurly the stage-player.'" And with that, the melea

erupts--and ends v;ith the destruction of these illusion-bred

"demons," the "supernatural" chimeras which spring from an
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.Imagination v/hich has become fired by fears of a genuine

Lhreat. Hugh and Legs do not destroy Death. They defeat

an oppressor whose reign in our minds is nearly as ravag-

ing, as nearly as destructive of hope or joy as is Death

itself.

There is yet another aspect of this allegory, one which

helps explain why, as drunk as they are, Hugh and Legs are

capable of penetrating the disguises of the Pests and de-

stroying them. The story was published in 1835, early in

Poe's career. But he had already experimented with tech-

niques to evoke the split and sundered consciousness (though

not very successfully, as witness the awful "Metzengerstein"

and "Loss of Breath"). But here he is more successful.

Hugh and Legs can be understood as tiie two halves of a

single, functioning personality, the gifts or abilities of

one complementing and completing those of the other (as the

capacities of Usher and his friend do not). Legs is tall,

emaciated, and, "although tinged with a species of dogged

indifference to matters and things in general, was not the

less utterly solemn and serious. ..." Hugh is squat,

stvjDby and merry; his lips suggest "an air of complacent

self-satisfaction," but he regards his inseparable companion

"with a feeling half-wondrous, half-quiz7.ical. " Legs' rather

abstracted intelligence, and perhaps his astonishment at

beholding in King Pest "a figure more emaciated than himself,"

leads him to accept the royal pretensions of the Pests at
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face value. It is "the acute Tarpaulin" v/ho must expose

them. But he in turn must be saved from being drov/ned in

the barrel of ale by Legs wliO, once the truth is out, springs

3.nl:o forceful action and rescues thera both. neither of Lhem

alone could have survived this excursion into the under-

world. Only when they both use their own particular gifts,

and come together as one, can they emerge triumphant.

In a grotesque parody of the theme of split personality,

the six Pests also seem to be only different elements of a

single personality, each of them marked by a particular and

different physiognomical feature. The King, appropriately,

displays an "unusually and hideously lofty forehead"; the

Queen, an enormous mouth; and the others, respectively, a

long, sinuous nose, flapping cheeks, v.'ind-blown ears, and

"huge goggle eyes." Except for the bellowing checks, each

of these grossly e^^rsgerated features is an element in the

sensory network, and it is possible that Poe is rather

hi'^avy-handediy burlesquing the Lockean man, or else diag-

nosing in the Posts the same, maddening hypertrophy of the

senses which afflicts Roderick Usher and the narrator of

"Toll-Tale Heart." At any rate, the fact that each of these

features is made ugly ii.nd distorted via exagjeration once

again reflects Poe ' s belief in the absolute need for liar-

mony and balance in tlie entire mental system;. UHaen one

element is allo\ved to expand and feed on the others, the

fragile balance is destroyed. And }iere, when such a
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violently distended entity encounters one (Hugh-Legs) which

is able to marshal up all of its forces with directness and

resolution, it will be destroyed.

Thus the allegorical battle in "King Fest" is between

one hero, the champion of true sight, and one enemy, the

monarch of delusion. Because the hero is blessed with the

power which comes from a harmonious integration of self, he

is able to destroy the fragmented and chaotic reign of his

enemy and return to the kingdom with news that may allow the
.

people more rest and peace than their terror-splayed hearts

had allowed them up to then.

II

The Hero, as we have described him, has by now achieved that

full power which he needs for wordly dominion. He is ready,

this detective-knight who is to be called Dupin, to face the

last of his preparatory tasks: the riddling out of the actu-

ality of earthly existence. For Foe does not believe that

"the only reality is mind" (Davidson, 205). Rather, he be-

lieves firmly that there is_ a world outside of our minds,

and though "material phaenomena are merely spiritual shadows,"

they are "not the less thoroughly svibstantial" (Harrison,

XVI, 151). Bat the truth of this world is as hard to accept

and as awful in its consequences and effects on us as the

illusions of Usher. Both the phantoms and the plague which

evokes tliem can kill os . The ghosts and the miasma each can
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poison us. The weakness, insta±)ility , pride, and lusts of

the human mind and heart are not illusions, though they are

indeed deadly. Crime, disease, poverty, and hatred do

stalk the earth.

Yet, paradoxically, all of this chaos and horror is

not the only truth. Somehow it must be reconciled, Poe

understands, with the other truth, that, even amid our own

and the world's pain and evil, V7e are not only mere creations

of a God but that we and "All created things are but the

thoughts of God. " Each object in the world is an incarnation

of "the divine mind" (II, 547); and we men are but "infinite

Individuations" of that Godhead which is within and around

us and whose thought propels the Cosmos (Harrison, XVI, 154).

But if this is true, that not only are we made by, but

made of, the substance of a good God, then hov; can we account

for the agony and evil of this earth? What Poe came to be-

lieve, and to express in "Mesmeric Revelation" and Eureka,

is that this earthly life of mutability, loss and suffei'ing

fits into the Divine plan by its being "preparatory" for

future joy (in which v;e shall be reunited with the. Godhead,

free of the trap of corporeality) . Our material existence

forces upon us the anguish which shall, in comparison with

heavenly joy, make that joy all the more intense: for

". . . pleasure, in all cases, is but the contrast of pain.

. . . The pain of the primitive life of Earth is the sole

basis of the bliss of the ultimate life in Heaven." Foe's
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God with v/hom .\V3 once were one diffused Himself out into

corporeal incarnations in order, purposefully, to limit

Himself and thereby, through the suffering that this would

entail for Him (us) , make His (our) joy all the greater

when the universe is again contracted back into undif fused

Unity.

Thus, in its being a necessary prelude to immortal joy,

there is moaning and purpose in the sufferings v;e undergo

here on earth. But if this life is so squalid, and that

future life so joyous, why should Poe's Hero (the man v;ho is

so exquisitely sensitive to both pain and joy) not just im-

molate himself, and leap precipitately out and away, forever

free, into the heavens? The answer is that, as we have al-

ready amply observed, the Hero has a sacred obligation v/hich

ties him here. He must bring his vision of the ultimate

beauty of eternal life to the rest of humanity, enabling all

men to see and feel it with him and to v/ait calrJy for its

coming. But does this visionary have any other, any prior

obligations? Except for relaying to us the effect of his

vision, does he have any other concern with our dark affairs,

with tlie roiled and bloody realm that rages around us? If

his ultimate quest is for that Unity and joy which exists

beyond the world of sensation, why should he ever avert his

attention to our world? What can he, '//hat can we, gain from

what would seem to be a wasting and v/arping of his precious

gifts? In short, why does Poe allow Dupin to interrupt his
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dreams in order to champion our cause in the battle with

evil?

That the little Parisian aristocrat is indeed v/hat Poe

felt the true, principled artist must be is qvite clear. A

man of "rich ideality" and of a "vivid freshness" of imagi-

nation, Dupin has renounced all the materialistic roads to

financial success for a somi-isolated life of reveries, bro-

ken only, he reveals in "The Purloined Letter," by the writ-

ing of poetry. He and his nameless friend lock themselves

in a secluded, ruined, "time-eaten and grotesque mansion"

in a "retired and desolate portion" of the city. There, as

sleep-wakers in the hynagogic state, they cloak themselves

behind heavy curtai.ns, their rooms lit only by tapers, while

they "busied" their "souls in dreams" and "slumbered tran-

quilly in the Present, weaving the dull world around us into

dreams .

"

All of this might suggest that Dupin and friend eire en-

gaging in precisely the same isolated egoism as Usher,

Prospero, and Ligeia's lover. But there are significant

differences betv/een those madmen and Dupin. For instance,

the detective doen not_ bring en his reveries by drink or

dope or by immersing himself in a diseased art-world. Dupin

i gnores the "superstitions" of the populace v;hich have

caused his neighborhood to become deserted. Dupin not only

leaves his domain (albeit at night) , but also remains av/are

of the events in the outside world, even maintaining an
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acquaintanceship v/ith the Queen and her treacherous Minis-

ter D—

.

He is indeed out of this world; yet he has not severed

his ties to it completely, not locked himself forever in

his visions, not forgotten the need to evoke through art

the effects of his dreams, not lost the ability to recognize

that his gifts and temperament can be easily tv;isted (as

Dupin sees that the Minister D--has twisted his). Dupin's

has become "a properly regulated intellect," which responds

eagerly to novel effects and v/hich prevents him from abusing

either the purposes or the means of his gift: "There was not

a particle of charlatanerie about Dupin," nor any of the

obsessive, murderous, maddening egoism of so many of Poe's

other ai'tists. As the exemplary genius and visionary, Dupin

4
13 indeed, as many readers have noted, truly "god-like"

(Wilbur, 330) --both in his gifts and in his salvivic role in

the evolution of human destiny.

But wheji he functions as the master sleuth, solving

those m.ucders and thi-:fts, Dupin is not acting as the artist.

For instaiice, his friend sa^s i:hat, after he had solved the

Rue Morgue case, Dupin "dism.issed the affair at once from

his attention, and relapsed into his old habits of moody

revary," boch of them returning to those dreams v/hich were

th.eir proper and primary business. Not only does Dupin inter-

rupt his dreams, but he puts away, too, the specific gifts,

tho:;e of intuition and Taste b^' v/hich he ascends to those
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drea.T.s . For one thing, he could not use those powers to

penetrate the workings of the mortal and material realm be-

cause, by very definition, matter is v/ho.lly resistant to

such penetration. Through Taste the artist can perceive,

directly, intuitively, a-sensually, man's ultim.ate origin

and destiny. But this same gift cannot function in this

present v/orld in v/hich God's life is diffused and incorpo-

rated throughout the grossly material universe. To come to

a comprehension of the mysteries and conundrums of this

sense-bound realm, one cannot rely on holistic av.'areness of

poetic intuition (nor, as Dupin asserts more than once, can

one rely on the axiomatic, deductive methods of m.athematics

for such knowledge) . Instead, what is called for is analy -

sis, an epistemological methodology v/hicli seems_ to be miira-

culous and "praeternatural, " and which appe ars to have about

it "the v.-hcle air of intuition." But Dupin' s "apparently

intuitive perception" is so only to "the ordinary apprehen-

sion," whereas someone who truly understands his mode of

operation as detective sees that its results are "brought

about by the vejry soul and essence of method." VTlieareas the

poet's intuition grasps Unii^, analytical method is "that

moral activity w'lich disentangles .
" VJliereas intuition is,

more or less, a "creative" power, analysis is "resolvent."

VJliearoas intuitive vision is a-sensual and a- rational analy-

sis is entirely and solely a train of reasoning. Ant^lysis

functions not in the experience of intuitive vision but in
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the subsequent activity of the Imagin ation ^ v,iiich for Poe

was the laeans by which the artist, having already experi-

enced his vision, ti:ien tried to find and coiribine images in

his art which would provoke an effect analogous to that

which he had felt in his revery (Jacobs, 367-75): and "the

t ruly imaginative [is] never other-wise than analytic."

Finally, analysis is the mental resource which the critic

must m.ake use of when exploring the constituent elements of

an art-'.vork, including the art-work which is the universe,

and all prior productions of artistic genius.

But if analysis is not intuition, how does it operate?

Essentially its object is to discover the perspective from

v;hich one can see the unique novelty of each pax'ticular

case: "In investigations such as we are now pursuing, it

should not be so much asked 'v/hat has occurred, ' as 'what

has occurred that has never occurred before.'" But to find

this novel element, one must know from where to look for it-

how far or near, how deep or shallow to be in relation to

the element. To discover tlie proper perspective, one must

be remorsefully, perserveringly logical in sifting through

all the data of the case, not discounting even what would

appear to bo "collateral or circumstantial events," pursuing

the resiilts of one's inductions even if they appear to lead

to apparently impossible conclusions. And the inductions

must be preceded and then follov/ed by, verified by, obser-

vations wh.i.ch are characherized by acumen (a logically-

directed pursuit) rather than by i:he "unprincipled," random
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atteativeness of the dull police.

One must then cornbine the results of .Induction and ob-

servation in order to identify one's mind v/ith the mind of

another (th.e villain or victim) or to "transport" oneself

"in fancy" to another place--this in a process v/hich Upham

and ofner psychologists called "sympathetic imitation."

But tliis procedure is not a blind, intuitive leap out of

oneself. Rather, Dunin can only im.agine himself into the

minds of the French sailor or Marie Roget or the Ilinister

D— after a discriminating collection and a logical analysis

of data about their personalities, history, and surroundings.

In his trances, Dupin does not suddenly, immediately,

a priori, uncover who the villain is, but who, given £l]^ the

facts, he must be. In those flights of his, Dupin does not

find a personality and then proceed to deduce what he did.

Rather, he works from^ his analysis of facts to that one,

single individual viio alone could be the culprit.

Because he follows this rigorous train of observation,

induction, and identification, Dnpin is able to keep "sight

of the matter as a whole," to see it in all of its compli-

cationr, and not b(^come swamped in a mire of detail. Failure

to do this ,i.s why the dim-witted police can never solve

these unusual and novel cases v;hich Dupin thrives on. It

is alGO the failure of the protagonist in "'S:h.e Sphinx," who,

because he is so close to the spider, mistakes it for a

huc^e -.nonster. Indeed, nearly all of Poe's duped narrators
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are too clo_se—both physically and psychologically--to those

monsters and phantoms they are try5-ng to fathom. /vnd also,

they (and the police) fail because, unlike Dupin
,
they are

only cunning, not profound. For instance, in the police

Prefect's -'wisdom is no stamen. It is all head and no body

—or, at best, all head and shoulders, like a codfish."

But Dupin inakes use of a^l his powers and experience, all of

his insights and observations about mankind, all of the

forms of reasoning— all of his regulated and balanced self

in the service of his one goal as a detective, which "is

only the truth" (as distinct from the Beauty which, as an

artist-visionary, is his ultii^ate object) .

If, then, his goal (of truth) and the means he employs

in its discovery (analysis) are neither the end nor the

means he seeks and uses as an artist, why does Dupin bother

with if? Why come down and out of his dreams to iiwnerse

himself in the trivial and squalid crimes with v/hich eartlaly

life is so encumbered? At first, he admits that he dons

the cloak of the sleuth merely because an "inquiry will

afford us amusement." It is a diversion, an amusing game

for him, especially when he can defeat the Prefect "in his

Gv/n castle," at his own trade. In other words, he enjoys

the semi-divine hauteur which gratifies itself in performing

what the police and the populace think of as miracles, as

praete.rnatural sleight-of--mind. However, in "The Purloined

Letter," the last of tlie three Dupin tales, he reveals a
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viiotive for his intervention in earthly affairs which reflect.3

a growth in his (and perhaps Poe's) av/areness of the need

the world has of him. First, he wants to revenge himself

on the Minister D-- because of the "evil tr.rn" vvhich the

latter had once done him at Vienna. But he also pursues

his alter ego, the Minister, who, like Dupin, is a poet and

genius, because D~-twists and perverts his gifts for per-

sonal power and greed. He has thereby become what Dupin

calls "that monstrum horrendum , an unprincipled man of

genius," an "affront to all that Dupin embodies. Dupin must

destroy him for much the same reason as, in the Christian

myth, Michael must destroy the rebellious Lucifer-- to purge

and punish the being who v/ould otherwise ravage the integ-

rity and the goals of his blessed station. Beyond even this,

Dupin erobarks on at least this third voyage in order to re-

store order and stability to the French kingdom. After he

has retrieved the letter and gotten it back to the Queen, he

explains his raotives to his friend and faithful auditor:

You know my political prepossessions. In this
matter I act as a partisan of the lady concerned.
For eighteen months the Minister has had her in
his power. She has now him in hers~-since, being
unaware that the letter is not in his possession,
he will proceed v/ith his exactions as if it v^as.

Thus will he inevitably commit himself, at once,
to his political destrucLion. (IT, 607)

Vfe v/ai-ch Dupin, then, am.usio.g himself v/ith his "games,"

purifying the legion of which he is a member, and bringing

harmony to a distressed people. This alone V70uld justify

his friend's replacing his original title, "Monsieur" Dupin,
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with the more knightly and glorious title, "the Chevalier"

Dupin. But, in his operations as a detective, Dupin's

effect strikes even deeper than this. For Dupin-as-sleuth

is readying the world for Dupin-as-artist . In his ajDundant

resourcefulness, integrity, and balance of mind, in his

demonstrations of order where only anarchy had seemed to

prevail, he prepares us to believe that at least a few men

may have the strength and genius to attain to a vision of

the entire cosiaos whj.ch laay itself prove to be ordered and

meaningful. "And, too, he not only affects our beliefs about

the potential of man's mind and the workings of the universe.

For in the very process of bringing us this new vision of

ourselves and the world, he affects in us a calming of our

nerves, a quelling of our fears, a creation or a restoration

of the harmonious balance of powers v/hich we shall need if

we are to accept and feel that Beauty which he has grasped

only by quelling the panic and despair vvithin himself. In

watching Dupin solve a heinous and fearsome crime, shov/ing

that even it is not without a fathomable meaning, we begin,

to see how much else he inight bring us, and how much more we

might, ourselves, see and do.

In his i^icarnation as Detective, Poe ' s Hero is, then,

a wit_nes3_, on a small scale, to cosmic unity and purpose;

a miracle-worker , displaying his smaller gifts so that we

might believe in his ultimate £ind larger gifts; a physi cian ,

heal''ng our spirits i".hat we might be made whole and ready
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and receptive of the fruits of his impending flight; and,

finally, he is a prophet , crying in the dark, wilderness of

the city, preaching his ov/n , imminent and final incarnation-

as the Messiah himself, the Promethean visionary whose Eye

is to be the medium by which we may yet be saved.



NOTES

1 "The 'Legitimate Sources' of Terror in 'The Fall of the
House of Usher, ' " Ilodern Langu a.ge Review LXI (October,
1966), 589-92.

2 It is iiiteresting that on the following page, Upham re-
counts the case of a woman who tried to quiet, but only
killed, a terrified youth. She had attempted to quell his
fear by placing before him "the image of some frightful
object" (I, 411) which had so greatly excited him tb.at he
had gone mad and finally died. This instance of failed
sympathetic magic is not unlike, both in aim and dire effect,
the narrator's foolish attem^pt, at the end of "Usher," to
calm Roderick's fears by reading him the fearful tale of the
knight and dragon---a tale which only hastens their collapse
into hysteria.

3 I am av/are that this is distinctly a minority view, that
the critical consensus is that, as Brooks and Warren say in
Understanding Fiction (New York: F. S. Crofts, 19 4 3), 20 3,
"The story is obviously [Roderick's]/ and that he ''is the
dramatic center of the story," as Maurice Beebe asserts in
"The Fall of the House of Pyncheon," Nineteenth Century
Fiction XI (June, 1956), 4. There is at least one study,
though, which exhaustively explores the pivotal role of the
narrator, James W. Kirkland, "Narrative Procedure in 'The
Fall of the House of Usher,'" Master's Thesis, University
of Florida, 1965.

4 Vide Robert Daniel, "Poe's Detective God," Furioso VI
(Summer, 1951) , 45-54; and Richard Wilbur, "Introduction"
to Poe in Major Writers of America , ed. Perry Miller (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and 'World, 19'62), I, 36 9 --32.
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CHAPTER FOUR

T0V7ARD THE VISION

We h5.VG follov/ed now the Hero's ascent to the very

threshold of the gates of vision, watched hira pliinge again

and again into the depths of himself and th-e v/o.r].d which

sought to slay hira, gaining as he went the strength and

energy to go_ yet farther, to ccnie finally to a syniip.etry and

ccale;jcence---a settling, a ref ining--of spirit and thence to

the coro.pas.-? ionata dominion over the world he lias co:oe to save.

W?iac lie haii so far v/on is the wiv.doin 'whicli is the full flower-

ing of higli courage and steadfast hope. It has been for him

a voyage b'.^f-.h purgative and integrative, and ovie that has

been intended for U5, h.is witnesses, to be exoniolary and

orablematic of the voyage each of us taust undertake if we are

to open curselve,': to the fullo.ess of our own gifts.

And yet, even in the face of the sunburst itself, the

Hero still itiuct learn once again of the resources he must

gather and those he must abandon for th^'i last stage of his

ascent. In "Ms. Found in a Bottle" and "Morella, " we will

observe him in po^Toe^sion of many of the same capacities as

Dupin evidenced in his role as detective. Bnz in these two

tales, lie seems to have lost sigh.t of his ultimate goal and

the fact ;Jiat liis Psca'^on is only a means to kncv.-iedge of the

82
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"ciis table realm of flux and materiality, that it is incapa-

ble of bearing him on to that ultimate vision of Unity and

spirit and that to rest solely in Reason is to v/reck the

strength it took to attain it.

I

The story v/hich "Morella's" narrator tells is concerned

exclusively v/ith the effects on his soul of the lovely and

brilliant Morella and her equally gifted daughter. He be-

gins by describing the nature of the "deep yet singular

affection" he bore toward Morella. Gifted with "gigantic"

powers of m.ind and a richly musical voice, she guides him,

as her pupil, into the "forbidden pages" of the German

Romantics (Fichte, Schelling) and the Greek Idealists (Pla-

to, Pythagoras). Clearly, Morella is not only his guide

into the realrns of transcendental.ism and the mysteries of

the occult: she is the very embodiment of themi. Even so,

the na/rratcr holds to his first and abiding allegiance to

Lockean psychology and ontology, and, though he does love

Morella deeply, he sets Locke up against the mystical

"One-ness" of the Idealists. But as she persists in leading

him deeper and deeper into the mysteries of spiritualism,

"the nrasic of her voice" begins to take on for him the taint

of terror: "there fell a shadow upon my soul, and I grew

pale, D:ciik shuddered d.rLV/ardly at those too unearthly tones."

Soon, he says, "the mys-tery of my wife's manner oppressed

iTie as a spell, I could bear no longer . . . the lustre of
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her melancholy eyes." And his ov/n repulsion evidently brings

her to the deathbed which, with the "heart of a fiend," he

has wished her. But his horror is only made more intense by

their daughter v/ho, born at Morella's death, grows increas-

ingly to resemble her mother in every way. VThen she, too,

dies, he bears her to her mother's tomb-"in which he found

"no traces of the first . . . where T laid the second--

Itorella.

"

Damned by his o'.v'n terror of the fearsomie yet thrilling

visions she offers him, doubly damned by confirmation of her

visions in their daughter, the narrator, locked into his

cold, orderly v;or].d of sensation and reason, does not see

in time the fate his fears would lead him to. At the end,

he has only his miOmory of those dim, enchanted vistas--but

they will remain for him alv/ays in the past. Ironically,

lie is also lost to his ov/n chosen realm of material reality

cuid comiuon sense:

. . . the hemlock and the cypress overshadowed me
night and day. And I kept no reckoning of time of
place, and the stars of my fate faded from heaven,
and therefore the earth grew dark, and its figures
passed by me like fliting shadov/s. . . . (I, 156)

Wandering in limbo, lost to heaven and to earth, his is a

destiny forged by allowing fear to smother his capacity for

perceiving the Beauty which lies beyond the m.ortal world of

sense and sensation.

More fortunate is his counterpart in "fis . Found in a

Bottle..." .?notber man of Reason who emJ.^arks on what is clearly
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a iourney to the realm of Spirit but v/ho does manage to at-

tain what ho so desperately needs in that realm, the poet's

way of seeing. He describes himself in the beginning as a

man so devoted to the methodology of scientific reason that

to him. "the reveries of fancy have been a dead letter and

a nullity." His extensive reading in those very German

idealists v.'hich Morella led her lover to is used by this man

only as a means to refine and exercise his methodical "habits

of rigid thought" which enable him easily to "detect their

falsities." He is so utterly a man of reason that he has

often been "reproached with the aridity of my genius," "a

deficiency of imagination," and the "Pyrrhonism of my opin-

ions." He has, he claims, explained by the principles of

"ohysical science" Qven those events which are "least suscep-

tible" to such an analysis.

Clearly, the "reason" he is so devoted to is not v;hat

W. R. Inge cal.ls "the logic of the whole personality," but

instead "that shallow rationalism which regards the data on

which wo can reason as a fixed quantity, known to all, and

which bases itself on a formal logic, utterly unsuited to a

spiritual viev/ of things."

\^'"nat Poe does with this faceless, stolid, utterly rea-

sonable scientist is throw him not at the rim but into the

very center of a cataclysm which can be understood and ac-

ce-3ced only through that power of wild intuition which he

has scorned so disdainfully. Poe never allows him to escape
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his syinbol-ride to doom. But he does have the chance to

open himself to its full meaning by surrendering to full

sight, and hence receive the joy and awe v;hich flows from it.

Nearly from the beginning it is clear to us, if not to him,

that his voyage is to that final "grasp of the whirlpool"

at the end. But we are also aware that there is something

uncomrrionly strange and eerie about the ship, Discovery , on

which ho is thrown. Its ancient, decrepit passengers; the

"mouldering instruments of science" and the "decayed charts

of navigation" strewn on the deck; the aged passenger \;ho3e

"manner was a wild mixture of the peevishness of second

childhood, and the solemn dignity of a God"; the av/esome

Captain of singular expression whose "gray hairs are records

of the past," whose "grayer eyes are syl:»ils of the future,"

and whose conmiission "bore the signature of the monarch "--

all th.ese signs show us clearly where the narrator is and

v/hat is happening to him. He is being borne to a new, wild

v/orld outside our ov/n.

VJhat m.akes this voyage so puzzling to hijm is that at

first he is incapable of seeing it -f^or what it is. The man

of rarefied intelligence and disembodied analysis, a man who

has rejected the powers of imagination and taste, cannot ap-

prehend the joy of an experience which is utterly "novel,"'

awesome, wonderful, "singular," and "ineffable"— indeed, an

experience which can be described only in these terms derived

from Foe's (and before him Burke's, Karnes' and Blair's)
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theories of aesthetics which aligned beauty with suJ^liinity

and terror.

But as the story progresses, as the familiar, rational

world becomes less ai.d less visible through the bizarre

whirl of new sensations, the narrator is forced to express

such decidedly non-scientific thoughts as these: "By what

miracle I escaped, it is impossible to say"; he sees moun-

tainous waves which are "beyond the wildest imagination";

his soul becomes "wrapt in silent wonder" at all that is

happening; he feels that "we were not instantly buried is a

miracle"; and it is "a miracle of mLiracles" that the huge

death-ship does not crack and go under. He is obviously

beginning to see that perhaps all phenomena are not readily

referrable to natural, physical causes. Aiid he does not en-

tirely like it:

A feeling, for which I have no name, has taken
possession of my soul--a sensation which v/ill
admit of no analysis, to v;hich the lessons of
by-gone time are inadequate, and for which I

fear futurity itself will offer me no key. To
a mind constituted like my own, the latter con-
sideration is an evil. I shall never— I know
that I shall never--be satisfied with regard to
the nacure of my conceptions. Yet it is not won-
derful that these conceptions are indefinite, since
they have their origin in sources so utterly novel.
A new ^^^^_£;~"^ nev; enti ty i_s added to my soul

.

( 1 , 1 33 ; my italics)

7>t the same time that his mind rages to and fro between

its former reliance on pure reason and his growing acceptance

of this "ne\/ entity" of imagination, his emotions are also

tossing back and forth, ranging frora jiwe , wonder, and
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reverence tov/p.rd vvhc'tt he sees and terror and despair tov/ard

it. Finally, his new, intuitive understanding of this ex-

perience enables him to join the other passengers who face

their fate more with "the eagecness of hope" than with "the

apathy of despair." Accepting the utter, miraculous novelty

and even the terror of his ordeal, he attains a state of

calm and eager anticipation:

To conceive the horror of my sensations, is, I
prei^ume, utterly impossible; yet a curiosity to
penetrate the mysteries of these awful regions,
predominates even over ray despair, and v;ill rec-
oncile me to the most hideous aspect of death.
It is evident that v;e are hurrying onv/ard to some
exciting knowleQge--soiiie never-to-be-imparted
secret, whose attainment is destruction. Perhaps
this curreTit leads us to the southern pole itself.
It must be confessed that a supposition apparently
so wild has every probability in its favor. . . .

(I, 135-36)

Thus he does open himself to the "v;ild" v/orld which his

imagination has finally allov,-ed him to accept. He triumphs.

He ignores the horror, forces his curiosity to quell his

despair, calmly accepts what must quickly come, and gives

his intuicion freedom to run to Beauty no matter how unten-

able it may seem to cold reason. He can face it nov^r, a man

fully capable of perceiving that ultimate beauty and truth

available only through a ll of man's pcv/ers if they are alive,

alert, and functioning as one. His final cry, then, ("the

ship is quivering- -oh Goal and--going dcv/nl'') is not the

pitiful shriek of the dvipes and murderers and m^admen v;ho

stalk c'.".ber Pee stories i Instead, it is a cry of revelation,

as if in response to his companion, the old Swede, who, at
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first .siohh of the death-ship hovering above them, had

called out to him, "'Seel seel . . . Alraighty GodI seel

seel'" And to God and doora, down he goes in glory.

II

Poe ' s riost exiiaustive record of his Hero's flight to

vision is his novel, Th_e Narrati ve of Arthur Gordon Pym of

2
IJantr.cket . Though rough e.nd uneven, apparently split into

two large fragments which do not seem to hold together, the

novel does maintain a unity if read as the m.aturation of

its Ivero from callow youth to a wise manhood in v;hich he is

finally prepared to see and accept the haunting kingdom of

Beauty tov/ard v\'hich he has, all along, j:>een drav/n. Pym en-

coiTipa^ses v/ithin itseli^ the entire, agonized ascent of the

I-Iero to hj.s cor.summation in visicnary ecstasy, the ascent

'which v/e have traced in the first two chapters. Its hero

fighi-.s to survive, to couujat illusions, to uncover tlie

world's truth and become its m.'ister (the central action of

Chapters One through r'.;enty) . Finally, h.e beccmes a being

vho?e po'A-ers of roc-'-jcn and intoition are fully integrated

( tiie action of tiie final five chapters).

In o.:;e oc the fe;/ extended studies of Pyrn^ Patrick

Qu L'-n asse::ts i:hat its hero, with his "intense death-wish,"

has "from the fi.rst teen intent on his cv;n disaster," and

l^hatiWj.th two ^)rief eiicoptions, Pym "is the character to

Vvliorti tlii-'ags happen, . ... he is acted upon, . . . [he] is

simply the narrator, the victim, the masochist-— and so the
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/

—

iaora clearly recognizable as Poe hirasolf" (Quinn, 19 7).

Quinn ' s view of Pyrn is in accord with that of John Seelye

•.•hc ntaintains that despite th.e "hardships and horrors" that

Pyin undaraces, he ne\er changes or develops; instead, Seelye

continues, he is (and properly so, as Seelye would have us

understand Poe's concept of fiction) "only the medium of

perception and conveyer of sensations ... a conducting

rnadium. ... a percoiver on tlve level of sensation, for

4
Poe was ijiterested only in his sensations."

I disagree \7ith the reading of Quinn and Seelye, and

propose that Pym is not a suicidal masochist; and though in

scire of the novel he is passive and inactive, the heart of

his story lies in his struggle for power— a struggle which

he most clearly comes to win.

Pym invites us to read his first chapter as an "intro-

duction to a longer and more momentous narrative." But it

turns out to be more than an introduction, it is very nearly

an epitome of that arc of action which is circumscribed

throuc.noat the first long section of the novel. It is there-

by \vorth detailed attention.

32nticed to Ihe sea by liis irresponsible f.riend, 7^ugustuc

Barnard., the young Pym disobeys his rich grandfather and fre-

quently sails off with .Augustus on his craft, the Ariel, "on

fomte of the maddest freaks in th.e world." And it is the

raaddc-st of these v/hich Pym recounts in this opening chapter,

how it war; tr.at, both drunk, they took the boat cut into the
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teeth of a gale. Wtien his friend beca.ne so "thoroughly in-

sensible" that he could not control the craft, Pym had to

take over. But he was at first "timid and irresolute" and

paralyzed v;ith fear. However, he conquered his panic, re-

covered his "presence of mind" and managed to save their

lives

.

Excepting only its outcome, this incident is a cameo

of the action in the rest of the novel. Here, in the first

chapter, Pym forsakes his submission to the ordered and

prosperous land-world of society and svibmits instead to the

caprice and savagery of the sea and its weak and undependable

emissary, Augustus. What he then is forced to do is somehow

find the calm courage to save himself and his paralyzed

master. This he does. And if later v;hen rescued by a

v.-haler Augustus can help save the un conscious Pym, it is

only b.r.cause, in effect, Pym has already saved them both.

Thus he emerges from passive enthrallment to forceful com-

mand, if not forever at least long enough to keep himself

and his friend safe through this catastrophe. Neither an

empty receiver of sensations nor compulsively suicidal, Pym

is desperately engaged in a struggle to sumn.on up those in-

teriial forces of reason ,_re solution, and courage—-v/hich lead

to freedom--in order to combat the panic and paralysis which

lead to enslavement and destruction.

Ana this is the grand pattern that is unfolded through-

out the next twenty chapters, which detail Pym's adventures,

first on the Grampus , and then on ulie J_air2. 9^1,'
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Soon aft";;: their adventure on the Arie l , Fym again

falls utterl.y u^ider the spell of Augustus' tales of the sea,

the latter' 3 excited visions having landed on the fertile

ground of Pyra's "enthusiastio temperament and somewhat

gloomy although glovring imagination," an imagination which

leads him naively to desire "shipwreck and famine . . . cap-

tivi'ty av.iong barbarous hordes"- -in short, all the "gray and

desolate" aspects of a sailor's life. But just as Moby-

Dick's I.shmael eventually conquers his propensity toward

self-destruction, so wj.ll Pym learn, througli having his

i-;olanc'polic dreams come all too true, that they hold promise

only of fuLile and av;ful loss of self and freedom.

Fym runs away from home to join Augustus on the voyage

of th.o whaling ship, Grau.pus . In stowing av;ay, Pym must

/land his fate entirely over to Augustus who arranges a hid-

ing place in, appropriately, a coffin in the dark m.a;:e of

th.e ship's hold. But all goes wrong. vhe crew mutinies,

^. ]'.ills Augustus' father (wiio had been the ship's incompetent

captain) and iriany of their fellows. For days, then, unable

CO find his way out, sigh.tless and alone Ivelcw-docks , Pym

must survive the actual and imagined horrors of his desper-

ate plight. That he dees so, that he ward':; off his belief

that he is '"utterly helpless,'" that he finds v/ithin him.self

the rjo'.'ers of "deliverance and reanimation" and the r-eturn

of his "tbinkina faculties" is testament to his own matura-

tic-jn and growing strength.
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Finally, after two weeks, Augustus map.ayes to release

FyiT; from the hold. Through his prolonged fight, his refusal

to yield, Pyni has bought hiraself enough time for his friend

to get to him. Had he yielded, Augustus' arrival would have

teen too late for him to do anything but dispose of a de-

luded idiot chattex'ing and shrieking to his demons in the

rank and impenetrable gloom.

Iiistead, having fought his way through, Pym alone is

able to assume command in the subsequent overthrow of the

mutineers. It is his plan that Augustus and their co-

conspirator Dirk Peters (a strange, bestial "hybrid" and

yet a poet) recognise to be the soutidest of their schemes,

r/lien Augustus and Peters become, at the very threshold of

actioa, paralyzed V'ith fear, it is Pym who must inspire

theia v/ith his own courage and determination. It is Pym v/ho

boldly enters the mutineers' stronghold garbed in the bloody '

raluient of a murdered ci-6wi:ian--a fitting emblem of Pym's

spiritual and moral x-e-birth from out of the coffin in the

hold. After their success, when Pym annovinces that "we

found ourselves masters of the brig," we must understand that

tho.t victory arose only from Pym's o'wn victory over himself

—

specifically over his cowardice and despair and the raging

chaos of his im.passioned fancy. Having overcome these

internal forces of doom (even if only temporarily) , he be-

comes equipped and ready for sovejreignty over others.

Pym maiixtaius his command th.rough to tiie end of a gale

which nearly capsizes the battered Gramous . Finally, in
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Chapter Eleven he consolidates his leadership over his three

companions --the critically wounded Augustus; the capricious,

visionary Peters; and the one surviving mutineer, Richard

Parker. Pym a],one it. calm enough to sleep on their rudder-

less and ruined ship. Pym alone is strong enough to be

lov/ered into the v/atery cabin in search of supplies; "it

accordj.ngly now devolved upon me to exert myself for our

coitmion deliverance." Ho finds a bottle of wine, their first

drink of anything in days, and they are all "inspired" by

its "v7armth , strength, and spirits." But this v/ine soon

proves for all but Pym a very much mixed blessing. While

he descends again into the cabin, his companions, deliriovis

from the wine, unable to talk or think coherently, "made up

tlieir minds to perish" (a despairing delirium that Pym is

spared, perhaps, "by the immersion I had undergone since

drinking it"). When he realizes just how ''exceedincly in-

t'JKicated" they are, and that he is alone on the shattered

hulk in the midst of a drimkon and impotent crew, he himself

must fight off reflections "of the most fearful and gloomy

nature." He can foresee nothing but "a lingering death by

famine" or dro-.-ninc. But slov/ly he shakes off his ]etharcic

despair and uneasily ponders the m.al audio ly into v/iiich his

crev7 has fallen:

... it was evident that, unions some favourable
change took place, they could afford me no assist-
ance in providing for our coirmion safety. I had not
yet cibandoned all idea of being able to get up
something from below; but the attempt could not pos-
sibly be resumed unti] one of them was sufficiently
master of himself to aid me by holding the end of
the rope v;hile I v:ent dov;n. (II, 73S)
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Thus, net oaly is Pym forced i:o conquer his ovjn passions

and mental collapse; not only must h^ then assurae coiimiand

over the otliers; but, in order to save Ills crev/, he must

also force them to save thenvs elves . He has to make at

least one of them undergo the purgative and strength-giving

ordeal of self-mastery that he has undergone. He chooses

Parker, the strongest of the three, ties a rope around him,

drops him in the sea, and, having revived him, the tv/o of

them douse and hence revive Augustus and Peters. But all

three men again relapse, Pym. alone retaining his "pox/ers of

mind." Even Parker is inomentarily afflicted; gripped by

frantic desire to swim toward a chimerical shore, he is

saved only by Pym's strenxious resistance.

Ironically, this rescue soon results in Parker's over-

throv/ of Pym's comumand. V7ith a nev.'ly-found "air of self-

possession," Parker proposes th£rc if any of them are to sur-

vive, one of them must be killed and eaten by the others.

Horrified, Pym refuses. But Peters and Augustus join fox-ces

with Parker--and Pym is vanquished. He has struggled and

fought so Tong to save themi all, that no'-/ they aie (at least

collectively) strong enough to overthrov; his rule.

Stripped of the autliority and responsibxl ity he had

been forced to assume, all of the energy and will with which

he had propelled himself in their behalf collapses. He

falls into the kind of agoni:^ed reverie he h;"id suffered in

the dark hold: "every particle cf that energy vhich had so
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long bouyed raa up departed like feathers before the v/ind, ^
leaving nie a helpless prey to the most abject and pitiaile

terror." Parker recalls him from this "imbecile conduct,"

they hold the lottery, Parker (ironically) loses and is

stabbed by Peters and his corpse consumed by the three siir-

vivers. Indeed, "a fearful repast"

i

But Lheir fortunes continue to decline. Augustus fin-

ally succumbs to his v.'ound, and is thrown into the sea and

"torn to pieces" by shar]:s. The Grampus , or v.'hat is left of

it, lists and turns over. Pym and Peters scramble back on

board, and survive on barnacles until, exhausted, despairing,

their m.inds "disordered," neither of them capable of assert-

ing any en':irgy or po\;er whatsoever, they are at last picked

up by the south-bound trading vessel, the Jane Guy.

But the proof that Pym has not lost all of his hard-won

mab'jrity is his becoming, in effect, the captain of this nev;

ship. Its i^kipper, v;]iile urbane and experienced, is "defici-

ert, however, in energy, and consequently, in that spirit of

enterprise which is here so absolutely requisite." Pym must

frequent j.y eiicourage tliis timid Captain Guy to push on "far-

ther than any previous navigators" toward the South Pole,

"laughing him out of his apprehensions of impending doom,"

and all the v;hile acquiring "much influence over bim."

The Pym we see here is hardly the terrified, deceitful

si;Gwav;ay of the early sectior.s of the novel. No longer hid-

den belcw-decks , no longer an utterly passive victiri of the
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forces sv7ir?Ling above him on the bridge, he inste.u.6 asGerts

his nev7ly-won pov/er and sway over the crew and captain of

this, the Rachel 'vhich has rescued hira. And Pyin's use here

of the power he had gained eailier is the thread by whicli

the two voyages are linked. Pym does not revert to glooray

adolescence but instead deiaons trates the character and

stre'jgth of a man. He recognizes that he must be his own

so]!.e source of security. Thus, the first twenty chapters of

the novel (up to the explosion which destroys the Jane Guy)

are really all of a piece, held together by Pym's grov.'th

into strength and power. The trajectory of its action is

straight; taking Pym on a purgative voyage through to man-

hood: self-mastery and thence to mastery over three men and

then over an entire shipload of m.en.

However, it is clear from the action of the entire xiovel

(as it is clear from other of Poe ' s tales) that the Hero's

final rescue is not dependent on him.self but upon others.

Though hi.s achieving of self-mastery is indispensable, he

must finally come to rest in the arms of others, accepting

their sustenance when his ov/n strength has taken hira as far

as it can. General LaSalle in "Pit and the Pendulum" and the

ships in P_ym ( Llie vzhaler in the first chapter, the Jai}e_ Guy in

the thirteenth) are emissaries of human fellov/ship and lova--

and the only laeans by which the Hero can come to safe harbor.

If he rejects this offering of Jove, as does the protagonist

of "The Black Cat," he -will come orily to grief and madness.
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/jid in light of his ultimate raission, it is reiT.arkablv

filting that the Hero should have to rely, at this early and

agonized stage of his voyage, on the succor and strength of

other men. For, ever.tually, he will return to then as the

renewed and exemplary artist, bringing them in his poetry

and music the salvivic hope and joy wliich he will have at-

tained in his supernal vision. The generosity and life

which they extend to him now will bring them the healing

grace v.hich he alone, at his journey's end, will be able to

bring them.

Pym's captaincy of the Jane Guy_ is the clim.actic vic-

tory of his long struggle for m.aturi.ty; as we have seen, it

has flowered forth from a conibination of his own fortitude

and the assis Lance which others have extended him. But al-

ways for Poe such wordly conquest is only a means by which

his Hero ultimately can escape the world. i^nd in that task,

lie needs more than the kind of "technological" virtues and

skills v.'hich lie has needed up to then. If he is to go be-

yond the world of sensatioji and mutability, he needs to

intCvgrate these powers vi. t!i those of intuition and poetic

:-:ight. He must gather ;vithin himself the full range of

huri;ii.n pov.'or, but especially that capacity to see beyond the

borders of earth, a feat which mere pluck and resourceful-

ness (though they are preparatory and essential) cannot give

him. It is this lesson which ?ym cc^mes to J.earn in the last

five chanters of his novel.
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When their ship is blown up by the treacherous natives

of Tsalal, Pym and Peters alone escape, though they are

trapped on the island with no rescue in sight. At this

point, there is a reiaarkable sea-change in the relationship

between the two sailors. Dirk Peters, who has heretofore

been only a passive victim whom Pym had frequently to res-

cue, assumes complete conunand of their fortunes. It is

Peters who sparks hope in Pym by suggesting that a careful

survey of their seemingly escape-proof trap might turn up

a v/ay out. Tt is Peters who is able to capture, for food,

a huge bird: Pym says that "I was so startled [by the bird's

sadden appearance before them] that I could do nothing, but

Peters iu-id sufficient presence of mind to run up to it be-

fore it could m-:ke its escape, and seize it by the neck."

3:t is Peters v/ho resolves on a plan by wiiich they can descend

from their hide-out on the hill in order to find sustenance.

He lowers himself down on a m.akeshift rope, pounding in pegs

on che cliff v/all as l^e goes so that Pym may follov/ him.

"'rh*-5se were means," Pym tells us, "which I should never have

conceived of myself, and for which \;e v/ere indebted alto-

gether to Peters' ingenuity and resolution."

This sudden emergence of Dirk Peters and his cornircand

over a stva]-.gely ''/ea.k and dependent Pym is perhaps the most

surprising of ail Ure novel's twists. But Poe has prepared

us for it. There v/as never anything very 2^"42-Ii3;£Y.
^.bout

Peters, He is the h^^l?"-breed son of an Tndinu squaw' and a
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white fur-trader; marked by hands so "thick and broad as

hardly to retain a human shape," and by a preraaturely bald

head indented (PyiTi asserts) like the heads of most Negroes;

the "ruling expressiDn" of his face, devoid as it is of

"natviral pliancy," never "varied under the influence of any

emotion v/hatever"; he seems alv/ays to ba smiling, yet with

an expression so bizarre that a viewer would think his merri-

ment to "be that of a demon"; he covers his head v/ith a v;ig

of dog fur or bearskin; rumors of his "prodigious strength"

are v;idesproad, as is also a "doubt of his sanity." The

Grampus' czew regard hiia "v/ith feelings more of derision

than anyhhing else."

Peters would also appear to be some sort of ^^-i-'tisj:; i^

when the Grampus m.utineers held been split between going

after profit or pleasure, Peters had excited them, by stories

he told of "the v;orld of novelty and ai'iusement " to be found

in the 3ou.t!i ^^acific; of "the perfect security and freedom

from all restraint.-? to be enjcyed"--of the v/arm climate and

women awaihing thorn. These "pictures of the hj^brid line-

mai'iaoer v/cre talcing strong hoj.d upon the ardent ii'uagir.ations

of the aearo.c^n" ; but eventually they forsake Pesters' Utopian

visions and opt instead for the gold which v.ould come from

piracy.
y — 6 .

It is Ih.ls cousin of Friday and Queequeg --this capri-

cious yet resourceful outcas t--- this man covered with the

.^;kin of b2ars~-th.i3 heir of savairerv and ci vili i^ation--- this
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ii:-olatc3 scorned by the very mob whom he alternately fires

with his own longing for Paradise or terrifies by evoking

their own nightraares of hell— it is this unique being wlio,

in effect, has been waiting at Pym's side uhrjughout the

novel to fulfill his destined r<5le--that of guide to the

gates of t?ve kingdom of God. jit has been Pym's role to be-

come master of mortality, t<i> take comj-nand of his ov;n strength

and that of his companions, to captain his fate as far as

merely mortal raen can go. But by the end of the novel,

there is no hope for return to that v/orld at all. Trapped

on. an alien and awful island, in an unknown sea whose cur-

rent beats irresistibly to the South, Pym. has finally

arrived in a realm where his v/ill no longer can v.'fjrk its

v.'ay . Th.e lessons he has been forced to learn are not the

laws of this new land. For them, he must turn to Dirk

Peters whose life he has so often preserved and v;ho is now ;.y

re'/ealed to be Fym's ovin alter-ego, vmose rai\gical and in-

Ccntatory pov/ers Pym needs if he is to complete himself and

fo.ce his ultimate goal"-th^:J supernal vision which av/aits

him. in che South. ' This symbolic fusion of his v.'ith Peter's

gifts is the payc^iOloglcal equivalent of the solidarity be-

tv.'ec^n Pym and other men. And the Hero needs both integra-

tions- -of himself with hiimankinci and of his reason v/ith his

poetic intuition. It is this last gift which Peters offers
|

hin--the capacity to perceive the realia of spirit not as

some hellish nightmare but as a strange and lovely droam-

'world,. And this is the v/lsdom v/hich. thcuah he does not
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seem yet to knov; it, all of Pym's reason and pluck has not

yet brought him to.

Fro'i' th.3 top of the cliff Pym stares down at Peters as

the latter slov/ly descends, leaving the brace? by which Pym

is hiraie]. e no descend. Even af'-.ar Peters arrives at the

bottOTP./ Pym. continues to gaze dov/n into the abyss. He tells

us that i- "v.'as some time before I could sunmton sufficient

rcsoliition to follow him.'' But he finally begins, only to

find hx3 imagination rapidly beccv.iing fevered by images of

the dep'-hs beneath him; he pictures to him?elf the sensation

of falling. "And nov; I found these fancies creating their

own realities, and all iraagiried horrors crowding upon me in

fact." Then he is filled "with a Icnrji^g to fall; a desire,

a yearning, a passion utterly vnoon tiollable. " lie turns

around, totters an instant, ^-.nd t?ien

There cane a spinning of the brain; a shrill-
sounding and phantom voice scream.ed within my ears;
a dusky, fiendish, and film.y figure stood i.mmedi-
ately beneath me; and, sighting, I sunk dov;n v/ith
a bursting heart, and plunged v;ithin its arm.s.

I had sv;comed, and Peters had caught me as I
fell. (LI, 845)

In a fev,' minutes, Pym recovers; his terrors "had entirely

va;\ished; I felt a nev; being, aiid, with some little fvarthor

aid from m.y companion, reached the bottom also in safety."

The line-m.anager has laeld fast. In his arms, Pym is

born yet again, freed forever from tlie shackles of a per-

verse, chaotic, ter-.or-ri.cldeii imagination. Together they

sail on -the final Irrief lap of t'leir long voyage. In the
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"frail structure" of a car.oe captured from the savages,

they calmly allow the currents to carry them toward "a re-

gion of novelty and wonder," one that should normally have

inspired m them alarm and horror— "but we felt none."

Peters lies silent in the vessel, gazing south toward their

end, on his face "an expression I could not fathom" but only

imitate. The ocean becomes hot, milky, and luminous. Ashes

white as snow fall upon them. They see beyond them "a limit-

less cataract, rolling silently into the sea from some im-

mense and far-distant rampart in the heaven" (my italics).

AS they come ever closer they see through rents in the cata-

ract "a chaos of flitting and indistinct images."

And now we rushed into the embraces of the cata-

ract', where a chasm threw itself open to receive

But there arose in our pathway a shrouued

hu.k.n figure, very far larger in its proportions

+-brn any dweller among men. And the hue on the

skin of the figure was of the perfect whiteness

of the snow. (II, S52)

Their nine-iaouth voyage, which began in June, ends on the

first day of spring, Ilarch 22. And as one, having saved and

succored each other for so long and well, Pym—master of

nortality.-and Feters-the guide to eternity-are borne out

of "the dark and treacherous womb of the earth into the time-

less and radiant realm of heaven.



NOTES

-''- Chri stian I^ystic ism (London: Methuen, 1925), 5.

2 For an exaraination of Pym' s structural probleins, see
Joseph V. Ri.dgely and lola S. Ha'/erstick, "Chartless Voyage:
The i-Iany Narratives of Arthur Gordon Pym" in Texas Stud ios

in Li-i^rature and Language VIII (1956), 63-80, and Sidney
P. Moss, ''A'Conjecture Concerning the Writing of Arthur
Gordon Pym," Studies iji Short Fiction IV (Fall, 1966), '8 3-85.

3 "Pog's Imaginary Voyge" in The French Face of Edaar Poe_

(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1957), 191.
Though I disagree \;ith many of his points, Quinn's is still
the most valu^.ble essay on the novel.

4 "Introduction," Axj^vor Gordon Pym , Den ito Cereno, and
llelaced Writings, o'd. , John See lye ('Philadelphia: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1967), 4.

5 In a remarkable number of ways, these first thirteen
chapters of P_vrri parallel Robinson Crusoe which Poe frequently
alluded to in "his criticism with av/e and admiration (in

fact, just two or three months before he began to v/rite Pym.,

he reviov.'ed a nev/ edition of Crusoe ) .

Not oulv dees Pym, like Crusoe, disobey parental admo-
nitions, igrora the cautionary implications of the near-
disaster on the Ariel , learn of the destructive power of
panicked fancy, and become master of himself and his small
world~-bat he also uses (up at least to the time of his res-
cue by T_he Jane Guy ) Crusoe's religious diction and imagery.
As described ~by J. '"Paul Hunter in The B^.l octant Pilgrim
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1966), Crusoe is a "pilgrim
allegory" and, appropriately, its language is that of the
Puritans: such words as "Providence," "deliverance," "mirac-
ulous," and "redemption" occur again and again throughout
Crusoe's pargative voyage. This sarae language appears just
as frequently in Pyja's first thirteen chapters.

But whenever Pym and the other characters pray, v/hether

in supplication or thanksgiving, their faith is undercut by
reality. Of many possible examples, the following one is

the m.ost graphic. H.y.ving mastered the brig and then sur-
vived the •Aorst of tl;e gale, the four men kneel to God and
"im.olored His aid in the many dangers v;hich beset us; and
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arose v/ith renewed hope and vigor to think what could yet
be done by mortal means tov/ard accomplishing our deliver-
ance." Alraost immediately, they see what kind of help they
can expect from God. A ship is spied, heading directly for
them. J\s it caiae nearer, "we poured our v/hole souls in
shouts and thanksgiving to God for the complete, unexpected,
and glorious deliverance that was so palpably at hand."
But, to their anguish, they see that this bearer of God's
mercy is only a hu3.k littered with black and ghastly corpses.
When it sails away, "with her and with her terrible crew
v.'ent all our gay visions of deliverance and joy." And
v/hat they then do (as so often already on this awful voyage)
is turn again to "mortal means" (my italics) of survival and
rescue. It is clear to us, if not yet to them, . that God is
not going to be of any assistance.

But the fact that, in the last twelve chapters of the
novel, there are practically no_ such prayers or providential
images perhaps shows that Pym has indeed learned that the
only God who exists is one who does not prod and enjoin us,
but one that only can be found , revealed in universal design
and harmony either at death or during the poet's vision.
And this new knov/ledge , then, is one more aspect of Pym's
education and maturation (although I am av/are of the novel's
"roughness" and advance this theory only provisionally,
assuiuing, perhaps, more care on Poe's part with the. novel's
diction than he actually took)

.

5 Quinn points out a number of other startling resemblances
between Pym and -f^oloyjDicJc, araong them the initial suj.cidal
tendencies of their narrators, the ominous warnings they
both reject, tlie doom v/hich dominates both stories, the
disaster ships, the symbolic vtsc of ropes and lines, aiid the
enigmatic whiteness toward which they both sail.



CHAPTER FIVE

TOWARD RECONCILIATION

So tho Hero has come to his ecstatic vision. But this

is not to be his ultimate goal. Poe implied that this artist-

priest must come back home to the earth he has escaped. His

fundamental purpose in the universal design is as seer and

prophet, bringing back to other men from the mountain-top

the view of life on hhe other side, a viev; essential if hu-

manity were to evolve and be saved from the squalor of a

de-sacrilized hell. So the Hero must not lose himself in

his vision but, instead, return and generate its effects iu

his art.

But this is perhaps the most strenuous of all his trials

so far. ?->.fter all, he has lifted himself by sheer energy

and will to a level from vvhich he can see and feel more,

immeasurably more, 'chan most of us. Such a man, so blessed

with sight and speech, so clearly an aristocrat of the

spirit, is possessed Vi,'iLh an awareness, ijiu-.iediate and in-

tense, of the singularity of h.is station, the solitude im-

posed on him by his gifts. And with that comiGS at least

the terapration to conquer and thence escape the finitude,

the lim3f;s, the borders of the world he knows to be a cell.

He imagines Lhat a man such as himself can surely will
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himself free of the raire at his feet and the wounded, nerve-

ridden prison of his body-to soar into the world evoked by

his intuition, there to stay, iramune and secure from the

earthly agony of flood below, which, being discractive and

destructive of vision, must be discarded.
^

If he does not con-bat this temptation, if he hoards his

vision, he will pervert it-and our chance of sharing it

with him. ?^d whatever art he creates will mirror only the

grotesque distortions of his own mind, not the radiant sym-
-

metry of Universal beauty. In trying to dwell in his vision

.;s a permanent refuge from the storms of time, in refusing

to accept the fact that even for him, vision can only be

fleeting, he kills it-and himself-and those around him-

and, ultiP.ately, all of us who are thereby deprived of it.

The Hero faced with this challenge appears frequently

in Poe's fiction: as the artist who imagines his im.agination

to be unconquerqable; as the lover who believes that he and

his love are deathless. Nearly always until it is too late,

with doom imminent and Inescapable, he thinks he can flee

his duty to mankind and the fate which awaits all men, even

himself.

Perhaps the clearest and least ambiguous of all of Foe's

stories of artists is "The Masque of the Red Death." There

can be ao mis-reading of this famous allegory: it says un-

equivocally that death (personified by the ghastly visitant

to Pro.^pero'3 palace) wrll reach out and strangle us all.
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even-~and especially--the artist v;ho flees him. Here again

is a story like "William Wilson," "The Tell-Tale Heart," and

"The Black Cat," of futile and foolish rebellion, in which

Prince Prospero sets up his own castellated Ki.igdom safe

from the blood and agony outside, only to lose his "dominion"

to the enemy he thought he had vanquished.

What is interesting in this tale, and what marks it off

from "The Tell-Tale Heart" and "William Wilson," is the method

by which Prospero atterapts to conquer human destiny. He is

an artistic genius of some sort. And ho builds for himself

and his thousand friends a serene and sturdy drcara-v;orld of

music and color enclosed by a "lofty v/all" and "gates of

iron." The pestilence can rage outside, but within, "the-

courtiers might bid defiance to contagion. The external

v;orld could take care of itself." But in order to escape,

the courtiers must give up their claims to bo rational and

free human beings. To believe in this castle of illusion

requires suspension of all powers of reason v/hatsoever. In-

deed, "it v;.-:is folly to grieve, or t^ think (my italics).

There are still some of the palace's residents v;ho, when the

ebony clock rings the hour, are led momentarily (though onlv

that) to a "confused revery or meditation"—confused because

the unstoppable clock, the bearer of time's tidings, still

sounds even there in that mock-world of timelessness . Pros-

pero' s friends must also give up their own integrity, becom-

ing only a "multitude of gaudy and fantastic appearances,"
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"an asseiTUDly of phantasms" existing only as elements of

color and rhythm in Prospero's art v/orld. For "it was his

own guiding taste which had given character to the masquer-

aders." Indeed, they really exist nowhere buj in Prospero's

diseased imagination, and when he is struck down by the Red

Death they too expire.

The "guiding taste" of Prospero is doomed from the

start to delude him and his companions. It is "august" and

lustrous, and yet "eccentric" as well, overly fond of the

"bizar re, " the "novel effect," "peculiar," disregardful of

decorum. Prospero's "plans were bold and fiery, and his

conceptions glowed with barbaric lustre." His self-created

sanctuary is filled with delirious fancies such as the mad-

man fashions. . . . [with] much of the beautiful, much of the

wanton, much of the bizarre , something of the terrible, and

not a little of thac which might have excited disgust."

Disgust, indeed. -Repulsion. A Prospero whose diseased

art reflects his diseased use of his genius, his delusion

that through it he can escape forever fromi the coils of

time and death. A Prospero who, unlike Shakespeare's artist-

magician, rc^' fuses to return from his dreamscape to the con-

tingent vv'orla of moral responsibility, and is vanquished in

the very kingdo.m of his imagination by the bloody, ubiqui-

tous monarch of Death, who invades and destroys us all, even

as we try to dream him out of existence.

It is in the light of Prospero's story that we should

come to "Ligeia," perhaps the most complex and fascinating
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of all of Poe ' s stories, the one v;hich Poe himself felt even

nine years after its composition to be "undoubtedly the best

story I have written" ( Letters , 309). At least superficially

akin to several stories which preceded it ("The Assignation,"

"Berenice," and "Horella") and which followed it ("Eleonora"

and "The Oval Portrait"), "Ligeia," like them, portrays an

artist's obsession v/ith a beautiful, perhaps unearthly,

woman. Here, the hero and narrator tells us of how he had

once fallen raptly in love with the unbelievably fair and

wise Ligeia, married her, worshipped her, and mourned her at

her death; but, the story continues, gifted with a ferocious

will, Ligeia fights her v/ay back to him and to life, using

as the instrument of her return the body of the hero's new

v,'ife, i-.he v.'eak and despicable Rov/ena.

In an influential essay, Richard Wilbur asserts that

"Ligeia" is "an allegory of the efforts of the poetic soul,

once compromised and disrupted by exposure to the v;orld, to

overcome the world and itself, and recover the imaginative

abso].utLsm of childhood" (Majo r VJriters , 377). Ligeia rep-

resents "a mediatory spirit eml^odying the Platonic idea of

harmony": Rowena represents the hero's compromised adlaereno;e

to physical beauty. Her wasting av/ay "enacts, therefore, a

Platonic versi.on of the art process, in v;hich be^^uty is

imaginatively extricated from the tem>poral and physical, and

may at last be glimpsed in its bodiless essence." When

Rowena finally becomes Ligeia, v,'e see that "the hero has
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moraentarily purified his consciousness of everything earthly,

[and] attairi:;-}d once more to the Beautiful" (377).

Wilbur is certainly correct when he describes the story

as focus.sing solely en the operations of the artist's mind.

It is ind'^ed thi s mind (not Ligeia's) v/hich is the "sole

agent of the tale" (377), v/hich itself v/ills Rowena's dis-

olution and Ligeia's return. He is right in his assertion

that Ligeia is (at least for the narrator) the symlDolic em-

bodiment of supernal Beauty, and that (again, at least for

tlie hero) Rowena embodies an earthly, mortal (and thereby a

corrupting) beauty. And Wilbur is also, and most surely,

correct that "Ligeia" is "not objectively told, but narrated--

as so often in Poe--by a hero not quite in his ordinary mdnd"

(375) --though Wilbur seems to let the implications of this

observation slide by without careful enough scrutiny.

Where Wilbur, I think, is clearly v/rong is in his as-

sumption that, because we see here an artist desperately

grappling v;ith his vision of Beauty, Poe is presenting

him as the ideal, the sane artist--as a representation of

\\ovJ all artists must and should proceed in attaining to

Beauty. But there is a great deal of both internal and ex-

ternal evidence v/hich suggests i:hat Poe is here again por-

traying an artist gone mad, an artist who corrupts his genius

by failing to understand its proper realm and limitations,

an artist v/ho instead of finally rediscovering lost dreams

finds- only a nightm.ajre in black.
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We might first consider the state of the narrator's

mind. It is immediately clear that he evidences none of

the balanced harm.ony of mental powers which Poe considered

absolutely crucial if the artist were to achieve his goal.

He reveals, instead, what Roy Easier calls "his feelings of

psychic inadequacy, his voluptuous imagination, and his meg-

alomania and fierce obsession with the idea that by power

2
of vMll man may thwart death through spiritual love."

Utterly unable to perceive any reality at all except that

generated in' his wild fancy, he is enslaved to his self-

generated image of "Ligeia"; and his passionate devotion to

this mental construct justifies, for him , "his ghastly treat-

mant of Rowena in terms of a pure, ethereal love for Ligeia"

(Basler, 368). Only his "heated fancy" (serving and being

served by his ferocious pride) is operative. All else--

sensation, intellect, and conscience--are shattered. Even

hi-:? raemory, he admits, "is feeble through much suffering."

As a result, there is notliing which he says ^vhich we

can believe at face value (any more than we can believe

v;hat the madman of "The Tell-Tale Heart" tells us). All we

c^w know for sure is how totally he is engaged in his obses-

sion, [vhether Ligeia v/as ever a "real" person v/hom his

3fancy made over into a goddess; whether she is actually a

sapernatural being, albeit a vampire; whether she does trans-

migrai:a into Rowena; whether she, or the narrator, actually

poi.-3on P.owena with that "ruby-colored fluid"; indeed.
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whether Rowena even exists-all of these "events" are at

least questionable: There is evidence each of them might

be true, and evidence each of them may be only a figment of

the hero's mad imagination. All we do know is hhat we wit-

ness his mind disintegrate into sterility, slavery, and

paralyzing terror.

That his genius is sterile and depraved is evidenced by

his three art-works: the turret-chan^ber , the portrayal of

Ligeia, and the very language with which he records his

story. Similar to Roderick's chamber and Prospero's palace,

the interior of the bridal chamber is a "Bedlam" of effects

gathered from all ages and civili%ations--a Gothic Druidical

ceiling; Saracenic censer; Eastern candelabra; an Indian

couch; a sarcophagus of Luxor; writhing, arabesque curtains-

a phantasmagoric effect indeed. Of this bizarre chamber,

Robert Jacobs has this to say:

The home to which the narrator brings Rowena

.is a bedlam of decorative stylos, particularly xn

the bridal chamber. Poe, whose interest in such

roatters was fairly keen, always prescribed abso-

lute harmony or "keeping" in interior decoration,

but in this' bridal chaiT^ber "there was no system,

no keeping, in the fantastic display, to take hold

of the memory." in his detailed inventory ot house

and tf^avober Poe was suggesting two things: ^irst,

that the narrator did not wan_;t to remeirber, and

second, that he was m.ad. in"both "Usher and

"Li-eia" the qualities of the houses are identified

wiKi those of the owners, so the grotesquerie of

the bridal charober signifies a disordered mmd.
(Jacobs, 211)

Further, Jacobs attacks Richard V/ilbur's interpretation of

ti:;is room:
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The grotesque bridal chamber is seen [by Wil]:)ur],
not as a revelation of insanity, but as a "dre-am
rooni" v/hich scorns the proprieties of interior
decoration. To accept this viev;, one must ignore
Poe's "The Philosophy of Furniture" and "Landor's
Cottage," in v;hich he actually described "dream
rooms" decorated in a florid but not outlandish
tasts. (Jacobs , 213)

That Ligeia herself is seen by the narrator as an art-

object rather than as a living person is clear from the very

beginning. But more than that, it appears that he has cre-

ace d her in his impassioned imagination in the same v;ay, and

out of the same pride and longing, that he created that

stifling bridal chamber. For instance, he says this about

her most remarkable feature, her eyes:

They were, I must believe, far larger than the
ordinary eyes of our ov;n race. . . . Yet it was
on].y at intervals-- in moiaents of intense excite -

!r.ent--that this peculiarity became more than
slightly noticeable in Ligeia. And at such mo-
ments was her beauty--in_ my heated fancy thus it
appeared pe rhaps— the beauty of beings either
above or apart from the earth--the beauty of the
fabulous Kouri of the Turk. (I,. 2 2 3; my italics)

His "heated fancy," his "intense excitement "--these v;ould

seem, to be the generative forces creating the Ligeia in and

of hi.3 mind. But for Poe such hysteria as this produces

only liysterical art, as wild and discordant as the bridal

chamber itself. V-Tlien we closely examine the details' of Iiis

description of heir, we gradually become avrare that she may

not bo qui.-ce as "argelic" as he believer h.jr to be. To be

sure, he never envisions her as anything but a "divine,"

"heavenly'' goddess and a creature whose learning and beauty

surpass any earthly woman. But he does not stop even
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there. As he continues to catalogue what, for him, are her

graces and loveliness, she becomes, for us_, no angelic fig-

re at all but a ludicrous collection of spare parts gathered

from Turkey, Greece, Germany, Israel, and Africa. Her hands,

r at least one of them, is "marble." Her eyes are not only

full but even "fuller than the fullest of the gazelle eyes

of the tribe of Nourjahad." It is in those gazelle eyes,

and to be specific, within "the pupils of m.y beloved" that

arises her puzzling expression of spirituality, of what

Clark Griffith calls "the meaningless meaning of her strange-

ly metaphysical cyes."^ Above them rises "the contour of the

lofty and pale forehead— it was faultless—how cold indeed

that word when applied to a majesty so divine I" But m.osf

exquisite of all, even more than the god-like forehead, is

the prominence beneath her eyes: "I looked at the delicate

outlines of the nose--and nowhere but in the graceful medal-

lions of the Hebrews had I beheld a similar perfection," its

"harmonior.sly curved nostrils speaking the free spirit."

Farther dov/n is her

sweet mouth. Here was indeed the triumph of all

things heavenly— the magnificent turn of tne short

uooer lip— the r.oft, voluptuous sliUTiber of the

under--the dimples which sported, and the color

v/hich 5Poke--the teeth glancing back, with a bril-

liancy almost startling, every ray of the holy

light which fell upon them in her serene ^^'^ P-L'^^^'?.

yet raost exultingly radiant of all smiles. (I, ^^J/

Those harmonious nostrils and slum.bering lips and beaming

teeth are finally too much. Ligeia becomes, for anyone who

can distance himself from her and her creator, another
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version of Genoral A. B.C. Smith (in Poe ' s "Man That VJas

Used Up"), a victim of vivisection v;ho each morning is re-

assemJjled by his servant out of some stray chunks of body.

Allen Tate is absolutely correct when he asserts that the

"description of Ligeia's head is that of a dead v/oman ' s
,

"

which is of course precisely the kind of dream-v/oman an

artist such as this one would create.

If that murderous bridal chamber and that repellent and

laughable imaging- forth of Ligeia are so madly done, his

prose style (the third of his art-v/orks) should also be

examined. It too is often disjointed and chaotic, perhaps

not quite so much as that of "The Tell-Tale Heart," yet

hardly is it the calm reflective diction of even "The Black

Cat" (in which the narrator, though he recognizes the mad-

ness of his recent history, seems to have gathered some

degree of self--possession by the time he comes to record his

agony) • Here we see jurabled sentences that cannot quite

seem to hol-d themselves together as they clumsily, confusedly

leap from phrase to phrase:

With haw vast a triuraph--with how vivid a delight---
with how much of all that is ethereal in hope did
I fee_l, as she bent over m.e in studies but little
sough t--but less known— tliat delicious vista by
slow degrees expanding before me, dov;n whose long,
gorgoouSf and a.l 1 untrodden path, I might at length
pass onward to tne coal of a wisdom too divinely
precious not to be forbidden. (I, 225)

Z!>n d b re ath 1e s s s :<:c J. amia t i on s :

?u-i, word of no meaning I [ "cKpression'' ] behind whose
vast latitude of mere sound v;e intrench our igno-
rance of so much of tne spiritual! The expression
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of the eyes of Ligeial How for long hours have
I pondered upon it I How have I, through the
whole of a' midsun'iraer night, struggled to fathom
it: (I, 224)

And uncontrollable interruptions of the narrative line:

Of her family--! surely have heard her speak.
That it is of a remotely ancient date cannot be
do'jbted. Ligeial Ligeial Buried in studies of a
nature more than all else adapted to deaden im-
pressions of the outward world, it is by that
sweet word alone--by Ligeia--that I bring before
my eyes in fancy the image of her who is no more.
(I, 222)

When vie think of these examples and many more, particularly

those in which he describes Ligeia's person, we might be

tempted to charge Poe instead of his narrator with these

excesses. But there are m.any stories in v/hich Poe created

"realistic" characters in language which was decidedly calm

and straight-forward (e.g., "The Gold Bug," "'Thou Art the

Man'," "The Purloined Letter," "Three Sundays in a V/eek,"

"The Domain of Arnheim"). Nor does his other prose, in his

criticism and in Eureka , display this cacophony seen here.

No, the style he employs here reflects, just as much as the

crazed turret and the image of Ligeia, the grotesquerie of

a. "disordered mind."

There is still another indication that "Ligeia's" nar-

rator has perverted hit> genius. After Ligeia's death, he

confesses that he cam.e increasingly und^^r the dominion of

opium.. "I had become," he says as he records his construc-

tion of th.e bridal chamber, "a. bounden slave in the trammels

of opium., aad my labors a^id my orders had taken a coloring
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from lay dreams." Later, v/hen he tells of how after hio

raaL-riage to Rov/ena he could only think of Ligeia, he con-

fesses that he was "h.abitually fettered in the shackles of

the drug." As Rowena lay, apparently dead, he fancied he

saw hovering in the chainber "a shadow--a faint, indefinite

shadow of angelic aspect---such as might be fancied for the

shadow of a shade. But I vras wild with the excitement of an

immoderate dose of opium." He even, perhaps unconsciously,

suggests that his entire, fanciful conception of Ligeia may

have been induced by the drug: "In beauty of face no maiden

even equalled her. It was the radiance of an opium-dream.

II...

KT^at all this suggests is that he has allov;cd his

powers of mind to be overrun by the drug, which in turn

shapes the chaos there and in the art-works spun out of it.

The fact that all tliree of his art-v;orks are deformed and

destructive suggests, by itself, thac the opium hero is a

des cruet ive agent (perhaps a self-evident statement unless

we recall i)eQuincey and Coleridge) . And v;hen we remember

Foe's belief in the absolute necessity that the artist be

in conscivO'.i.s control of himself and his materials, v/e can

understand why "Ligeia' s" opium-enslaved protagonj.st finally

is incapable of fruitfully Oir.ploying his genius. Opium here

acts like wine in so many of Poe ' s stouies (e.g., ''William

Wilson," ''King Pest," "Shadow," "Black Cat," "SyGterc of Tarr

and Fether," and several others): it wracks the mind v/hich
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i !; overpowers v/ith hallucinations and loss of control; and

it churns up passions destructive of both self and others.

That wine and opium are perhaps equivalently destructive of

their victims is suggested by the narrator of "Fall of the

House of Usher," who sees the crazed, terror-stricken Rod-

erick as seeming to act like "a lost drunkard or the irre-

claimable eater of opium.

"

Perhaps the only additional proof v;e need of the self-

destructivenesG and madness of this narrator is the tone and

action described in the story's final paragraph. If Wilbur's

theory is correct, we could assume that, with the return of

Ligeia (and the heavenly beauty and harmony she embodies),

the hero v/ould experience at least some degree of joy and

relief, even if it was mingled with terror. But no, the

huge, ghastly figure advances toward him, unv/rapping its

black tresses, refusing even to let the lover lay his hand

on her: "One bound, and I had reached hei: feet! Shrinking

^£°^ ?I'Y
touch, she let fall . . . huge masses of long and

disheveled hair ..." (luy italics). Robert Jacobs justly

ccmments on the finale: "It is appropriate that the story

should end not with a cry of joy at the recovery of the

dead wife but v-'ith a shriek" (Jacobs.. 213), appropriate be-

cause all along we have been -/atching "neurotic obsession"

and "evil passions" at v;ork.

Like Frospero and, earlier, t'sher, Ligoia's lover is

vet on.oLher of Poe ' s embodiments of "the evil associated
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with the hiiraan will in its aspirations to surpass the limits

of mortality" (Jacobs, 212). He enslaves himself to the

Faustian obsession that he can blend forever, through sheer

force of v/ill and fancy, "his spirit v/ith the universal

spd.rit of deity symbolized in the divine Ligeia" (Easier,

55). Ho allovrs his imaginative pov;er to become mastered by

this "evil passion," and lets all of his mind finally become

drowned in the poisonous miasma of opium. What Allen Tate

incorrectly posits of Poe, is actually true of this blind

and self- doomed hero: /

He is like a child--all appetite witliout sensi-
bility; but to be in manhood all appetite, all
will, without sensibility, is to be a monster:
to feed spiritually upon men without sharing
with them a real world is spiritual vampirism.
("Cousin," 1217)

And, truly, the only "real world" this man can share with us

i.s th.e realm of his own diseased and distorted imagination.

No visions of ineffable, universal design beyond the horizon,

not even a glimpse into the truths of this mutable universe.

In his fren^J.ed and prideful quest for an escape from time

and death, lie only traps himself (and us with him) in yet

another barren and grim coil-block from v;hich, for him at

least, there is no escape.

Perhaps one of the reasons why "Ligeia"' has been open

to such a battery of conflicting readin-js is that there is

no other voice or perspective within the story that can

serve as a corrective to the narrator's conceptions and sur-

mises about what is going on. But in two of Poe ' s tales.
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we do have such a perspective. "The Assignation," though

written earlier than "Ligeia," is markedly similar in theme:

a wealthy, Byron -esque artist and dreamer attempts to pre-

erve the purity and beauty of his love for the beautiful

Aphrodite." He heartlessly forces her into a reluctant

uioide, and he poisons himself in his apartment which is

yet anoLher bizarre Bedlam of styles and fixtures. But his

fate is not relayed by himself but by a friend, who recog-

nizes the enorm.ity of what has been lost. He does not ac-

laim the double suicide as heroic or beautiful. Instead,

he wishes to see his late friend "not-ohl as thou art-in

the cold valley and shadow but as thou shoiildst be— medi-

tating and thriving in Venice,"

In "The Oval Portrait" we see this artist through still

another perspective. This is a very brief story which de-

tails the history of a painting, remarkable for its "absolute

life-likeliness," of a young bride, the wife of the painter.

S^7hat the story makes clear, because of its being narrated by

a chronic- or who knew both the artist and his model, is that

the life of the picture arose only by sucking the life out

of the bride ("the tints which he spread upon the canvas were

drawn from the checks of her who sat beside him"). So far

as this, the story could, perhaps legitimately be read as yet

another allegory, devoid of any ethical implications, of the

n:y^terious way in which immortal art feeds en mortal life.

The flesh and blood model must die so that her beauty may
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become eternal, as Rov/ena had to die so that Ligeia could

return. Yet the perspective of the story forces us to see

that there is a moral issue at stake here, that thi_5. artist,

at least, is a monster of ego and pride, refusing even to

acknowledge the existence of his bride (much the same as

"Ligeia' s" narrator really cannot see Rowena at all, only

his memory of Ligeia). Here, v/e see a similar artist, but

from the outside, from a point of view which records with

shock and dismay the "evil hour" whence the lovely and

gleeful girl married the artist--because he had "already a

bride in his Art." Wb.ile the painter can respond only to

the beauty of her features, her external self, the narrator

can see beyond that; for him, she is

noc m.ore lovely than full of glee; all light and
smiles, and frolicsome as the young fawn; loving
and cherishing all thi.ngs; hating only the Art
which was her rival; dreading only tVie pallet and
brushes and other untoward instruments which de-
prived her of the countenance of her lover. (I, 383)

The narrator recognizes that, although she despised her hus-

band's work because it so totally obsessed him, she nonethe-

less "was huiTible and obedient, and sat raeekly for many weeks

in the dark, high turret-chamber." Her husband, though, "a

passionate, and wild, and moody man," easily lost in- reveries,

"wouj^d noc see" that his baleful turret was destroying "the

health and the spirits of his bride, whc pined visibly to

all but him" (my italics). Finally, as the picture nears

completion, ha turns "his eyes from canvas rarely, even to
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regard the countenance of his wife." And at the moment he

finishes, he sees, finally and with horror, that she has

died.

IVhat v/e have, then, in this story, is a point of view

v.'hich allows us to see the action of "Ligeia" from a distance

from the artist, a narrator's voice which recoils from the

painter's murderous, blind obsession, his willful sacrifice

of a victim for v/hom. we_ are forced--because of the story's

perspective--to feel pity and tenderness. I suspect, could

we have seen Rowena from such a point of view, that she

would have displayed the same gaiety, charm, and humility as

this young bride.

Ai'iother such victim is Augustus Bedloe, the protagonist

of the fascinating but neglected story, "A Tale of the Rag-

ged Mountains." His oppressor is not an artist, as such,

but the mesmerist. Dr. Templeton, v;ho inveigles himself into

the employ of Bedloe because of the latter 's "miraculous

similarity" to the "dearest friend" of Templeton' s, a man

named Oldeb who had been killed years earlier in India. It

is implied that the physician operated his mesmeric experi-

ments on the sick. Bedloe in order to, Gomehow, bring back

his friend to life. But, in the process, he established

"so distinct and strongly marked rapport" with Bedloe that

the latter' 3 will "succumb.ed rapidly to that of the physician";

by the "mere volition" of Templeton, Bedloe could be rendered

insen-iible. Finally, Templeton succeeds in having Bedloe
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re -live the last day of Oldcb. But, just as Templston's eld

friend died in India from a "serpentine" V70und in his head,

so too does Bedloe die; sick from the bizarre adventure in

"India" which Temple ':on has forced upon him, he dies when

the doctor "accidentally" applies a snake--like, poisonous

sangsue to his head instead of a leech. The real serpent,

here, the principle of evil pride, is Templeton, the "phy-

sician" '.^ho only poisons his patient, the scientist who

only kil].s his specimen-- jus t as the artist destroys his

models

.

That an artist afflicted with the drive to flee the

consequences of mortality need not always stay a prisoner to

his obsession is at least suggested by "Eleonora," the last

in the series of five tales about artists and their women.

Mere, the narrator describes his youth in the "Valley of the

Many-Colored Grass," a-roam in this enclosed domain, this

"magic prisoii-hcuse of grandeur and glory," with his beauti-

ful cousin, Eleonora. Even liere, though, death intruded,

and as she di.ed Eleonora extracted from her lover the prom-

ise that he 'v7ould never bind myself in miarriage to any

daughter of Earth," that he would "in no m.anner prove recre-

aiit to her dear meir.ory, or to the memory of the devout

affection with which she liad blessed irie .
" In return, she

promises him th.at, in the evening winds and the aij; around

him, she v;ould alv/ays iridicate her presence.

After her death, the years in the Valley "dragged them-

selves along heavily"; the colors and flowers and trees
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v/ither; the domain grov;s cold and dim. Finally, the nar-

rater "left it forever for the vanities and the turbulent

triumphs of the world." But, unlike the hero of "Ligeia,"

he not only finds another beautiful lady, but falls in love

with her, ardently and abjectly. Eleonora becomes only a

memory, not a maddening, pervasive obsession:

What, indeed, was my passion for the young girl

of the valley in comparison with the fervor and

delirium, and the spirit-lifting ecstasy of ado-

ration with which I poured out my whole soul in

tears at tlie feet of the ethereal Ermengarde?

. . . as I looked down into the depths of her

memorial eyes, I thought only of them— and of her.

(I, 375)

The final phrase here shows us the great distance between

this lovar and the one in "Ligeia": no longer is he trapped

in his vision of Paradise and Eleonora, no longer does he

rashly strive to regain lost, dead Beauty, no longer does he

look out at the mortal universe but see only images aswirl

in his own imagination and mem.ory; he looks down, instead,

into the eyes of a girl of this world and thinks only of her .

Nor does he suffer for his apparent betrayal of Eleonora.

Her spirit visits him and enjoins him to "Sleep in peace I

for the Spirit of love reigueth and ruleth, and, in taking

to thy passionate heart her vrho is Frmengarde, thou art

absi^lved ... of thy vows unto Eleonora."

It is possible, then, that these m^en of titanic will,

iniagination, passion, and intellect can come to reconcile

them.selves to the "mad clangor" of a realm such as ours; as

full of agony, chaos, loss, and dissolution as it is, it
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still can oifer them love and joy. But they raust truly see

and accept it. As much as they must see and accept their

own existence in it. As much as they must see and accept

the inevitable assaults of time and death \vhich, being men

on this earth, they m.ust all suffer. And un less they see

and accept, they are doomed to a Pterile rage v/hich shrinks

their capacities and shrivels their genius. Trying to es-

cape forever into vision brings them only to hell. And not

only them, but all of us, doomed to see only fragments of

chaos unless their genius awaken us to a new vision of the

true unity and harmony of God's universe. As long as the

prophets seclude themselves in the wilderness, hoarding

their images of Beauty, refusing to acknowledge their mission

and duty to all of humanity, they damn us ail to our ovm

black caves. Until and unless they sail back from Byzantium,

v.-e must wait here cold and alone on this grim shore.



NOTES

1 In his preoccupation v/ith the solitary ego, Poe is clearly
one with Hawthorne and Melville. Richard Chase, in his The
Ame rican Novel and Its Tradition (Garden City: Doubleday "and
Company, 1957), 107, says this of all of them: "Solipsism,
hypnotic self-regard, imprisonment within the self--- these
themes have obsessed American novelists."

2 "The Interpretation of 'Ligeia,'" College English V
(April, 19 4 4), 36 7.

^

3 Fitzerald's Great Gatsby and Nabokov's Lolita also por-
tray men who imaginatively— and catastrophically--deify
m.ortal women (and the latter novel is saf fused v;ith refer-
ences and cryptic allusions to Poe)

.

4 "Poe's 'Ligeia' and the English Rom.antics ,
" University of

Toronto Quarterly XIV (October, 1954), 18.

5 "Our Cousin, Mr. Poe," Partisan Review XVI (Decem±)er,
1949), 1217.
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CHi\PTER SIX

T0V7ARD THE POEM

Vlith the agony of his spirit finally quelled, having

accepted his mission as artist-redeemer and also his limita-

tions as a man, the Hero is still faced v/ith the dilemma of

somehow finding an adequate artistic expression of his in-

effable vision of Beauty. Though Foe adiiiits that "his faith

in the power of words " is so intense that he has tried to

reduce even the evanescent fancies of his vision to lan-

guage, ultimately, as Jacobs establishes, ho comes to feel

that there can be no direct evocation of such an a-sensual

experience. instead, v/hat the poet must do is work vague,

suggestive images into intricate designs which v/ill analog-

cally suggest the balanced syn-jaetry of universal design and

which will thereby evoke a similar excitement of the "analog-

ical, symmetrical, or poetical" instinct in his readers

(L-Iaruison, XVI, 302) . Since his audience could not feel

directly and immediately the Beauty of holistic universal

design, they must be brought to at least a partial av/akening

to its existence by the art-v.'ork. Their experience with it

would engender that thirst for beauty which could ultim>ately

be quenched only by joining the Hero in that larger realm

beyond sensation and language.

128
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Such an evocation could best be accomplished, Poe be-

lieved, through lyric poetry and music, in particular by

th.e power of those forms, when shora of as much drama, nar-

rative, and philosophy as possible, to engender feelings of

awe and sublimity--impressi.ons , undercurrents, and subtle

intimations of the presence of Eternity (cf., his review of

Longfellow's Ballads , his essay, "The Poetic Principle,"

and also Jacobs, Chapter Tv/elve) . But even if, as Poe be-

lieved, poetic language must be as much affective as refer-

ential (Jacobs, 315; Moldenhauer, 287), a poem still had to

be about something which language could describe, which

would make appeals to sensation, and which would have some

recognizable relation to human experience. It could not be

all veil without any features behind it at all. Thus, what

Poe's theory nearly demanded as the subject of poetry was a

kind of tableau , a landscape v/hich v/ould be earthly yet

xedclent of a hidden life beyond it--a hierophanous horizon.

But Poe saw the earth as it appears to us as being so

scarred and "infected" by man's "rectangular obscenities"

that it hardly seemed to offer any analogies to the forma]

perfecti.cn of the universe at all. On an earth v;hose abnor-

malities are only "prognostic" of the death and doom m.an has

called dov/n upon liimself, the artist must search long and

diligently for landscapes and vistas--for any th ing--'7hich

'would analogously suggest eternal spirit. His problem, as

Jacobs says of Poe himself, lies in "reconciling the
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Me'v;tonian universe of perfect order v/ith the phenomenal dis-

order" which reigns on earth (Jacobs, 405). He must dis-

cover, even in this squalid ruin of a v.'orld, qualities and

scenes which can, if properly perceived and carefully

enough recorded, evoke for us the majesty of v/hat he had

felt in his own aacent out of the world. In "The Island of

Fay" and "Morning on the VJissahiccon" he begins this final

state of his long quest.

The first of these tales begins as an essay on the need

for solitude if one is to enjoy music as intensely as possi-

ble. "But," the narrator adds,

there is one pleasure still v/ithin the reach of
fallen mortality--and perhaps only one--V7hich owes
even more than does music to the accessory senti-
ment of seclusion. I mean the happiness experi-
enced in the contemplation of natural scenery. In
truth, the man who would behold aright the glory
P'l. ^l2^ upon earth must iji solitude behold that
glory. (I, 35 4; my italics)

The italicized phrase is the crucial goal of the Hero as he

prepares his art. And solitude is for him not a miisanthropic

desertion of some rancorous mob, but a pre-requisite for

the in!:ens3 attention and mental energy needed to perceive

the world as sacred and thereby as a fount fromi which he

may make his poetry.

This mcdo of perception by which the v/orld is seen to

be suffused with God's glory arises from the Hero's choosing

to see it in that way. He loves to Ir ok at the t/aters,

forests, and mountains ''as themselves" bul; a] so loves to

regard them as "the colossal members of one vast animate and
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sentient v,'hole---a whole whose form (that of the sphere) is

cho most perfect and raost inclusive of all, . . . whose life

i~ eternity; whose thought is that of a God. ..." He has

no proof that this is true; he has only an analogous infer-

ence that since man has discovered so much life in "the

regions of the minute," there is every reason to accept the

existence of life in the regions "of the august."

On his long and frequent wanderings through the remote

wilderness, he is armed, then, not only with his solitude

but also with the "fancies" on cosmic vitality which lend

to his sojourns a tinge of what the world would call the

"fantastic." It is precisely this that he needs, a "crazy"

and enorm.ous faith in the ultimate glory of this seemingly

depraved world and in his own capacity somehow to "see" the

world in such a way Uaat its glory will be manifested to all.

The narrator then moves to the central incident of the

tale, his discovery in a "far distant region" of mountains

of a tiny, circular island around which flows a dark stream.

Immediately, he says, he decided to "doze as I contemplated

the scene. I fe_lt that thus only should 1 look upon i_t

such was the character of phantasm which it wore" (my ital-

ics). It is through this hypnagogic condition of half-v/aking,

half-sleeping thar he attains to a state of "dreamy vision,"

a condition which is in perfect accord and harmony with the

twilit, evening world around him: the sun is setting but not

yet fallen, coloring the landscape as it goes with rich and
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strange golds and crimsons, and firing the trees vvith "parti-

colored" splendor (reminiscent of the paradisical valley

lost to the hero of "Eleanora").

Additionally, the narrator has positioned himself on a

vantage point which is close enough to see in some detail

features of the island yet far enough av;ay so that he can

"include in a single view both the eastern and western ex-

tremities of the islet." It is interesting that he needs

the same kind of middle-ground perspective v/hich we saw the

Hero having to attain in his search for a rational under-

standing of the v/orld's cc^mplexi ty (Chapter Three). Here,

too, when he seeks a way to see and represent the ci'ude

world as beautiful , ho needs this same kind of vantage point,

But at both levels of his quest, this po sition is m.ore than

just a physical relationship between subject and object.

If it is to be fruitful at all, if this perspective is to

work as it must for the Hero, it involves establishing a

"sacred space" (in Mircea Eliade's term) in which l\3 can

dwell, a feat accomplished only by enduring and mastering

all the rigors of his quest, cleansing and strengthening

his mind and spirit as he goes. Ultimately, this perspec-

tive he cox^es to is within himself, and arises out of the

intensity of .^.11 his powers functioning as one. It is from

there , froia that place he has founded in his ov/n soul, that

he can go out to the world and see it in a unified relation-

ship with him. He becomes one with the evening, his life
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going out to it, its like coming into him--though his con-

sciousness remains always the foundry in which the exalta-

tion of nature takes place.

As the evening darkens, he continues to observe the

island. Suddenly, "I fancied that each shadow, as the sun

descended lov/er and lower, " became separated from its origin

and "absorbed by the stream." And this conception ignites

the already-charged powers of his imagination: "Thj.s idea,

having once seized upon my fancy, greatly excited it, and I

lost myself forthwith in revery. 'If ever island were en-

chanted," said I to myself, 'this is it.'" And he then con-

templates the possibility that this m.ay be the "haunt" of

the last of the race of "gentle Fays." In the very midst

of this glov;ing fantasy, his eyes "half-shut," he sees some

white flakes of bark afloat on the stream, objects which "a

quickeaed imagination m.ight have converted into any thing it

pleased. " And it does_. For just then appears to his gaze

one of the Fays about v/hom he had been pondering. He

watches the being, borne round and round the island, losing

on each circuit some of its substantiality which melts from

it into the stream as had those shadov/s he had observed

earlier. Finally, "darkness fell over all things and I

beheld her magica]. figure no more."

Miat has happened is that the narrator has engendered,

briefly, perhaps for only a few momeni-.s , a vision symbolic

of. the natural world as it had been in its paradisal
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beginning and. as it v.'ould be again at its end--as an organic

cind beautiful realm charged with life and meaning, and a fit

subject for art. He did not merely discover this vision,

passively opening hir. eye to truth. He made it. It exists

solely m his own perception, until of course he succeeds

in finding the means to record it in his poetry. Wliat dif-

ferentiates this fancy-ridden narrator from his earlier ap-

pc^arances, particularly those in which he was the frenzied

dupe of his own nightmares, is that ho is now fully aware

of what he is doing, and he is clearly free of despair and

craved iirJ^alance of powers. By now he has becom.e, through

all he has undergone, wise and disciplined enough to risk

those incursions into the world of mind -.-.'hich heretofore he

had been hopelessly unprepared for.

But despite all his efforts in "Island of the Fay," the

Hero cannot hold onto his delicate, dreamy vision. The Fay

slowly dissolves in front of his rapt vision, and soon dark-

ness sl'irouds the entire vista. He tries again in "Morning

on the Wissahiccon, " another brief tale which begins as an

essay but gradually evolves into a narrative. The "essay''

here is a paeon to the unspoiled "Edens" in the remote VJest

of America (particularly, the "vast valley of Louisiana,

, . . a realization of the wildest dreams of paradise").

But even Jn the east, he asserts, there are "innumerable

quiet/ obscure, and scarcely explored nooks . . . that, by

the true artist, or cultivated lover of the grand and
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beautiful amid the v;orks of God" v;ill be preferred to all

the famous sites of the Old World (my italics) . But to find

these glens, the artist niust disdain the convenient modes of

contemporary travel (railroad, steamship, staaecoach, etc.).

Instead, he must "walk, lie must leap ravines, he must risk

his neck among precipices" if he is to achieve the truest

"glories of the land." He must, in other words, do precisely

v;hat Poe ' s Hero has already done in order to have gotten as

far as he has--brave the task alone and be willing to lose

everything for the sake of his goal.

The narrator then describes the Wissahiccon, a branch

of the famous Schuylkill which, evidently, has not yet had

its shores "parcelled off in lots ... as building-sites

for the villas of the opulent" and the fate of the rivers of

England and Europe. He describes the route v/hich "the adven-

turer" should take who wishes to see its still unblemished

beauty, and asserts that he should explore the winding

stream only "amid the brightest glare of a noonday sun. ''

V'Rxe.n wa recall the twilight which the traveller of "Fay"

needed, there v/ould appear to be a contradiction. How can

the artist find that mid-point between light and dark at

^I'^^'-ilj-'^^i'^
'^'^'^ resolution comes ImraediaLely: because the

dense foliage and high banks "conspire to produce a gloom-

iness, if not an absolute dreariness of effect," without

the relief p.rovided "by a bright general light" the viev/er

V70uid be cast in utter darkness. Hei'e, too, then one needs

the mixed effect of sun and nigh.t if one is to see trvaly.
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The discourse then shifts to the narrative mode in

Vvhich the Kero describes one of his own forays into the

Wissahj.ccon. Sunk into the kind of "half slumber" which

vje recall from "Fay," he drifts dov;n the strerm while his

"Imagination revelled in visions of the tVissahiccon of

ancient days--of the 'good old days' when the Demon, of the

Engine was not, . . . and when the red man trod alone, with

the elk" upon those ridges towering above. Gradu.ally,

"these conceits took possession of my mind," the "half-

si.umbrous fancies enwrapped me'' until, suddenly, "I saw, or

dreamed that I saw . . . cne of the oldest and boldest of

those identical elks which had been coupled v/ich the red

men of my vision." His im-agination soars into the mind of

this beast from a lost age, fancying that it too, like him-

self, is grieved by the "ravages wrought upon che brook by

the stern hand of the utilitarian."

So far this is all a re-enactment of "Island of the Fay."

An artist wanders alone through a remote and lovely land, his

im£\gination fired with fancies of lost Edens until the fan--

cies com.e , briefly, alive in his mind as he makes the exter-

nal 'world a reflection of th.e images in his m.ind--much as

Walden ' s narrator,, by power of his symbolic perception,

forces that clay bank in "Spring" to embody the organic

unity of all the natural v/orld.

From the brevity of the vision in "Fay," 'we v;ould expect

that in "Morning" it also v/ould quickly vanish. But instead.
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the narrator realizes by a nod of the elk's head that he

has not produced it in his own mind. The beast's sudden

movement "dispelled the dreaminess which invested me, and

aroused me to a full sense of novelty of the adventure."

He obviously believes that he has truly wandered into a

green lane which time has passed by, an Eden yet unravaged.

But his wonderment is quickly squashed when a Negro servant

attracts the elk and leads him off. The narrator realizes

that the beast had "belonged to an English family occupying .

a villa in the vicinity," and that the corrupt Old World has

reached even into this remote American glen.

So once again the Hero is unable to hold onto and pre-

serve the images he had so ardently conjured. Even the

elk, who does exist outside the poet's imagination, does not

sustain th.e burden of wild meaning which its viev;er thrusts

upon it. Paradise is lost. And even if the poet manages

after long effort to invest the world with images of its

former and future glory, still is time implacable, whether

it be figured forth by the inevitable crush of nightly dark-

ness or by the ravages of history invading the remote passes

of the Hew World. Ultimately, both of these stories sym-

bol-i.cally evoke the inability of the artist to deal with his

art, to find sorae lasting ana effective image by which he

can comjnunicate his ineffable vision of eternity. Even the

most beautiful and sublime of earthly vistas here in America

v^ill not do. They must be fashioned in such a way that he
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can ]icld or.i:o' thera long enough that they can be discovered,

als-'O, by his audience.

It is finc'illy left to Ellison, the protagonist of "The

Doinain of Arnheim, " and to Landor, the penultimate enibodiments

of Fco's licro, to see v/hy the unaffected natural v/orld must

always be an inadequate mirror of Eternity and hov/ it can be

altered by the artist so as to make it an appropriate sub-

ject of poetry.

If \vc bring to mind the spiritual and emotional state

of the Hero as we sav/ him at the beginning of his journey--

v/eak and lost, stricken v/ith fear, astray in the darkest of

dungeons-'-and then if v/e turn to him in his appearance here,

as the landscape architect Ellison, the distance v-.'hich he

has travelled should strike us with remarkable force. For

Silicon evceniplifies all the gifts of genius and character

v.-]iich Poe has called for both in his fiction and his cri.ti-

cisn. The scion of a noble and illustrious family, he is

blor.Gcd with an inuaense fortune, "personal grace and beauty,"

vast intellect, and a bride who was "the loveliest and most

devoted of v.'oraen." vSmall wonder that his companion, the

story's naiTator and Ellisoii's eulogist, regards him as em-

bodying "by individual instance '",/hat has been deemed the

chiinera of i::he perfectionists," If we can allow this nar-

rator tc mirror Poe's own position, Ellison's life-long

liappiness o.nd accomplishraent shows a v/oakening in Poe's

of ten-ax f iiified belief in universal human squalor; it "is
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not impossible," Poe ' s new voice asserts, "that man, the

individual, under certain unusual and highly fortuitous coii-

ditions, may be happy" even in the midst of "the present

dctrkness and madness" of earthly life.

However, Ellison's triumph is not a mere matter of

blessed luck. The "uninterrupted enjoyment v;hich distin-

guished his life v/as, in great measure, the result of pre -

conce rt" (ray italics). That is, Ellison Willed himself to

his supremacy and joy. Throughout this study we have seen

the critical 'necessity for the Kero to control his instincts,

passions and aspirations if he is to master him.self and his

medium.. It is therefore of real interest that it is by

preconcert that Ellison attains his exalted and singular

station.

In addition, he has also lived steadily by principles

v.'iiich came to him instinctively, and without the possession

of which he too might have been plunged "into the common

vortex cf unhappiness which yawns for those of pre-eminent

endov/ment" (and into v;hich we have seen the Ilei^o so often

hurled). These principles, or "conditions of bliss," are

four: "free exerci.se in the open air'' (which gives him that

physical health which Poe, always the Horatian, asserted to

be a critical need of the artist---cf . , Harrison, XVI, 89);

"the love of Woman" (the vital affection between equals--

as opposed to the vampirism at the core of Poe ' s other tales

of sexual relationships) ; ''the contempt cf ami^ition" (that
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disdain for the applause and gold of the public which Poe

at least asserted his allegiance to) ; and, lastly, "an

object of unceasing pursuit," and the greater "the spirit-

uality of this object" the greater will be the happiness

attainable from its pursuit. Considering all we have seen

of Poe ' s yearning for the Absolute, this final condition

can hardly come as a surprise. 7\nd the fact that the pur-

suit should be "unceasing" merely reaffirm Poe ' s belief

in the "energy or industry" which the artist must continu-

ously surrimoh up if he is to consununate his quest. His Hero

(need we say it again?) cannot be a merely passive receptor

of Divine "input." He must go out and strive for his vision

and no less effortfully strive to evoke it in his art.

F.lli.Gcn has also achieved a virtue very few of the

earlier incarnations of the Hero managed to attain: a liber-

ality and generosity of spirit, a concern for suffering man-

kind. When he com.es into his staggering inheritance (450

million dollarsi), he immediately gave av/ay all "the very

unusual wealth" he already possessed, and later he "satis-

fied his conscience" in regard to individual charities,

even though, the narx'ator is sorry to confess, Ellison has

little faith "in the general condition of man." Farther on,

vvhile ho is searching the world for an appropriate locale

for his gaxden, Ellison rejects a remote Pavcific island be-

cause of its total insularity. "I am not Timon," he asserts.

"I v'ish the composure but not the depression of solitude."
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And he then decides to find "a spot not far from a populous

city" to found his domain. This is yet another raarked dif-

ference between him and so many of the earlier protagonists

who were engaged in their misanthropic solipsism and nar-

cissism, a spiritual blight which prevented them from reach-

ing out to the doomed millionate of earth's creatures who

yearned in vain for the artist's healing vision.

In concluding his description of Ellison's life and

qualities, his friend asserts that "in the widest and noblest

sense he was a poet. He comprehended, moreover, the true

character, the august aims, the supreme majesty and dignity

of the poetic sentiment." T^d he understands that, in it-

self, the natural world cannot offer man the joys of an

artistic expression; though the "component parts" of a land-

scape may defy the artist's skill, "the arrangement of

these parts will always be susceptible of improvement." In

short, "no position can be attained on the wide surface of

the natural earth, from which an artistical eye, looking

steadily,'* will noc be offended by "the 'composition' of the

landscape." Indeed, the earth as presently constituted is

only "prognostic of death." What Ellison realizes is that

tlie artist cnn redeem this world only by m_aking_ ij^ over so

as to be prognostic of eternity , and convey "the sentiment

of spiritual interference" and "angelic intervention." The

artist must actively intervene in the natural order, not

just passively accepting it. Through diligent imaginative
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energy, he must take "the most glorious" elements to be

found on earth and re-combine rhem in "forms of novel

beauty. " In taking "the multiform and multicolor of the

flowers and the trees" v/hich were "the most direct and ener-

getic" of Nature's efforts at Beauty, and then directing and

adapting Nature's effort "to the eyes v;hich were m.aant to

behold it on earth" --in so doing, Ellison sees that he can

best fulfill "not only . . . his own destiny as poet, but

. . . the august purposes for which the Deity had implanted

the poetic sentiment in man."

In such a v/ay does Ellison finally go beyond the Emer-

sonian aesthetic, and goes beyond the protagonists of "Fiiy"

and ":iorning" as well, those men who believed that, if only

they could find them, there were unaffected natural vistas

which could be made to evoke with permanency the glimmerings

of glory demanded by Poe ' s theory of art. Ellison comes to

see that the artist must re-design nature so that while it

remained just that— the natural world --her character would

nonethelesr. seem to have "undergone laodification, " so that

there would be "a weird symmetry, a thrilling uniformity,

a wizard propriety in these her v^7orks .
" Thus, even though

Poe clung to the eighteenth-century idea that the artist can

only cGiabine pre-existent materials and not create radically

nev elements (cf., Jacobs, Chapter Twelve), he does grant

the artist at least the semi-divine power of re-ordering

the v/orld so as to make it an hedonic environment, a realm
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capable of bestowing an hierophanous excitement in the sen-

sitive viewer, of allowing him to travel through the objec-

tified vision of the artist and feel at least a touch of the

awe and wonder which the poet himself had felt in his prior

vision of God's glory.

After four years of diligent search, Ellison finally

discovers a valley which is perfect for his needs. And

what he pre-eminently had desired was a locale which would

provide a "constant," a lasting effect on its viewers, the

very quality' which the artists in the "Fay" and "Itorning"

stories failed to discover. Ellison had had to reject

mountain- top panoram.as because, he said, the grandeur which

a vista inspired was ultimately fatiguing ana depressing:

'For the occasional scene nothing could be better-- for the

constant view nothing worse." The vast distances which

such a locat.ion provides are

at v/ar with the sentiment and with the sense of
seclusion-— the sentiment and sense which we seek
'toliumor in 'retiring to the country.' In looking
from the surnrait of a mountain we cannot help feel-

ing abroad in the world. The heart-sick avoid
distant" prospects as a pestilence. (II, 680)

In other words, Ellison v/ants to create, out of the materials

of nature, a designed and unified asylura and refuge for its

"heart-sick" visitors, a realm of beauty wliich will surround

them with suggestions of the sacred, of the mystery v/hich

envelopes and suffuses the universe and to which they need

so desperately to be made alert and alive.
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For the cause of all human heart-sickness is the loss

of our awareness that we were once part of the Godhead and

shall again, at world's end, resume our full divinity (cf.,

Eureka , in Harrison, XVI, 312-15). In the meantime, our

c.rtists must stir our lost memories and intuitions of this

truth by drawing us into the beauty of their own shaped and

harmonious art-worlds, be they landscape gardens or musical

compositions or poems.

The 'proof that Ellison does succeed is found in the

final pages Of "The Domain of Arnheim. " Having finished his

majestic re-creation of the valley, Ellison has died. But

his friend describes the journey of a visitor to Arnheim,

undergone at evening, floating through one "enchanted circle"

after a'jothcr as the "phantom bark'" follov/s the stream's

IcibyrintViine course, enwrapping the visitor "in an exquisite

sense of the strange" and of a ''weird symmetry" unseen be-

core i.n the v/orld, and finally bearing him through a gigan-

tic gat-.? of burni.shed gold to bring him full face with the

"whole Paradise of Arnheira"--which strikes him as "seeming

the phantom handiv/ork ... of the Sylphs, of the Fairies,

of the Genii, and of the Gnomes."

Poe intends us to see this awesome refuge as redolent

of the same beauty he wanted to evoke in his poetry (especi-

ally the haunting landscapes of "Dre-am-Land, " "The Valley of

Unrest," ''Fairy-Land," and "The City in the Sea"--all of

them mioty, vital, eerie vrorlds ci.rcur.iscribed by very tightly
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pattarned poetic forms). And evidently he intends Eureka ^

too, to act on its readers in the same way; even though it

is not by Poe ' s or anyone strict definition a poem, it is

aimed at making a vivid and forceful "impression," an aes-

thetic effect on its readers in much the same v/ay as the

poetry. And it, too, is intended to provide a healing

refuge through its vision of m.an's common origin and des-

tiny Vvdth, and as, God, and through its assertion that

thrijugh all life, even nov;, bx-eathes "the Spirit Divine" no

m.atter how dimly wa may be aware of it.

There is one story v/hich is the final proof that Poe

came to believe that his Hero's quest was to be successful.

Appropriately, it is "Lander's Cottage," the last story Poe

finished. Sao- tit led "A Pendant to 'The Domain of Arnheim.'"

it does not portray the struggle of the artist but rather

the journey of a visitor to the realm v;hich the artist has

created. Ilany of the conditions for such a journey which

v/e have gleaned from earlier stories are repeated here. The

rtarrator is on "a pedestrian trip" through remote stretch.es

of New York State. The day and the countryside have glov;ed

v;ith that familiar m.ixtut"e of seemingly paradoxical factors

and conditions which v.'ill prepare him to be drawn into a

Vvorld 'vhich is both tjacred and profane, eternal and tim>e-

bour.d. Though it has been "unpleasantly warra, '' the sun has

scarcely shone all day. Fie becomes lost in a labyrinth of

paths, especially in the evening and in the midst of the
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'•sraoky niist" v;hich envelopos him. But he is not afraid, even

though darkness is soon to fall and the countryside is only

"very sparsely populated." Indeed, demonstrating the cool-

ness and coiTmiand v/liich the artist, in his turn, had needed,

this traveller welcomes the chance for "a bivouac in the

open air." Soon, he feels that he is being "conducted" onto

a new path whose grass "lool:ed more like green Genoese vel-

vet than any thing else." Stones "had been carefully

p laced--not thrown---along the sides of the lane, so as to

define i'^s boundaries . . . v;ith a kind of half-precise,

half-negligent, and wholly picturesque definition." Not

knowing "v;hat to make of all this," he gazes "in bewildered

admiration" at the novel and strange " characte r of the art"

v/hich envelopes him. Then he realizes that "an artist, and

one with a miost scrupulous eye for form, had superintended

all these arrangem.ents .
" What he sees, everywhere he looks,

is "variety in uniformity," a perfect "composition."

So he follows the serpentine path through the mist and

fog to a river valley whose 'tout_ ensemub le struck me with the

keenest sense of combined novelty and propriety--in a word,

cf poetry. ..." And then he enters the realm; approaches

the cottage which is at its center and source; calmly greet-

ing and tiras quieting its sentinel, a dog who porusesses "the

whole air of a tiger"; and meets the lady who is the niistress

of the cottage and whose eyes are "spiritual gray," gleaming

\vith an expression of "um/orldliness .
" Ai\d as the story
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.„as, he has elected to sta^ there, alone with the v,oman

(who crystallizes the grace and beauty of this new Men)

and with her father, its designer and architect-whose life

and long voyage have finally been consu^ated in the creation

of a dwelling not merely for himself but for all the lost

line of mankind, whose search, like his, has been for the

home which we had somehow lost, long ages ago, to the flames

and fury of time.



NOTES

1 'J'hG Sacred and the Profane (New York: Harper and Row,
195 7) 14.

2 A further word about Eureka as, in Poe ' 3 iTiind, an art-
v;ork, not a mere scientific textbook on astronoray: He called
it, after all, "A Prose Poem" and dedicated it to "those v/ho

put faith in dreams as in the only realities" (Harrison,
XVT, 183). Though not by Poe ' s or anyone's strict definition
a poem , its structure evinces the balanced harmony and sym-
metrical order which Poe called for in all works of art: on
a temporal level, it flows from the past to the present to
the future; in terms of its narrative voice, it moves away
from the idiosyncratic, eccentric voice of the Poe persona ,

tov/ard the objective tone of the scientist, and culm.inates

in the "We" (not "I") which records the blissful vision of
the shared destiny of humanity; in terms of its modes of
thought, it m.oves from intuition of V'/hat was, to scientific
description of what is_, and ends with further intuitions of
what will be . This symmetrical, triadic structure embodies
that universal symmetry v/hich he describes.

148



CONCLUSION

WIDENING THE CIRCLE

It perhaps should be clearer nov; than when we began

i-bat what Foe was exploring throughout his fiction were the

necessities and the possibilities for heroism in a low and

squalid age. For v;herever he looked, he saw the debasement

of v,he cl.?oGical, aristocratic, and conservative vision of

laaa.- Kith the horror of a Johnson or Larke, he recoiled

frora the dark, ascendent leagues of the egalitarians, secu-

larists, and mercantilists. McLuhan is correct in describ-

ing Poe as an "aristocratic rebel fighting for human values

in a sub-human chaos of indiscriminate appetite" (25) .
He

was the last Augustan.

Ultimately, Poe came to a Romantic's faith in the Ccioac

j. tv of at least a few m.en— the gifted and disciplined art-

is t3--to attain the strength and m.agnamj.ni ty required to

save civilization from the "Demon Engine" which was devour-

ing it, !:o recall the heirs of the West to a healing vision

of cosmic unit:y and radiance in which God's ways become

justified because they were, finally, ra^£^ s ways.

It was not until the last years of his life, oddly

enough years in which Poe's own fortunes grew more and more

desperate (increasiagly unstable; virtually unemployable;

his wife dead; dimming hopes for his maga^^ine), that he

149
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came to believe that his Hero could break through to an

incredible realization of his dream (the victory described

in Chapter Six) . And this consuiiamation was achieved by the

fusion of the Western conception of man's "technological"

gifts of reason and will with what is essentially an Eastern

view of the organic unity and holiness of the universe.

His Hero shares much blood v/ith the supermen of Eastern

occultism, the bodhisattvas who, as described by John

Senior, " "having achieved self-realization, turn back to . „

help their unrealized fellows." Their own path to total

self-hood "had come by plunging again and again into the

hidden recesses of the world's and their own spirits, until

finally.- after frequent and terrifying failures, they ach.ieved

a vision '.vhich is "ineffable and profoundly moving proof of

the onenGss of the universe" and of themselves with it. As

it is for Poe, tliis downv/ard plunge and subsequent return
j

J. 3 ciccoioplished "by arduous practice" and the cumulative

experience and strength gained from repeated attenipts. Rs^"

son is not to be shunned, "if reason is used in its proper

senne, ds the logic of the whole personality " (Inge, 5),

not as a mere manipulation of data--a truth v;hich Dupin,

uKjst of all, has seemed to learn. Neither is he to scorn

the world \7hich, being part of God, is thereby good; nor

is he even to believe it to be illusory but merely insuffi-

cient, not dangerous unless ''it i.s seen onJl_y in its variety"

(Senior, 31). This again reminds us of Poe ' s belief in the
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substantiality of creation and of its usefulness to the

arcist-'-but also of its des tructiveness if not finally

fashioned so as to symbolize eternal spirit.

An.d this symbol-making power, both in Poe ' s and in the

Platonic-occult world-viev/, is absolutely essential; for the

superman's vision can only be evoked in others of dimrner

sight through the evocation of a symbolic or yantric image,

one that through its vague suggestiveness , sumnions up in us

a sensation "of something beyond" (Senior, 43) . And these

"sensations" of spirit v/hich arise froia the symbols of art

are essential if we, all of us, are to follow the seer in

the dark and treacherous paths to our own realizations of

self, of t'le life we share with spirit.

Thus Poe discovered the central paradox about I^jwerica--

that Colurrbus had, after all, discovered on these shores a

passage to India. For all of its flaws and excesses, Pce's

art sets forth America's truest perception of itself---as the

tabernacle of history wherein the man of the West, the Faus-

tian scientist and explorer, came CJ-nally face to face with

trie saint of the East, the man of clear eyes and silence.

hnd they becoiiie one. Poe's contemporaries, Fm.erson, Thoreaii,

and Melville, also made much the same discovery: that here,

on chose snores at the world's edge, could come a nev; vision

of man's strength and hope, one that v?ould fuse the voices

of Eu.i-cpe and the East and heal the cleavages of history.

To Poe ' s credit, he saw more in.tensely than Emerson or

Thoreau, and equally v;ith Melville, the agony and horror
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that -^'ould have to be undergone, the heroic fortitude that

would have to be summoned, if this radically new meaning of

America v;as ever to be delivered to her people. William

Carlos Williams is precisely on the mark: it J.s indeed "the

New World ... a new locality that is in Poe assertive,"

(216) one that all his life Poe was fighting to define and

explore, wrestling with tliis perverse giant of a nation,

v.'h.ila trying to whisper in its ear the secret of its own

source and fount. But the giant did not--and does not

—

listen.



NOTES

1 Tlie Way Down and Out (Ithaca: Cornell University Prass,
1959), 40.
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